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Free Exhibition

Exchange St, Portland.
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a

Year

Advertising:

of

of

a

“square.”

tion.
Address

165 ALiddle Street.

Work supplied whereby to pay for the
Machine when desired.

The work can be taken out and made at home.
To those not having
Sewing Machines and intending to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more
practical assistance toward the selec“Oo
machine, from the fhct of having used
p* a good
on a^ kinds of work, than woald be aeriv• 5“^*'
observing the fanciful performance of some
skillftU operator.

all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

STURDIVANT^

ROSS &

A Reliable Sewing Machine,

SIMPLE

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

AS
—AJ!D

1»» Commercial St., Portland.
Sole tgtau in Maine

for the sale and shipment < f
Celebrated C.al mined by Messrs. Hair

the

mett Neill &

Co.,

of

vicinity

of New York.

Vei
of coals frot

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,

tranportation
point desired.

DUBABLE,
NOT

VET

1
tfapr2

Will
FROM

DENTIST,
Has fitted up the elegant rooms over H. H. Hay’ .
Drug store, at the junction of Free and Middle Sts.
where he invites and can better accommodate thos
who mav favor him with their patronage.
Dr. Johnson has associated with himself as a part
ner.Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Dentist of ability am [
skill, and.all operations pertaining to dental surger; r
will be performed by them in the most
satisfactory
manner.
ap29codlm

DEL A

Having just returned from Europe, would inforn
his customers and friends that he has resumed bi:
to embody into liis futuri
business, and is
work some of the new ideas acquired there.

1

8

1

WM.

M.

CO.,

6

0.

Every Description of work promptly
executed, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

( HAS. A:
(Formerly

SHIP*

WARREN,

Warren

a.

EXCEEDING

\J

&

,

THOSE

OF

•

ALL

444

SOUTH

DELAWARE

AVENUE,
Jan31

PHILADELPHIA.

H. L. GREGG &

those that
Sewing Machine to call at

G.

GTGr

BROWN,

Attorney

at Law !

jan24-ly

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, (J. S.)

Attorney

Counsellor

and

AT

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
kefer* to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Sliepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W, Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.Jn3-6m

Where

FRESCO PAINTER

we

N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Fre«
de20 tf
Cross Streets.

and

L.KGKLEK,

Fresco

Double

59

Middle
UP

styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and tbe retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckle*
new

wrinicies, ana an imperfections ot tue skui
Call and lodge tor yourselves.
(dTMoilo-Good work at Moderate PricA ini to Pleane.
es.
may 20

~llUNT & JEWETT,
Wholesale Dealers tu

Italian & American Marble
Oflce3IDCONGRlSM STREET,
Yard 43 PRERLE STREET.
assortment ot Italiar

keep
good
and American Marble, and will receive orders tc
SHALL
cut to size all kinds of Mouumeural
at
to

be

■wa.

a

stock,
pricei
satisfactory to all marble workaug22

Richardson,
Dio.

3

Hill &

Co.,

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

R US INK US PAPER Bought and
Corf oration Loans negotiated.

sold, and

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COEIaECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all poiuts.
made

approved ollaterals.

ADVANCES
ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securitiet
executed on commission.
dee22

on

EVANS,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW

FORT FAIRFIELD.
tf
Jyt
Notice.
and Fi-neral Wreathe Preserved, at 31
Brattle «t„ Also Hair Work done to order, ant
Instruction, given. Satisfaction guaranteed.
&I>30dlw

BRIDAL

FISHERMEN!
twines and netting,
IF.tr.

m*nufactrkd

r

K. H Ob PICR Jk SONt>.
Send lor priee-li.,.
B.l.i..rr, Md.

MILLINERY.

-OK

Loons and Discounts,.
Overdrafts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...

West.
D. TEBBETS.

!

passing

over

the

old route.

Connecting at Raymond with Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route
Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, and on return Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
-Tickets sold on the Boston Boat tor all
places

the above route.
A11 Express business promptly and faithfully attended to. Book at the United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
my 1-dtf
CHADBOU^N & CHURCH.
on

PINE FLOORING BOARDS AND
now

8. W.

landing

and for Bale

by

SAFE,

CO., 20 State St. Boston.

of

For Sale.

stock; two houses
land; corner estate;

small

on

the property on the increase; this is one of the best
investments ever offered; terms easy; price $8,200;

going to Germany.
CO.) 20

TAYLOR &

my3d3t

*<T»8YCH0MANCY,

State st., Boston, Mass.

SOUL CHARMING,"
X How cither sex ir.ay fascinate and
gain the love
xnd affections of any person they
choose, instantly,
fids simple mental acquirement all can possess free
by mail, for 25 cents, together with a marriage guide
or

Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, Ac. A
queer exciting book. 100,000 sold. Address T. William A Co., Pub's, Phila.
ap2f4w

to Owners of Vessels.
JEWETT la now ready to open an estal>lishmeut on Merrill's \Vharf for applying
Stacy’s patent duck preserver, warranted to prevent
mildew on sails of all kinds; also Tents and Awnings.
All orders left at
GEORGE GWYNff,
! (Wharfinger's) office or at the establishment will be
mayld2w*
| promptly attended to.

AM.

104,040
12,700

may2sn3w

on favorable
Estate Agent.

Farm For Sale,
Or exchange for a house

In tffe city,
a small ploasant farm of 26 acres,
In West Falmouth, T 1-2 miles from

lor

city. Good buildings, good orchard
of grafted fruit, 70 trees; wood

family

Apply^toWM.

If not sold will he let.
H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
use.

WM. H.

v.

“ortlanrt. Nov 1.1370.

noltf

House to Let.
HOUSE No. 18 Brown street; 10 rooms,
Immediate possession given. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.
my3-dlw*
For Sale.

New Gloucester, 3-4 mile fromPownal Station;
contains 120 acres good land, large orchard, and
great variety of small fruit. Building large'and in
good condition. Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on
the premises, or of the subscriber.
ELIHU HASTY, Portland.
ap26d<fcw3w-w!8

Suburban House Lot for Sale.

A

NICE lot on the runny side of Pleasant street,
Woodford’s Comer, on line of Horse Cars—120

feet front, 180 deep. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate & Loan Agent
my4*3w

8,131
6,641
2,066 16
7,679 30
32,040

Exchange

TILLAGE, MAINE.

_may2 lw*_No.

For Sale or To Lease.
health, my honse and store,
heated throughout by steam with very little expense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
ate rise. It
aocount of poor

is one of the best and moot desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the
No 32
J.

Land Grant

Security.

The
Land

proceeds
are

of all sales

required

to be devoted

of

by

the Trustees of the bondholders as
a Sinking Fund to the
purchase
aud cancellation of the first mortgage

bonds,

FOE SALE ON STATE STREET.

on

which

they stand.

EASTMAN

BROS.,

WILL OPEN

and

Monday

Tuesday,

April

16ti

A

LARGE

CALL AND SEE

dizzy,

For farther particulars
concerning this bond
purchase of the tame, Inquire of

SWAN &

PAYSON,

WM. E. WOOD,

An

wl7

Security,

PAYING 60 PER CENT.
THAN

INCOME

GOVERNMENT

BONDS,

on

the Investment.

mortgage sinking fund gold
BONDS OF TBK

Logansport,

Crawfordsville and
South-Western Railway of Indiana.

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD

INTEREST,

PAYABLE

QUAR-

TERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND

The sstie in limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles
affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
also, lor the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section ef the State which it trav-

long,

'_

ap30tf_

FOR

Suits,

ON
or

BANK,

ann

address,

Room 1.

E.

luvth

nn

Inn a a

anil

a#

law pan#

8. B. Co., No. 70 Tremont St., Boston,
d2wapr27

W. FRANK BACON,

nssouncEs.
Loans a.
Discounts.
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation.
Other Bonds.
Due from
and Reserve Ag'ts.
Doe from other National Banks.

PLAIN

Buff,

Blouse

30 000

Fractional Currency and Nickels.
Legal Tender Notes.

31.148 G8
15,300
2,340 25
60,000

’500

3 568 62

$1,674,873

69

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock laid In.
Surplus Fund. 120,000

600,000

Discount. 20,130 58

National Bank Circulation outstanding..
..

Dividends unpaid.
Individual Deposits.
Due to National Bunks.
Due to State Banks.

Blay

DUOlUll

“Dolly

Gold Foil and Dentists’

and Print

Wrappers,

1829.)

Co., Ag’ts,

Pure White Lead !
Dry and Gre»d in Oil,
DRY AND OROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Our Pare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be atrictly pare, and ouarantkr
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.

E^"In order to protect ourselres, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pare Lead. None genuine without it.

W. F.

&

Phillips

Co.,

MIDDLE ST.

PLANTS,
ROSES,

PELARGONIUMS
W WI VERBENIAS. Of the last named I
6(
9can offer this year
very tine collec-

No. 33 Hawkins St., near Sudbury Street,
iBOSTOW, MASS.
sy Refilling (lone at short notice._ap27*Stn

plants.
My assortment of
adding new rarieties

Dahlias cannot be surpassed, ;
every year, I keep only the best.
As I have this year a very large
of plants
on hand I can afford to sell at reasonable prices.
Wreaths and Funeral Designs furnished at short
notice.
ALBERT DIRWANGER, Florist,
Mailer Hill Green ho nee,
North and Montreal St.
my 3-d2w

family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUI, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal National
MENTS, and a full assortment of other instruments.
Bank, of Portland,” do solemnly swear that the MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
dec”-d&wtc
[Opposite ibe Conrt House.)
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2d dny of
May, 1872.
GEO. C. PETERS, J. P.
I. O. O. F.
Correct, Attest:
Encampment No. 1, will hold a
W. W. Thomas,
1
special meeting at Odd Fellows' Hall, on SatWm. Hammond,
Directors.
May
4th, at 7| o'clock.
evening,
urday
J
A L OU-"Y’
A rail, punctual attendance Is requested, as business of importance will come before the meeting.
_mye St
N. Q. CUMMINGS, Scribe.
my3-3t
Free to Book Agents.
To Traders!
Prospectus of our New
1.‘handsome
llustrated
Bible containing over 460 fine
RARE chance for Bunineiw—Store, Dwelling
Family
uatratUns to any
Band and Barn for sale or to let;
Book Agent, free oi
House,Lot
U
N"t'on‘*1 Publishing Co., Phlla., Pa near Portland, on line Railroad. Apply at 14 Ex-

MACHIGONNE

_»_

A

ap30dlw

a

flue assortment ol

Thread, Malta and French Laces,
Gimps and Bnttons, Ornaments and Frogs for
Sacques, Fringes
and Silks for trimmings, (in all colors,) Collars,
Bows and Scarls, Bonnets and
All to be sold at the lowest prices.
ap27dlw then eodlw

-FOB-

Dress

SIDEWALKS, (DRIVES, YARDS,
GARDENS, WALKS AND

Goods,

STREETS.

MUSIC BOXES

69

MIDDLE ST.

Concrete Pavement

—ALSO—

New

SHAWLS!
Better and

—AND—

Housekeeping Goods,
AT OUR USUAL LOW PRICES.

Cheaper than Brick.
Orders left at

6 South Street
Sheridan & Griffiths.

21 Union,

Gatley,

No Trouble to Show Goods

or

eod3m

ap30

Gig Saw For Sale.

Eastman
332

Brothers,

Congress

Street.

April 18—tf

CIDER,_CIDER.
Belgrade, Maine; sold
MANUFACTURED
wholesale and retail by
manufacturers,
under United
at

the

at

121 and 123 Federal street,

May 4, 1872.

Enquire or adLITTLEFIELD & WILSON, Cor. York
s

AGOODGateSaw.nearly
and
dress

Maple

States Ho-

F. G. & C. H. YEATON.
dlw

new.

|a3Uf

Adoption.
to adopt little girl, they
IF anyhear ofshouldatwish
my2dlw
21T FORE ST.
one

can

PUBE “BELGRADE” CIDER!

tel, Portland.

Ruskin, who is just now sitting apart
juniper tree at Conniston, Eng.,

says that letters intended for him must be
very short, very plainly written or they won’t
be read; furthermore, that the writers of

these letters “need never ask me to do anything, because I won't do it. And in general
I cannot answer letters; but for any that
to help me, the writers may be sure that
grateful. I get a great many from people who know that I must be good-natured
from my books. I was good natured once;
but I beg to state, in the most
positive terms,

I

am

that I

am

now

old, tired and very ill-na-

The scientists are perplexed over a human
skeleton discovered in Hungary at a
depth
which would prove that man must have existed long before the “mammoth age.”
The mild and peaceful oyster, digged from
the bowels of the harmless earth is a cause of
strife and discord between the two sister sovof Marylaud and Virginia.
pungy from the former shore drops

Porter,

practical.

But this

an

armed

tug-boat

from

If

now

rake,
Virginia gobbles and
a

Beacon street,

to all. The doors of the Elysee are open to
every comer in a dress-coat and white gloves.
He has but to announce himself, give his
card and name to a
prepare^ civil lackey, and
go straight to the presence of the smiling,
courteous president, in the central receiving saloon,or not go to him at all.

Two Georgians fought

a

duel.

One

was

rifle,

the other with an axe.
The coroner stated in explanation that a rifle
has a longer range, as a general thing, than
an axe.

A

Kossuth’s nephew says the old man’s bank
acconnt is

healthy.

San Francisco police finds their raids on the
Chinese gamblers iruitless.
The heathen
Chinee is peculiar and they no catchee John.
A Mississippi town-well was
lately explored
to see what gavq the water its
Saratoga taste.
were

eliminated.

building

the Public Gardens.
wanting to the successful teaching
of whatever pertains to the
practical application of the sciences, in connection w ith the
arts, agriculture, manufactures and commerce.
Its corps of teachers numbers about
thirty-five.
There are at present two hundred and sixtyfour students.
I should take too much of
your space, were I to give full description of
all the methods and apparatus of
instruction;
give me room for only a few general state
ments.
A graduate of this
Institnte, after a four
years course (special and partial courses are
allowed), may be thoroughly instructed in
Industrial Chemistry, in Physics, in
Drawing
(tree-hand, mechanical and architectural), in
Descriptive Geometry, in Mechanical and
f’lml V..i__l_;

Nothing

near

is

m

--tu

__

xvpvgiaj/uj

iiuu

uy-

drography, in Mineralogy, Geology and Mining, in Masonry, Carpentry and Bridge-building, in Architecture, in Natural History;
these, iu addition to English Language and
Literature, Political Economy, Mental Philosophy and the modem Languages. In the
technicual course, nothing is learned in
theory only; experiment* accompany everyI saw two
thing.
young men, who had
themselves constructed a model of a railway
its
bridge, testing
strength and marking

the deflections to the hundredth of au inch.
I saw a lad
experimenting with a blow-pipe,
determining the fusibility of ores. Here were
young chemists studying dyes: there young
architects testing the strength of timbers;

just going out, with instruments appropriate,
a party of
surveyors,—and so on, all being
engaged in gaining practical knowledge in
the various departments of science and art.
But I must stop at this point, with the intention, however, of asking space for further
commendation of this excellent institution.
Tlie leaving of a certain R. R. train
to an abrupt ending.
Yours

con

me

Housbkibpbrs will appreciate tho change
made for their benefit by Jordan, Marsh &
Their light and spacious front
Co., Boston.
basement is now entirely devoted to House-

keeping Goods, including full lines of Cottons,
Linens, Blankets, Quilts, Curtains, Prints, etc.,
affordiug every convenience for elaborate furnishing or for trifling purchases.
■ raiNESM

Thiers is making Paris politics lively with
dinners. He remembers the famous banquets
that overthrew Louis Philippe.
There is no
parade about him. When he comes in from
Versailles he calls the first hack he comes to
and awaits no carriage or ceremony. The
evening receptioi s after the dinners are open

armed with a

undertaking would demand years
experiment; and when the refalready begun, should be completand

ormation
ed, there would still be need for such schools
as your own at
Orono, and as this Institute of
Technology at Boston. The time will come,
without doubt, when Portland will have a
Technical school of its own. Meanwhile, let
us see what our
young men might find and
gain at such a school as this which I have
visited to-day.
The Institute occupies a noble
on

tows her in.

VOTICES.

Salesman Wanted.—A dry goods clerk Is
wanted at E. H. C. Hooper, Biddeford. None
but good salesmen need apply.
w

ap.K)-l

Keep the Hair Unblemished.— ‘I am like
old hemlock-withered at;the
top,” said a
venerable Indian Chief, pointing to his thin
and bleaching locks. Thousands of men and
women in civilized society, much
younger than
the old Sagamore, are like him, “withered at
the top,” simply because they have neglected
to use the means of preserving and
beautifying
the hair which s ciencc had placed at their disposal. If Lton’s Katharion be faithfully applied once or twice a day, to the fibres and the
scalp, it is just as impossible that the hair
should decay, wither, fall out and become
harsh and fuzzy, as that a meadow, duly refreshed with nightly dews and sunlit rains,
should become arid and barren of green blades.
This matchless preparation not
only keeps the
hair alive and the skin of the head in a
healthy
and clean condition, but
actually multiplies
the filaments and imparts to them a lustre,
an

flexible and wavy beauty unattainable by
any
other mode of treatment It does not, like the
metalic and sulphurous hair dyes, dry
up the
natural moisture of the scalp, but
nu-

supplies

triment to tho roots of the hair and vigor to the
fibres.
aprjbth-eodlw&wlt

AMONGST the SVmDtoms of Cnnsnmntioa
which present themselves as the disease
progresses, are cold chills, cough, shortness of
breath, restlessness at night, loss of appetite,
loss of flesh, night sweats, hectic
expectoration of white mucous pellets, also yellow and
bluish or gray matter, sometimes streaked with
blood: burning pains in the chest,

Louisiana journalists indulge In these horrid words of each other: “In a two column

general prostration and incapacity for the ordinary duties of life. As the patient becomes

editorial, the sneaking cur who edits that lying, incendiary, blackguard, piratical loathsome sheet, known (to
only a few) as the Attakapas Register, howls over the imaginary
crimes of the good people Lot Franklin in a
manner like unto the
gibbering of an idiot,the
incoherent ravings of a mad man, or the demoniacal bellowitigs of an imp of Satan, the
phosphorescent gleam of whose bloated carcass fhmishes him with the only
light that
his rheumy eyes are likely to have this side
of the lurid flames of his predestined residence in perdition.”

reduced, other complications appear and he
rapidly sinks. A remarkable and very common physical sigu among
consumptives is their
exemption from alarm; notwithstanding the
dangerous character of their disease they be-

The Journal de Romy, in contradicting the
report as to the dinner given by the Pope to

the Prince and Princess of Wales, states that
almost the only guest ever seen at the table of
his holiness is a black cat named Moretto.
Moretto even enjoys sometimes eating from
the same plate as his master, and of
being ca-

ressed by the august hand which dispenses so
many benedictions. The cat is indeed so
fond of the Pope, that he mews piteously
when etiquette and ceremony neceseitate a
When the pope celetemporary separation.
brates mass or gives an audience, Moretto is

placed

should

under lock and key, for fear that he
suddenly make his appearance by his

master's side.

The Massachusetts Institute of

a

165

thorough

of oar whole course of common
school

instructtor. In the ten years from six to sixteen, they would find place, or make place,
for such
teaching as should prepare the scholars for special
occupations; in other words,
would
contrive to make our school
they
course less general and more technical and

diarrhoea,

BOSTON

CHOICE INVOICE OF

A

Mr.

under his

Eighteen dead dogs

OF

Hats.

WHITE SUITS.

Plate,

change et.

in

OMee 33, 34 Ac 36 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

Have received from New York,

Yarden” Polonaise,

Seersucker

war.”

/n rv

IU.,

J. H. Chadwick &

Linen,

CHILDREN'S

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Manic
251,068 06 Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense Instruments that produce sounds as powerful as those
479,550
of a Pianoforte, and till a house with melody. Call
9,493
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
786
325,921 58 large slack, so that It may
6,844 43
Chime Christmas,
1,231 62
or ring the New Year, in the ears of your delighted

81,674,873

and

-AND-

MUSIC BOXES!

281

Loss. 110,646 4«

LAWNS,

Embroidered and Plain,

20

4,573 35

Banking House.

Other Real
Current expenses.
Checks and other Cash Items.
Bills of other National Banks.

WHITE

Manufacturer of

8,700

74,791

w\

M.& A P DAPI LNft

907,918 59

533,000

Redeeming

STRIPED,

A Ttnl V

ESTABLISHED 1840.

rwniuaniv,

a

Zonial Geraniums.

_

SALE!

account of 111 health, a first class boarding
house of 40 rooms, on Beacon Hill, Boston, established twenty-one years. Also one of 12 rooms, at
W nab

w—n

supply

Close of Business, April 19,1872.

Exchange.

YhAnmAMT

BEDDING

-AT-

AND

A man in Georgia recently received a letter
enclosing thirty cents in fractional currency,
accompanied with the following words: “I
stole a feed of com from you
during the

19 Hue St,, Sew York.
FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY
mchl9d*w3m
wl2

GREENHOUSE

Imitation Japanese Suits,

332 CONGRESS ST.

fired and with

puffs made them
lights the woods
difficulty extinguished.
their

Rats eat the boots set out to be blacked in
Indianapoi: hotels.

tion, including the large flowering and variegated
varieties, most ef them fragrant, strong and healty

SATIN

A few

dropping

Jones A Schuyler,

—AND—

EASTMAN BROS.,

were

and

cation.

VARIETY

Plain, Striped and Glace Mohair,

BLACK SILKS

a

The Circassian slave trade is still thiiving.
lovely young houri lately brought 100,000
piasters at Trebizond.

AND

414,658 65
81,026 59

with them

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in currency, or will
exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at tbe rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written appli-

—IN—

OF THE

CANAL NATIONAL

erses.

40 & 48

LADIES’

02
4,039 00
215 49

Saturday, taking

to learn to smoke.

a

9 1-2 Per Cent,

on

ereignties

AND

first

picnic

tured.”

Undoubted
MORE

a

bunch of cigarettes with which they intended

come
or

BARRETT,
H. M.

Two Bennington girls went into the woods

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

and 93.

Made

pressible.

company nseu a constant and heavy purchaser of its
own securities in the
market

—OF—

PAISLEY SHAWLS Ready

Whitelaw Reid of the N. Y. Tribune lately
lectured against slang.
The Tribune next
morning spoke of a contemporary as the
Blatherskite.
Greeley’s friskiness is irre-

for

MANUFACTURERS

mwo Houses, No. 99 State street, and the one In
A the rear, on Vernon Court, together with the lot

The highly respectable and quiet cat of Mr.
O’Meara of Kentucky was lately sacrificed to
the vindictiveness of a flash of
lightning,
which sought her out under the stove, while
four people in the room were unhurt

temporarily to the
payment of interest thereon, if necessary. This provision will make

open
from the time Ike road U
compieted until the bonds mature or are all
bought in. The effect of this will
naturally be a steady rise in the
value of the bonds.
The Northern Pacific Railroad
Company will, during the present
month of April, offer for sale aud
settlement about
Two Million
Acres of its Lands in
Minnesota,
and many thousand acres are already taken and applied for. Thus
the immense landed estate of the
Company begins at onee to be
available.

ted for and can best do but what
he can get.
Some are bold enough in view of this condition of things, to adeise a
remod-

ofthouglit

or

[Incorporated

v.vm_

NEW

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

api3t4wllreSS

mortgage

a

They have difficulty in getting enough dry
goods clerks in St. John, N. B. Some of
ours ought to emigrate.

on

of great extent and
valne, they
combine unusual Profitableness
with unquestionable

feb6d6m eod

00

118,513 76
270,000
4,546

my*-3t__

State Bank

a First

both the Road and

J. GILBERT.

P. S—All who hftTA riemauria acmlnut ma will
sent them for payment, and persons
owing me will
cod
please call and settle.
mchlttf

April 99

*1,188,745 00
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the Merchants National Bank, of Portland, do solemnly swear,that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2d day oi
CHAS. O. BANCROFT, J. P.
May, 1872.
Correct, Attest:
Rebsellaeb Cram, j
Geo. 8. Hunt,
| Directors.
Ckas. Fobes,
)

Profit and

and secured by

premises,

St. Lawrence street, of

On

300,040

Notes and Bills Re-Discounted..

vm*

Pacific

ED,

The very desirable two story dwelling house and lot, situated on South
Street. House
contains fourteen
flu lulled rooms, is lu
thorough reP<dr, has good stable and Urge garig flruit trees, grape vines, &c. in abundence and in a high state or cultivation; also 15 acres
land, to be sold with the house or separately.
For further particulars apply to
A. APPLEBY,
on the premises, or to
JOHN W. DYER,
157 Commercial Street.

171 61
21,280 22
2,497 81

Circulation.

At

we recommend Northern

Seven-thirties. Bearing Seven and
Three-tenths (7 3-10) gold interest,

ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

SALE.

The pope has taken to croquet, having ordered several boxes of the
game from London.

take*, nocJrilLul!

employment,

eling

ready invested in other securities,

a|i22(li&w-m,waiilm

Lets aad Farina fag Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen ol tblscitv: Hon. Geo. F.
8hepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hou. Nathan Webb, Hon. Jobn Lynch,
M.

The fisheries of Canada employ 87,000 persons, and $15,000,000 are invested in the business.

To those Who have funds to invest; and to those who wish to increase their income from funds al-

BANKERS, Portland..

JERRIS,

Real Estate and Loan Agent

St.

31,396 72
82,918 19

State
Dividends unpaid. 3,126 00
Individual Deposits. 326,699 77
U. S. Deposits. 23,773 37
Deposits of V. S. Disbursing

_

First Class manufacturing Business For Sale.
reliable and
very profitable: goods very
staple; always ready sale; business in successful
ojteration, and will bear the closest investigation;
terms of payment easy; chance seldom met with;
satisfactory reasons for selling.

great value;
LOCATION
premises, and JJ000 feet

146

82

LABBABEE A WON.

TAYLOR &

M. A. BOS WORTH’S,
14 99

Estate...!

FOR BALE.

Important

will be sold low and
to W. H, JERRIS, Real

Apply

terms.

Profit and Loss.43,244 45
Premium account.870 79

Due to other National Banks.
Due to other Banks.

May 1, 1872, stages will leave PortON*a2R*,and Bridgton
even- day, (Sundays exceptat 7 o clock a.

owner

Grove street,

OPENING.

Officers. 56,805

NOTICE.

m,

W. Par-

apStf

For Sale.
A line building lot 120 feet front, 160 feet deep—on

-AT-

344,000

Fund...60,000

and after

my3-3t

Portland.

881,248 77

deposits.

Discount.t.14,398

! via Line Ke-ustaDlishea

my3-2w

ker,

mh2-dti

QUALITY,

ini.

Capital Stock, paid in.

THE

SOUTHERN
CAR STUFF,

Gorham, or to Capt, Geo.

PARKER,

Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,

RESOURCES.

Surplus

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

STAGE

To Let.

or

LIABILITIES.

HOUSE,

_SAMUEL

BEST

REPORT OP THE CONDITION

*1,188,745

SPRINGVALE.
wants to go

THE-

NOTICE !

Legal Tender Notes.

FOB SALE!

e(l)

sale

for

ON

•••:•••••.

ap3d t

Grocery Store
A.

WARE,

Real Estate.
Current Expenses.
Cash Items.
Bills of other National Banks.
Fractional Currency and Nickels.

Timothy,

Portland, April, 1872.

jan31

W. H. JERRI S, Beal Estate Agent.
•

_

Which will be sold at

“

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

eod6m

WILLIAM

SILVER

on- hand.
Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages.
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts.
Due from other National Banks.

figures.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and' Seed Store.

motes,

hand

STAIRS.

For sale at lowest market

owner

finest views

No. 91 Green St., recently occupied by
PREMISES
frye* Son. Apply to GARDNER if.
South

Bonnets,

SPRING

OF POBTLAin, IE.
At Close of Business, April 19, 1872.

Hungarian Grass Seed.
Millet,
bushels Orchard Grass,
bushels Seed Oats,
bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
bushels Buckwheat,

As the

to

FOR

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK,

Top,

TEBBETS

PORTLAND, ME.

Summer

and

of the

IN

Would inform the ladies of Portland that their exhibition of

Vrt

Street.,

bushels

MOTOGRAPHfiR,

Apply

one

BRICK

Diamonds,

150 bushels

190

place presents

4mayd3w

LATHER.

ap3-lm

Office,

26

Mattress jb,
MrDnuough Patent Bed Louogefl, Bn*
a me led Chain, Ice.
S^"A11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furni<
oc25-*fi9T T&Stf
ure boxed and matted.

that will not tail

next below the Post

New York and Western Clover,
bags Alsike Clover,

700

Copying and enlarging done to order

If.

AND

SHORT

Harness,

175

Pablob Suits. Loubgbs, Spbiho Brdb

This
in the town.

apples.

out

Logansport,

Watches,

3200 bushels Western Timothy.

850

Sale In Dee ring.
It Is 270 feet on Prospect St., and 114 teet
deep,
containing between 30 and 40 apple trees, grafted
frnjfi and yielding, some years, 30 to 40 barrels of

in

grassseedT

350

A Nice Suburban House Lot for

e

wr

mrl2-d3m

OF

No 152 Middle 8treet.

YORK BRANCH.
335 Congress St.

Miss E. D. CLARK,

to

JEWELRY,

Wim A All M. ML4 &

mm jm. mr mm

are

---—

fine Une of

ENTRANCE

Nos. 31 d 23 Free Street,

on

a

HAND.

IJ PHO LSTERER

All the

them

12 tons

J. II. L A TISO.V

Waatitkl styles, best makes,
& 3 buttons, plain and fancy stitched,for ladies,
misses
and
gents,
children; color to match every suit,
sizes to fit every hand and at prices which undersell
from
30cts
everybody,
We are
up to $2.40 per pair.
the sole agents for the Josephine Seamless Kids.
New
in 1, 2

Haring refitted hla store and pat In a new and fresh
?tock, la now ready to see his customers and show

MADE BXPnEHLT FOR THE RE.

ilOOPBIt,

HABUFACTUKEK

Kid Gloves, Kid Gloves,

Harness,
LIBERAL PRICES!
NEW STYLES
Business Harness,
Express Harness,
Goods Procured
Harness,
Heavy
ON APPROVAL
FRESH GOODS,
CarryaU Harness,
-ATLight Double Harness,

Our Rooms

*•

In GORHAM

2500 bushels unhulled Canana

H.

Silk: and. Lisle Gloves,
At prices defying competition.

with fine shade trees and

;rounds, and has excellent stabling.
or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address.
jalOeodtf
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.

enough

Pleasure

m.

jhtfully located,

French and German Corsets,

Spring

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great ad-.
vantage,and we propose to offer ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of
stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

Heavy

JThe

Will be sold with

In an endlees variety.
Hamburg Hdginge,

Will take place on Tkantar, War 3d, at their
rooms, No. T Clapp’s Block, Congress st.
ap2*dlw

♦

900 sacks Red

J.

FRINGES,
GIMPS, and
PAS8AMENTARIE,

1872._ap9deodlw&wtf

Farm

and Custom Made.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Jyl3dtf

popular

All of Home Manufacture

Painter,

Qffioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deering Block

SILKS,

All at

Mrs. L P. JOHNSON, and

Middle & Union Sts.

public

customers and the

our

Stocks of Harness
this State,

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

W.

Son,

Manufacturers,

invite all
examine one of the

Commission Merchants,

JOSTT"

&c.

myldlw_

CORNER

Next above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,

Fleur, Grain and Provision

noIT

McDUFFEE,

SARGENT,

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

GAGE & DAVIS,

•8 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
R. W. G AO
I
c.f.davip, I Chlcag0’
fliimitrn
Hit clgU.
J. W. Tillson, 206 State Bt.,Boston.\j

SILK

NEW

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

LAW!

GEORGE D.

H.

GRAIN

(TJP STAIRS),

N». 80 MIDDLE STREET.
ty Particular attention paid to collecting.

H.

hat

HOMAN SASHES, Plaid and Striped Sash
Ribbons. Also Black and Colored Gro Grains, Fancy Ties and Bows, all at bottom prices.
HEAL MALTA LACES. Just received
500 pieces; all new patterns, and positively
selling
less than importer's prices.
Also Malta machine made and silk-mixed Laces.

March ll-d2m

SADDLE

Harness

Largest

148 EXCHANGE ST.
jan22tf

on

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

j. b. Hamel, Jb.

EDGAR 8.

a

-AND-

Philadelphia

CLOVDHAN,

Counsellor and

purchasing

Dunn &

Henry

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

MAINE.

for

MILLINERY.

Co.,

MERCHANTS !

Blue,

It has the advantage of an entirely new
building,
the most delightful locality and surroundings, ana
the finest corps of teachers of any similar school In
the country.
Send for catalogues or address the principal,
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

aplO

AJTD

8 Walnut St.,
it. L. Gbegg,
Jan23-ly

about

are

School for Boys!
....

GBO

prices.

MISS K G. BELCHER.

At Little

TIJHQIJOISE SILKS, something new
trimmings.

and dress

size,

undersigned offers for sale the “New
ampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
id prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
►tel is in good repair; well
furnished; de-

English Braids,
Imitation Leghorns,
dec*, dec.
In every style and shape.
FRENCH FLOWERS, Real Ostrich Tips
and Pompons in great variety.
Also GBO GRAIN RIBBONS in the most
shades; boiled and plain Ribbons, in all
exquisite
widths and colors. All retailing at wholesale prices.

free, and

Hotel Property for Sale.

IS

Crapes, Illusions, Blond Laces,

Principal.

Turbans,

&

Urol

on

cistern in
excellent soft water near
failing
tne House.
Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres ot wood in
e *>*'
Good bargain may be expected it ap«
tenns apply on the .premises to
r
COLJL1N8, Cumberland Centre, Me.
April Rh,
wifi

MUand Straws,
French Chips,

COLORED

April 2d, 1*72.

Machines said
Monthly Instalments.
^“Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidand
done
to
order. All Machines sold
ery
Braiding
and work done, warranted to give entire satlsthctlon.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially Invited to call
and examine our “Median Machine.’’

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

Accommodations
cUas. Superior
and Music.

April Hit, ism.

Where we Khali keep constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of
finish.

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

SHIP

and faculties strictly flrstadvantages in Modern Languages

THIS
weeks,

This report indicates how well the Stager SewMachine maintains It early and well earned

popularity.
We invite all

WHEELOCK &

BROKER,

Maine.

ALSO

or

Security

aoou

orchard of 80 fruit trees, half young.
House and ell, 8Dished throughout;
Barn 40x96. neur-

SiCo
^'I*??.?'

topographical engineers,
THE PRESS. mreut^al’or
oa®*tructo» of machinery,
architect*’
first
class 2^’8kUled "tixans
MONDAY MORNING, MAY «, 1872.
With
schools a-^«iey arehthlari0
!£*
the Ud threw.'1.
veloped,
,V* *Pd«looks
books,
imUsttnUel^IE lllfK8C^°o1"
News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.
of
and

INVESTMENT.

contains
and
cuts
Has
Two story

new, well finished with cellar full
it
••me. Never
well of

leghorn

Hats, Bonnets
*

School will open Its Sommer Term of ten

OTHERS

52,000!

& Gregg.)

-AND-;COMMISSION MERCHANT,

WILLOWS.

FABMINOTOM,

331 CONORESS STREET,

and carefullj

FAMILY SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS.

were

rv

EXCHANGE ST.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds.
C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock P. M., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

year

*ag

1O0

PROF.
a convenient house in the
city, are prepared to receive as boarders, a few
young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.

SEWING MACHINE. Family

desired,

amoaat

ANNUM,

■-J-

IN ADVANCE.

or

clay loam land, well adapted for grass
(Tain, suitably divided into paature and tillage;
2S tons hay.
Never-fcilliig brook In pasture.

FROM PARIS,

ABBOTT

1871

5o acres

N. T. BRANCH.

THE

to any

A Standard

Loan t J /

»mi youth” In town are admitted
a clasical education.
Said farm

«an

REAL

8

Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated near the Village of Cumberland Centr e,10J miles
from Portland. Clmrch, Stores and
Schools convenient. The Greely InH^e^stltute situated here, where all

Deering Block, Portland,

Jules Ch. L. Morazain,

AT

to

GRAND OPENING 1_--obtain

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken

MISCELLANEOUS.

Olam mortgage* in
Portland, Cape Elisa”**> Westbrook, or Deeriag. Partie* deuraa. •< baildiag caa aba be oceamm•«***ed with loan*.
GEO. R. RATIO A CO.,
■«*> E»tate A Mortgage Broker*.

Respectfully

Teacher of the French Language.

TEEMS «M» TEE

--.-TEEMS

prepared lo Uu money in

^lOO

—AT THE—

March 21-eod A w4w*

IMPROVED

The Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the

**r*

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

Spring Term commences
For Circulars address the

“THE SINGER”

apl2tf

Book, Card & Job Printer,

_EDUCATIONAL.

fabmisqton,

*

Co.

MARKS,

&

a

,

-l

POU1LAND, 31E.

No. 4

165 middle Bt., Portland.

No*

OFFICES AT

A. O. Schlotterbeck A
303 Congress st.

AND

Y.

MITCHELL

ready

Schumacher Bros.,
No.
Herring Block.

HEAVY,

you

Such we guarantee to sell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUY OF US.

mniUAiiiftn,

FRESCO_PA INTER

save

T-

Esq.,

t.ND

PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS

DR. W. R. JOHNSON

\ niio. fj.

COA BSE

$20,000

Laces, Fringes & Gimps, Trimming!
Also a large and fine assortment of Hosiery.

jyPlease call and examine Goods and Prices.

'

1872.

BULLETIN.

Real & Imitation

of all kinds.

BE.

YET—

—AND

We have also for sale at lowest market pric<
Wllkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pitteto 1
from the
sels procured for the
port of shipment to any

MAY

YET—

Versatile in Facilities and Adjustments,
EASY OF OPERATION.

Philadelphia.

Coals, shipped

Inexperienced

to

Operator*.

6,

Geo. R. Davis A to

INTO

Will be pleased to exhibit to you MONDAY, April 19th, the latest and most fashionable
styles of

Fancy Goods,

Free Instruction given

I

18 7 2 !
LOBEN8TEO,

T.

-At~

$1 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents p< r
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; contini
ne every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; or 0
week, $100; 50 cents per week after.
L Special Notices, one third additional.
» Under head of “Amusmementh,” $2 00 per squat 0
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine Stat 1
Press” (which has a large circulation in every pai 1
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertioi '»
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insei

1ST

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.

Sewing Machines

space,! a

One inch of

column, constitutes

E

E

MAY

REAL ESTATE.

-OF-

FIRST-CLASS

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 60
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
Rates

O

-OF-

in advauce.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

length

MORNING

a

oue

Ale & Lager Beer.

Tech-

nolog JT.
Practical Education—The Great Utility of
the Institution—The Study and Application
qf Mechanic Arts—A Lesson for the Agricultural College.

Boston, May 1, 1872.
To the Editor of the Press:
So many of your readers are interested in
the matter of “practical education” that I
may presume a
umns

for

a

place

to be open in your col-

brief account of

a

visit of

an

“oc-

casional

correspondent” to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
By way of preface, however, allow me to
remark that this institution is one of the regrowing discontent with what has

sults of a

been,

or, too generally, still is, the course of
instruction and education provided for the
American people.
The common school graduates
seven-eighths
of its pupils with rather too much of
arithmetic, quite too little of available grammar,
enough of geography, and of course, an ability to read and write. It Is only receutly
that an attempt has been made to
qualify
these boys and girls for
practical occupations
of life by the introduction of
“Drawing”,—a
study which cultivates the sight and taste
and .touch, and so lays foundations for higher
successes

In all the mechanic

arts.

This is

a

very important step in advance. Ifitbetrue,
as I hear, that “mechanical drawing” is to be
made one of the required studies in your
High School,then this, and with the previouspractice in free-hand-drawing, secured in the

grades, will add eery much to the
equipment for practical life with which our
High School graduates, both boys and girls,
lower

will go out into “life.” But more than this
really needed. Some of your boys are going
to college, and they get the necessary prepaSome are going into
ration.
“business,”
and they get a theoretical knowledge of bookkeeping. Other some—and these the minority, perhaps—are to be engaged in the thousand and one varieties of manufacture, as
makers or traders, and for these no preparation is provided, other than the Drawing just
spoken of In every class graduating at your
High School, an among the hundreds who
must be content with the teaching given
them in the grammar schools, there are those
who could become, if only even started aright,
is

lieve in ultimate recovery.
This very eoufldance prevents the patients from
resorting to
the only means af cure, and that watchfnlness
necessary in so critical a time,until Anally they
lapse into hopeless irrecovery. Dike the first
adventurous boatman that rowed down from
Erie; broad and smooth was the river, rapid in
progress, and pleasant his anticipations. Alas,
the tide which drifted him so
rapidly was one
of destruction, and when he would retrace his
way he found the current too strong to stem,
and that he drew nearer every instant to the

mighty Niagara. Down, down he was carried
amidst the seething spray, and with his bark
was dashed to
pieces.
The consumptive Is admonished to resort to
Fellow’ sJCompound Syrup of

Hypophosphites,

when the first symptom presents itself, and it
is the only sure remedy.
ml-dlw&wlt
To stimulate the nervous system and
invigorit when prostrated by such
distressing maladies as kidney, bladder and
glandular diseases,
mental and physical debility,
female
ate

diabetes,
irregularities, loss of vigor, and complaints of
the urino-genital organs and
general debility,

there is no medicine equal to or which acts
so
proudly as Smolander's Buchu. It strikes at
the root of such
disuses, and a perfect cure is
the inevitable result.
apr30-eodlw.

Kendall & Whitney offer a large assortof Flowers and Vegetable Seeds that are
reliable and true to name.
apr29-eod2w
ment

No hiad with a brain in it that has ever
witnessed the operation of Phalon’s
Chemical
Hair Invioorator, on harsh,
dry, weak op
thin hair, can doubt for a moment its
regenerating properties. It literally compels the hair
to grow, and beautifies, while it
strengthens
iub uorous

mass._

apr30 eodlw

This is the season
Blood needs

of the year when the
purifying. Doctor Gould’s Domestic Bitters are
jusf the thing. Agents,
W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.
feb28-3m3tw

Colgate & Co.’s CasAmere Bouquet Soap has
novel but very delightful perfume, and la In
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet artia

cles.

_

iur4-eod3m

In the distressing complants peculiar to females, we have a Panacea in Duponco's Pill*.

__m2-eodlw&wlt
The Cause of Temperance finds some of
its most insidious and
dangerous foes in the
many so-called “tonics" and “appetizers,”
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
name of medicines.
Dr. J. Walker’s California

Vinegar Bitters,

They are

are

none

of these.

beverage, but a genuine medicine, purely vegetable, prepared from California herbs by a regular physician. Fot all diseases of the
stomach, liver, kidneys, bladder,
skin and blood,
they are an infallible and unrivalling remedy.
apr30-4wf
not

a

Humans share with Horses the benefits
derivable from the world-renowued Mexican
The most
Mustang Liniment.
irrefragable
testimony establishes the fact that this wondrous balm exerts the same soothing and healing influence when applied to the human cuticle, that it does in cases of spavin, founders
ring-bone, poll evil, scratches, wind gall and
other ailments of the horse
which require outward treatment. It
la, ln fact, tb„ moBt effcc.
tual of all external
remedies for rheumatism,
gout, stiffness of the neok, neuralgia, sore
throat, swellings, cuts and bruises of all kinds.

mfi-eodlw&wlt

*

———————————S^ms

THE PRESS.
«, l*1**
MONDAY MORNING, MA*
A Miracle.

delegation, one-third of wh'udi, at least, are the
antipodes of Greeley in every point of political

voting

doctrine, should be counted
for him for the Presidency. But the l,onvenot
tion, we trust, understand the Ward politics
New York sufficiently not to lie taken m b)'
«
imCrisis.”
their effrontery. Greeley's friends are of
The Boston Journal says the Cincinnati ticket
treated with courtesy,
portance enough to lie
hands of its coustruchas
fallen
dead
from
the
watchnut
aud
but thev are old politicians
them- ! tors. The surprise with which its announceif thev should consent to behave
ing
ment was almost universally greeted seems to
we should
selves with modesty and discretion,
have lieen followed in Republican circles by a
if they take airs on themallow them seats; but
iu“bummer”
habits
; jubilant feeling, resulting from a consciousness
selves and introduce their
I to this assemblage of gentlemen, called togeth- 1 that the ticket is the weakest the Cincinnati
best means of furthering
pilgrims could have produced; and in Demoer to consult as to the
certain definite and well-uuderstood measures cratic circles surprise has speedily given way to
manhe
better
regret and disgust; while the free trade element
taught
ofreform, they should
feels itself betrayed in the house of its friends.
ners.”
Some of the Democratic leaders, hungry for
office, express a purpose to support the ticket,
The Progress of Railroads iu Canada,
as indicated in our
specials from Maine ami
of
Portthe
Interest
as Bearing upon
Now Hampshire, but tiic repudiatory action of
of Congress last evemembers
the Democratic
land.
j ning is a death blow to any hope of a coalition
of Democrats and Eiberal Republicans on
The Montreal Herald of May 1st contains
Greeley and Brown and the certain precursor of
I the proceedings of a mass meeting held in that
a straight out Democratic Presidential ticket.
! city the previous evening in the interest of the
one

as

m

Argus turned its
Saturday morning
wickedness, threw off its
back upon its past
coat of Democracy and
eld ragged and filthy
assumed that of Horace Greeley Redublicanism. No convert was ever so happy or so
naeager to proclaim his reclamation from
ture’s darkness to the marvelous light of truth
as was the Argus.
It is said that the joy ot
of deconvert
is
a
proportional to the depth
pravity from which he is raised. This possibly
explains the seemingly extravagant ecstacy
of the Argus.
To show the wonderful revolution of opinion that the Argus has experienced, let us “Northern Colonisation Railway.”
within the past three
Ex-Mayor Workman made a speech favorquote from its columns
of the personnel | ing the grant of aid by the City of Montreal'
In
1868,
in]speaking
years.
He said he had the most friendly feelings toof the Republican party. It says:
the

■

Every narrow-minded blockhead (’ride Horace
Greeley) who served jbis country in a loyal
leage.
All the little iusectiverous creatures whom
God in his inscrutable Providence permits to
edit the great majority of radical newspapers
(vide Horace Greeley again.
In 1800 the Argus adds :

“Greeley

seems

think that he is

to

diplomat-

ist, financier, and almost everything else inHe assumes
cluding “philosopher” Of course."
all of these roles by turns but sticks to none of
them long, or the poverty of ability would l>c
only too manifest. Hi last tilt was in the financial line and was about as sorry a failure as
was his free-love Fourierism episode.
In the same article he is styled a “bran bread
the asphilosopher” and accused of having “allvictorisurance and swagger of a sclf-erowued

bully.”

ous

Saturday the Argus

says :
Everybody believes him honest, everybody
believes him capable, everybody believes him
faithful tothe constitution,the three Jeffersonian
tests. He is for reform with all his heart—for
a pure, simple, economical government; and iu
his daily We he exhibits the simple virtues of
the early days of the republic.

Good Men and Trne.
One would suppose on reading the Democratic papers that there is at the present time
no man of even average intelligence or honesty who holds office under the Republican
There is more reason than there
party.

to

ought

for

be

reflection

on

But

charge.

this

good
quite

to be
appears
that there are

there

believing
as many reputable persons among the oft
enumerated “sixty thousand Federal officeholders”, as among the people at large, to
say nothing of the sixty thousand “Liberal
Republican” and sixty thousand Democratic
for

ground

And

office-seekers.
ernments are

so

far

concerned,

as

we

the State govthat a

believe

very favorable comparison may be made between those that have within the last ten
years been controlled by Republicans, and
those that have been so fortunate as to have
masters. It would be sheer

^Democratic

idiocy

of course to undertake to defend every carpetbag Governor with more taste for railroad

drudgery of practical
administration, every speculating Congressman whose interest is more fully enlisted in
jobs and rings than in his legitimate duties,
every purchasable State legislator and every
corrupt or inefficient customs officer. But
take our own State, for instance, and,
examining the personnel of all who have
held office, State and national, since the
Republican party came into power, see how
bonds than for

the

few names can be found to which even the

shadow of reproach attaches.
official corps
BbailU

IUC

well.

UI

ICSl

CAtCCUlU^IJ

CAcHIUIliUlUU

anybody

Does

Take Maine’s

its members will

and

to-day

think that there is in

any part of the country a

ocratic

more upright Dem“Liberal Republican” executive

or

than Perham?

What Democratic Senators
cleaner and whose

there whose record is

are

private

worth is better established than Ham-

lin’s

Morrill’s ? Are there any abler

in

or

Congress;

fully
than

or

men

to the interests of their

Lynch,

Frye,

men

who attend more care-

constituents

Blaine, Peters and
conceded, that, taking

Hale? It must be
everything into consideration. Maine’s Con-

gressional delegation

averages better tha
that of any other State. Ii we examine the
character of the subordinate officers we find

equally good—in short, as good as
that of the better and more intelligent class of

that it is
their

fellow

What

citizens.

Democratic

State can claim so

general an exemption from
corrupt and inefficient officials. Can Kentucky ? What “Liberal Republican” State is
there but must shun conparison ? Not Missouri, surely, or Virginia which saw the firs1
successful effort

through

to

restore

the

Bourbons

Republican agency. Finally,
intelligent man, who keeps in view
the history of the past and probabilities of the
future, “go in for a change” honestly expecting that the change will be for the better ?

can

Liberal

any

Tammany Ahead I
We find it to be the opinion, alike of intel-

ligent Republicans

Democrats, that the
nomination of Mr. Greeley was the result of
a conspiracy, (.whose inception dates back
several months) of the Tammany politicians.
It was not so much, it is said, the work of
liberal Republicans and Democrats, as of Republicans and Democrats belonging to, or
sympathizing with the Tammany Ring. Fenton, Cochrane, “Hank” Smith & Co. on the
one part and the confreres of Sweeney and
Oakey Hall on the other, have been managing and manipulating things ever since it was
and

determined several months ago to send Gree-

ley to Texas on a political mission.
Greeley’s coldness in the municipal reforms
of New York, his tenderness toward Hall and
others of the Tammany leaders, his notorious
affiliations with and defence of the worst of
the Tammany Republicans, his recent associations with men whom
nounced as

corrupt

year ago he deand unworthy of confia

dence and respect, his defence of them, and
his journey in their interest and at their so-

South,

licitation to the

the manoeuvres of

Fenton and other of the most notoriously corrupt politicians of the country, whereby his
nomination
have

was

compelled

miwi mvu

pv vjuv.

tion means, and
restoration of

the national

sprung upon the Convention,
the conviction among our best
uinii

tiiv. viiivuiiiau auuima

organized to mean, the
Tammany and its transfer to
was

arena.

We cannot help having our little laugh at
our staid neighbor, the Argus, about its wild
flight Horace Greeley ward. It should have
waited until the men who have some

princi-

ple in their Democracy had spoken.
will, however, be no necessity for the

There
Demo-

cratic subscribers to stop the paper for it will
somersault back into line with great promptness.

It was

only

a

mistake arising from

ex-

cessive enthusiasm for reform (?) A curious
and instructive spectacle may be looked for
in newspaper gymnastics as the

Argus gradually gyrates back to the normal condition.—
Special discretion will probably mark its conduct during the rest of the
campaign.
The Calais Advertiser is

acurate in

stating

conspicuously in-

our opinion

tion in the Fifth District.

about the situaWe expressed no

positive opinion on the subject but this misrepresentation impels us to say that all our
advices from different parts of the District indicate that Mr. Hale will be nominated and
elected to the next Congress.
The cry of all the Adams men at the
clqpe
of the Cincinnati failure—“Draw me out

of

that crowd !’’

The Fairfield Chronicle is
the title of a
and good looking
paper just started at
Kendall’s Mills. George H.
Colby is the editor
and it is published by the Fairfield Chronicle
new

Associatiou Everything about the first
ber indicates that it will be a valuable
sion to Maine local journalism.

num-

acces-

«!d*°i

piiu'cini
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emh® New'

wards the Grand Trunk Railway; lie believed
it a well-managed road, and the gentlemen at
the head of it were men of talent and high reR]iectability. But the country wanted this line,
the inner liue so to speak iu order to meet the
wants of our Trade—which line would briug
Chicago some 50 miles nearer to Montreal than
by the present route, and one thousand miles
the
nearer to Liverpool via Montreal than
route round by New York, and China and Jato
nearer
miles
Engpan some two thousand
land via the Northern Pacific Railway through
Canada than by the present long and tedious
Eastern route.
Mr. M. P. Kyau, M. P. paid a graceful compliment to the Provincial Legislature for its
liberal land grant, and promised tho railway to
Ottawa, as also connections with Toronto and
the Great Western Railway withiu two years,
and withiu four years its extension to Sault
Ste. Marie.
The Hon. John Young wrote that large as is
now the trade on Lake Michigan—yet it is only
beginning. In 1838 I sold pork packed iu Ohio
for consumption in Chicago. Iu that year the
export from that place of grain was only 78
bushels—yet in 1870 upwards of forty million
IihhVi**1h

nf

uTfiin

worn

ailiimiAil

from

tliut.

oiip

port, where also over twelve hundred thousand
cattle and hogs were packed for export.—
The trade of Lake Sujierior will in a few years
far exceed the trade on Lake Michigan, and
when it is considered that the northern part oi
the State of Michigan, of Wisconsin and of
Minnesota, not speaking of the vast fertile
plains to the west of these States, or of the vast
fertile valleys of the Ked river, and the Saskatchewan, are all accessible by railway irom
Montreal and Quebec, on a route over 330 miles
shorter than by any other route to an ocean
port, it seems hi me strange that there should
be opposition to such a work, so well calculated to develojte the resources of the count] y in
*
*
*
*
which we live.
While the route through the valley of the
Ottawa to Sault St. Marie should he prosecuted
in the most direct line, yet it is necessary foi
the interests of the country that there should
be a line from the city of Ottawa via Carlton
Place to Toronto, thus connecting Montreal
aud Quebec with the whole railway system
from Chicago, Cleveland, Ciucinnatij &c.,by
a route with a uniform guage of 4 ft.
8.J in.,
and some IK) miles shorter than by the present
route of the Grand Trunk Railway.
Councillor McShaue discussed at length the
importance of the road, as also to the security
there was for its construction from the guarantee of Sir Hugh Allan, the richest man in
Canada.
Sir Hugh Allan was much pleased with the
large meeting to whom he at once announced
a majority for the railway of over 41(10 on the
two days’ polling. He showed that his interests
were identical with those of the City
of Montreal, showing that by the increased traffic
on
this
line
aud
the
Great
Pacific
brought
by
by
line of which it would prove a part, the city
would be much benefited aud would rise to that
position of eminence and importance to which
otherwise it could not attain. He maintained
that with tliedeejieniug of the channel, freight
could be brought through Montreal to Eurojie
by a much shorter and more inexpensive route,
on which account this
city ought successfully tc
rival New York and Boston. He showed that
the produce of Japan could he taken to Eurojic
via Canada and the Pacific, 1000 miles shorter
than by any other route, and much more quickly. If Montreal would only study its own interests it would go strongly for the road, which
was indeed fully secured, as the
opjiosition was
comparatively nothing. All it was was the
grumbling of a few discontented jieojile who
existed in every community.
This exhibition of the purjsise aud plans of
the representative men of Canada—men of enterjirisc^and capital, whose credit at home aud
abroad is almost unlimited, is of great interest
to those of our citizens who prefer that the outlet for their traffic shall be at Portlaud via the
Portland and Ogdeusburg road than at Boston
via the Vermont Central, in whose interest the

Montjielier papers
teeming
signed to defeat the Ogdensburg enterprise.

with articles de-

are

R. N.

The Press

on

the Cincinnatti NominatinviM.

The following extracts ure from leading Democratic papers.
The
Washington Patriot says: “The Democratic National Committee will meet in New
York on Wednesday to determine upon the
time and (dace of holding the Democratic National Convention.
The committee will be
composed of the wisest, ablest, best and most
men
of
the
patriotic
party, from all States and
sections of the country, and will authoritatively speak the wish of the great Democratic
heart. Its first duty will be to present to the
people such candidates as will commaud the respect of the country, aud rally to the standard
they bear the great body of those who regard
the promotion of the best interests of the nation as the paramount duty of patriotic citizens.”
The Chicago Timet thinks it is possible that
three millions of Demociatic voters represented
in their national convention will conclude that
Greeley is better than Grant, and take him as
a choice of the two evils.
If so, Greeley will be
the next President. The Democracy, who were
connected in his nomination, and whose wishes
the Cincinnati Convention has treated with
disdain, must elect him if he is elected at all.
The Jourual of Commerce says of the Cincinnati Convention: “It had the alternatives,
either to nominate candidates of a high character aud moderate
views, or uoiniuate a wellknown partisan Republican. It has done the
latter. With all his idiosyncrasies Greeley is a
candidate not to be despised, aud has a following in New York strong enough to render the
success of any other Republican in this
State
quite hopeless. If the Philadelphia Convention confirms his nomination and he is elected,
it will throw the whole patronage of the government, iuto the hands of the former disaffected miuority. If Grant is re-nominated, the
running of two such Republican candidates
would almost
certainly bring the Democrats
once more into power.’’
The New York World editorially expresses
profound surprise at the result in Cincinnati.—
The Convention, it says, has chosen to
support
the most hated and conspicuous opponent of the
Democratic
The country called for revparty.
enue reform, aud it has selected the most zealous of protectionists.
This leaves the Democratic party entirely free to await the developments of the immediate future, an 1 opens the
way for Democratic victory. The World will
reserve its judgment until the meeting of the
Democratic National Convention, to be called
aext week by the National Committee,
meeting
in this city. The World recommends an
early
date for the assembling of the Convention.
Leading Republican papers make the follow-

ing

Action of the Ohio Delegation.
About half of the Ohio delegation held a
meeting after Mr. Greeley’s nomination. The
session was said to he stormy.
The larger number of delegates made speeches
and some of them were denunciatory and exciting, whilo others counselled moderation and
consideration.
Among the most prominent
were Judge Hoadley, who was one of the Committee on Resolutions. He said that Judge
Stanley Matthews, the temporary President,
John W. John, as well as himself, had left the
Convention in disgust.
J udge Sloan said lie had been originally an
Adams man, but there was no evidence that
Greeley and his friends had practiced fraud
upon the Convention, and until he had such
evidence he should adhere to the nomination.
He believed that it was for the interests of the
country that there should lie a complete change
in the administration of the Government. He
counselled them to lie calm and considerate,
and to act deliberately like men.
J udge Briukerhoff said he would not be made
between two evils. Men
a victim of choice
came to the Convention from New York and
Pennsylvania who were as lunch intruders as
the Devil was when he intruded himself among
the sons of men. They came and outwitted
and outnumbered them. He did not belong to
anybody now. He was not yet willing to say
he wouldn’t vote for Grant, but he shouldn't
vote for Gree'ey.
Gen. Jack Casement asked if they were not
all pleased with tlio platform. Other members answered yes, yes. He further inquired if
Greeley was not an honest man? What more
was wanted?
He (Gan. Casement) had joined
this movement and torn
up the bridge behind
him. He was going to stick by the nomination.
Gen. Burnett said be now felt discouraged
and disheartened. He didn’t think civil service reform had anything to hope for from the
bauds of such men. Greeley was honest, pro•rpuaeii'a Olid ISKuwol in 1>iu i-innru

not 1m

Villi

9

of crotches. He had no judgment of men.
Hig political friends and associates in New York
were among a class of men who did not enjoy
the public confidence, who were allied to Tammany corruption. Though he deeply grieved
at the result to-day, he thought they ought to
maintain their own organization for future
work and not take hasty steps which they

Col. Parrott said there never was a more
shameless trade made hy men than that made
by Gratz Brown iu the Convention.
Mr. Frye said a bargain and sale was evident.
Some men had asked where was the evidence.
He replied that the evidence was *in Graft
Brown's speech.
Gen. Brinkenhoff announced his resignation
as a member of the State Central Committee.
He was not willing to abide the determination
of the Convention.
Geu. S. Carve also decided not to support the
ticket and resigned his position as a member of
the Central Committee.
Mr. Smith, of Columbiana, came to the defence of the Convention. He said that Greeley
was among the first to fight Tammany, whereupon two or three persons arose, saying he did
not.
He rather defended them.
Judge Hoadley again got the floor, charging
that Tammany had triumphed. He said he
said lie would defeat Greeley and Brown if he
had to vote for Grant to do it. He was no
office-seeker, but was after men to punch them
before they got their hands iu the public treasury; but he was not in favor of abandoning
their organization. He said they should remain
together, maintaining their organization until
the time should arrive when their principles
could prevail.

A Repeated Slander Refuted.
Iu compliance with the request of Mr. Dawes,
the Secretary of War lias furnished the following statement which conclusively refutes
and overthrows the oft repeated charges of

Representative

Beck;
Witt Department, April 2!l.
Dear Sir : I send herewith, in accordance
witli your verbal request of to-day, a statement
iu regard to tho amounts received and disbursed hy this Department on account of the appropriation for ordnai ce, ordnance stores, &c.,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1871. Hon.
Mr. Beck, iu his speecli in the House of
Representatives, on Saturday last, remarks: “During the last fiscal year, in defiance of that law,
(act of July 12 1870,) the War Department, as
is shown by the report of the Secretary of the
Treasury, expended $8,000,000 in excess of the
appropriations, and sold arms to the French to
make good the deficiency; and the proeeeds of
these arms are now deposited in the Treasury
to the credit of that Department, subject to lie
drawn out bv it.” Mr. Beck is in error at ail
points. In the first place, the War Department did not expend any sum in excess of appropriations made by law, and, therefore, it
had no deficiency to make good. In the second place, it did not sell arms to make good the
deficiency. I n the third place, when ordnance
and ordnance stores,. &c., are sold, the proceeds
must be paid into the Treasury to the credit
of the appropriation made specifically for ordnance, ordnance stores, &c., and could not be
drawn except for expenses for ordnance, ordnance stores, &c., alone.
Therefore, even if
there were a deficiency or .over-expenditure on
other accounts, the money to the credit of ordnance stores, &e, could not by any possibility,
under existing latfs, be used to make it good,
and this role applies to all appropriations. All
money must be used for the specific purpose for
which it is appropriated, and no other. In the
fourth place, the proceeds of the sales referred
to are not now deposited in the (Treasury to the
credit of the War Department, subject to he
drawn out by it, as stated by Mr. Beck; but, on
the contrary, they were on the 24th of October,
1871, carried to tile surplus fund by warrant
No. 119—“copy herewith’’— and can no more
be drawn upon by the War Department than
if the money was not in existence.
It stands
no longer to the credit of the War Department,
but has gone into the general fuud of the Treasury, subject to the action of Congress alone.
Lastly, if any one supposes that either previous
to the fiscal year 1870-71, or thereafter, any
money lias beeu improperly expended by the
War Department in excess of appropriations,
let the matter be investigated. There was, on
the 30tli of June, 1870, to the credit of the appropriation for ordnance, ordnance stores, &c.,
$10,618,85448; drawn out by requisition previous to tlie taking effect of the act of July 12,
1870, during fiscal year ending June 30, 1871,
*139,134 06, having $10,479,700 42 paid into the
Treasury to the credit of impropriations for
ordnance, &c., during the fiscal year ending
June 30,1871. On account of proceeds of sales,
&c., $8,235,229, 17; total to credit of said appropriation June 30, 1871, $18,714,1129 59; covered into Treasury from appropriation for ordnance, &c., per surplus warrant No. 119,
(copy inclosed,) $18,714,929 59. It may be
proper to add that no specific appropriation for
ordnance stores, &c., was made in the annual
appropriation for year ending June 30, 1871.
The inclosed copy of warrant No. 119, surplus
funjl, includes all appropriations for the Ordnance Department, from whicli money was
covered into the surplus fund.
Very respectfully, yeur obedient servant,
Wm. H. Belknap, Secretary of War.
To Hon. Henby L. Dawks.

comments:

The Boston Advertiter heads itseditorial“The
Ridiculous Muss” and says:
The “liberal reform” goose is cooked.
The
reckless joke of the New York Sun has been
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countries.

Church Dedication.—The new Universallst church in Hiram will be dedicated on
Thursday afteruoou, May Uth. The meeting
will commence at one o’clock in the afternoon,
Itev Z. Thompson of Mechanic Falls will
the sermon, and distinguished clergymen will take part in the exercises.

preach

News Items by Mail
A Montana lover bought out his rival for

820.

print:

C. Mortimer

Whiskey

is the name of

?m'

a

Indirect Claims.
The Boston Advertiser candidly states the position of the Administration on the question of
indirect dainaees:

)
j

I

PROVIDENCE—Cldkd, sch Louisa Wilson, Holt,
Jacksonville.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 3d, sch Helen Marr, Duncan, Lincolnvllle.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, brig Thomas Owen,
Quptill, Havana 14 days for Portland; schs William
Duron, Doyle, from New York for do; Winner, Nash,

musical composer.
He probably sings “Coming through the rye,” in liquid tones.
—A negro in Mississippi the other day climed
a tree to saw off a limb upon which a swarm of
bees were settled.
When the limb fell, tlie
whole Bwarm settled upon the head of the
unfortunate man, and stung him so severely
that he died in ten minutces.
The proposed charter for New York having
the friends of reform urge
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another election.

Campobello

for New York.

WILL OPEN

Wa*hburn,-Kew York.
Sid 19th, barque Flor del Mar, Jordan, Cienfuegos.
At Mayaguez 13th ult, brigs Kennebec, Minott, ftn
Bremen, ar 10th, disg; sch Northern Light, from St

Thomas, ar 11th, ldg.
At Harbor Island 20th ult, sell Julia A Decker,
Dunton, New York.
Ar at Havana 24th nit, brig AdeleMcLoon, Munroe, Philadelphia; 1st inst, barque T K Weldon, Colson, New York.
Sid 24th, barque Arietta, Colcord, Deleware Breakwater via Matanzas; brigs Carrie Purington, Lincoln,
Matauzas; Rio Grande. McLellan, New York; sch
May Munroe, Hall, Philadelphia: 26th, barque Arizona, Conant. Sagua and Falmouth.
Sid ftn Cardenas 24th ult, brig Lizzie Zltlosen, Dow,
North of Hat terns.
Ar at St Jago 14th ult, brig Alfaratta, Wallace,
E.

Ar at Sagua 23a ult, barque Joshua Loring, Lamb.
New York; sch Wreath, Smith, Havana,
At Trinidad 22d ult, brig Sullivan, Perry, for Bos-

NEWS.

ton 2
Ar at Nassau NP, 22d ult, schs Diploma, Pinkhani.
New York, (and cld 24th for do via Cat Island); 25lh,
Annie Harris. Harris. Baltimore, (and cld 2«th for do
via Spanish Wells); 26th, Gertie Lewis, Hodgdon, do.
Cid at Musquash, NB. 26th nit, sell Saarbruck,
Clark, New York.
Ar at St John, NB, 2d inst, sells Frances, McLaughlin, Portland; 3d. Eliza S, Munroe, do.
Cld 2d, sell J W Woodrufr, Haskell, Fall River.

days.

ANDBOSCOOOLN COUNTY.

The new Board of Directors of the J.ewiston
and Auburn Bailroad, has been organized by
the choice of N.
Farwell, President; J. 11.
Ham, Clerk; E. F, Packard,

Treasure^.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
W. Philbrick has recently

Mr. John
been advanced to the post of General Master Mechanic
of the Maine Ceutral Bailroad Company, with
the superintendence of all the shops of the
Company. Mr. John F. Merrill, who has long
been in the employ of the Company, takes Mr.
Philbrick’s place as Master in the Waterville

TV Gardiner Reporter says Tuesday afternoon last, a Mrs. Ware, living just above the
woolen factory in Gardiner, accidentally poisoned her babe by administering a dose of laudanum instead of soothing
syrup by mistake.—

The proper antidotes were administered as soon
as the mistake was discovered, but to no
purpose, and the child died Wednesday morning.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Postmaster General has designated the
office at Brewer as a Money Order (Mfice.
The Whig says a sharp individual has been
detected in stealing barrels from the rear of a
Broad street store in Bangor, bringing them
round and selling them to the proprietors at the
front door.
Frederick McKeuney the Dexter thief, had
an examination on Thursday and
was bound
over for trial.
As the officer was taking him
to the Baugor jail, in a baggage car, the fellow
jumped from the car while the train was going
twenty miles an hour. As he was hand-cuffed
it was supposed he would be killed or seriously
injured. But when the train had been stopped
and search made nothing could be seen of him.

April 18, lat 29 40, Ion 70 10, brig Thomas Walters,
Philadelphia for Cardenas.

ON

WALDO COUNTY.

The Camden Herald says the other day a resident of Belfast played, as he thought, a good
and profitable trick upon the city agency. It
seems a fellow from the
country who is apt to
get his legs tangled when in the city, knowing
that he couldn’t get whiskey at the agency in
his owunaine, hired the resident citizen to* buy
him a pint of whiskey giving him a dollar to buy
it with, and telling him he could keep for his
trouble all there was over the price. He performed his part, received his pay and was greatly dum-fouuded the next morning to find himself before the police court charged with a delivery of liquor which it was claimed was
equivalent to a sale.

ON

Flora D. James.
In Auburn, May
K. Thomas.

May be found
Domestic

Ever since

the introduction of Hostettcr’s
Stomach Bitters, twenty years ago, renovation and
restoration, not depletion and prostration, have been
the watchwords of the judicious portion of the profession. The remarkable success of this famous vegetable preventive, invigorant and corrective has
worked a complete revolution in the general treatment of disease. At first the dogmatic members of
the faculty would not believe hi it. “What!” the?

complaint

LADIES’ FURNISHING
STOllE;

ON-

Only.

Gloves,
Skirts, Corsets,

*

*

Fringes,
Buttons.

Cambrics,
PA88ENGER8.
In the Corinthian, for
Liverpool—Capt Madden, J
Scott, Miss Traills, J A White and wife, Mr aud
Mrs Walters and chUd, Mr Reamei, Mr Gllner.

Linens.

Edgings,
Kid Gloves,

Trimmings, Rul-

flings, Small Wares, All

at Lowest

Prices.

Steamer Chesapeake. Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Dng Ysidora Rionda. Plummer, Matanzas,—415
hhds 39 tes molasses 46 hhds melado. to Geo S Hunt.
Brig Wm H Parks, Williams, Baltimore,—coal to
Jas L Farmer.
Sch Margaret Lyons,
Smith, Cardenas—459 hhds 63
tes molasses, to Geo S Hunt.
Sch Hattie Ross, (of Portland)
Ulrick, Cardenas
Mareu 1st via Bermuda, where she
put in with loss
of sails and deckload of molasses. Was 21
days from
head winds and calms. Molasses to
.rlll!^J
John D Lord and E Churchill & Co.
David Wasson, Jones, Philadelphia,-coal to
Rolling Mills.
Sch F St Clair Edwards, Philadelphia.
Sch Nellie M Power, Lowe, Boston.
Sch L W Pierce, Fogg, Boston.
Sch J P Wallace, Rhoades, Boston.
Sch Pilgrim, Dunbar, Calais Ibr Washington.
Sch Vandalla, Farrin, Bristol.
Sch Levant, Stone, Monhegan.

LADIES* FURNISHING

STORE,

A. MI. PEABODY,
May 4-sn2w

ROOM

LOTIIROP,
Ns.

Their stock

comprises the latest

and most

Carlotta, Colby, Halilhx, N. S.-John
“ «*

B^mo^£&i&BlDem
Fanny Fern, Stone, Boston-Orlando
Sch

DESIRABLE

STYLES

OF ALL GRADES.

Nlcker-

To

Sunday, may S.

their

Tlie authoritative statement of the positiou of
ARRIVED.
Gold Leaf and Bronze Papers
of gentlemen who called themselves to a task
our government with
p“phu’-™ai *
of statesmanship.
regard to tlie indirect
For President, “the great
claims will, we are sure, prove highlv satisfacEspecial attention is called.
and good Horace Greeley!” The new party has
Sch Geo Brooks, Humphrey, Boston.
tory to a great majority of the people of the
Sch Sea Flower, Seavey,
appointed for a leader the veteran hero of many
to C A B
Rockland,—lime
A
It
has
all
Full
Line of
a desperate
along been a mere techni- Morse & Co.
defeat, one who is, if ne may so country.
speak, hallowed by the prestige of disaster. It cality that separated the two governments.—
SAILED—Barque Alice C; brigs Lena Thurlew.
There have
not been at anv time a
is a new rule of political inferences that a man
probably
DECORATIONS, &c.
°,‘War'1’ Mo,1> Por‘«’ Add“
hundred people in the United States who exwho could never commaud the confidence of his
All of which will be sold at reasonable prices.
acted that a mill would be awarded for indiparty, and always concentrated on himself the
Sell Venilia. of Castine. ha«
„«i.i
rect
undivided opposition of the other, should be
damages, nor did our case estimate the
or Kocklsiul, for *3400.
the most powerful representative of a combinaamount, or hint that the United States would Allen,
LOTIIROP, DEYENS A CO.,
them
before the arbitration. It lias been,
press
tion of seceders from both. That he has been
memobanda.
and
is
the
61 Exchange Ml.
general
now,
selected as the standard-bearer of a
opinion that the British
party not
Barque N K Clemente, Kelley, at New York from
4-sntf
yet conglomerated or disciplined, is the strong- government and people blustered too soon and Antwerp, reports, 1st Inst,
May
Ut
44
48.
Ion
34
08 tobk
too much, and that tlie
est possible confirmation of our declaration that
misunderstanding could a heavy gale from the West, and wfrlfo ItarUnB
the
have been settled more
the Cincinnati convention would turn out to be
a seaman named Adam
Caucus*
speedily if there had upper topsails
Grav ol Vn.r
lieeu
less
and
indignation
fell
to
the
of
on
deck
and
an assembly
unattached and rejected politithe
mouth, Me,
protestation
broke both'lew and
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are requested
other side. We on oar part felt that we were
received otter iujurle., from the effects of
cal elements, having no natural affinity for each
he
to meet at the Towu House, on Tuesday, May the 7th
died In sixty hours alter.
within our right in putting the claims
other.
Barque Florence Peters, from Philadelphia for St at five o'clock p. m., to choose delegates to the Coninto the case; and the only question in the
The Boston Post says:
before
at
Turks
Jago,
reported
Island In distm..
vention to be held at Biddeford ton Thursday. May
mind of auy one is, whether' it was
to Naesau, NP, foi
expedient, discharge and
m
““ tne
The remarkable assembly that was convened
in vie v of what has since taken
the 9th.
Per order of Town Comm.
place: The
cargo will be reshlpped.
at Cincinnati to initiate the work of reform in
is
how to meet a difficulty that has
problem
111 > 1
Brig Jeremiah, (of Searsport) Fonl, at New v„rk
HU) 1014.
the administration of the government, allowed
from
had
arisen, and not to discover how it arose.
Matauzas,
NK
Both
strong
winds most of the
the spirit of combination to obscure its clear
parties are desirous of abetter understanding, p««ge and sprung foremast; was nine days North
vision in respect to the pressing needs of the
and it has been, in all the
BONDS!
diplomatic correscountry, and wrecked a noble opportunity by pondence that has taken place, the effort of
BOMERTIC POETS.
the most strangely unfortunate misdirection
both sides to lind some common ground on
STATE OF MAINE....
6’a
of its aims.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th
Proposing lofty resultswith which which tlie two governments could meet. Our
nit, barque
Elwood
1Ue t-lwooa
the people everywhere were in active
6’a
Jackson,
PORTLAND.
Cooper,
Newcastle, NSW.
sympathy, government has now stated its position. It will
Ar 2d, ship Eliza McNeil, Mills, New York
when it came to the
not withdraw from the ground it has deliberapplication of its means it
BELFAST..
6’a
°‘d
failed miserably. The Democrats will now
b"<1U'
Domiolon. -Morse for Port
apately taken, but it will agree to act as though Townsend.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 29th, barque Jam
w1!?'* veH arduously to the task made more the ground bad not been taken on certain conCHICAGO.
T>.
1
d'tncult than it need to have been.
a“ McCarty>
The recognition of indirect claims
ditions.
They are
McCarty, Providence.
to hold the advanced
COOK COUNTY.,. T’a
position already gained,
would impose onerous duties on neurals. We
and push on in an aggressive
are as little desirous as Great Britain of assumtemjier to the discomfiture of the power that has converted the
T’a
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
20tb' Kh
ing great burdens of this character. We are
government into entrenchments. The brunt of quite as likely to be neutral when Great BritDAYTON,
S’.
OHIO,.
81,(1
this fierce battle is to fall upon them
2d’
Mttr*ie- MeFatlden.
ain is a belligerent, as to be fighting when EngThey
will assemble and
consider the situation land is at
LEEDS A FARMINGTON R. R.
6’a
peace. It is proposed, therefore, that
GEORGETOWN, DC-Cld let sch A
A
n w
11
take
tlieir
Henderthoughtfully,
position with judg- we shall agree not to mention consequential
son, for Portland.
NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. T-.TO
ment, invite all liberal citizens of whatever damages any further before the arbitrators, and
BALTIMORE—-Ai 1st, schs E M
Mitchell
Mayaguez; Kate Foster, Kosebrook,Pennell,
party to join in the final work of rescue and re- that it fie
Georgetown
recognized as a new rule F
VTOUrgetown, SC
sc,
practically
A
EUROPEAN A N. AM. R. K
Gold
6>a
Coombs, Boston.
storation, and if possible achieve victory for and of international
Bailey.
law between Great Britain and
Ar 2d, barque Geo S
with the the people. The old banner must be
Hunt, Gray, Havana- w-hs
tlie United States that, in any future events of
DANVILLE
A
VICENCHICAGO,
held as high as ever, inscribed all over with the
’Pluma,or’!
the kind that resulted in tlie Alabama controNES R. R. Gold.
mottoes of reform.
The same generous spirit
T’a
versy and treaty, only direct claims shall be
that was displayed at Cincinnati, expressed in
^ J L
considered. We say it is proposed that such an
CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Gold.
T’a
asimilar platform and with" the strongest canlie
hut
it would lie more
made,
agreement shall
aLApELPillA—Ar 2d, schs Sea Nynih Hasdidates possible to place on it, will yet rescue correct
to say that our government is prepared
Oriole, Baker, Boston:
TOPEKA A S. F. Gold T’a
Davi8>.aiul
ATCHISON,
the receut Couventiou from the result* of
its
to receive and to concur in such a proposal.
^arrl “i11^ St Elmo, Davis. froktland;
own error, and crown the contest with
a clear
Eag,e’ shuw>
Ann
FOR SAL* BY
We are unable to see why this should not be a
triumph for free government under a pure ad- satisfactory settlement for both parties. Great
ministration.
Gr(gg8’ Cardcna8i •*
Britain will be relieved of all apprehension for
SWAN
& BARRETT,
The New York Times says “the first
tendentlie present and for tlie future. Tlie duties of
Boxana. Palmer, for Portland;
a
if*1}*
cy of most people yesterday, when they heard
Bankers
and Brokers.
will
Alice
he
no more onerous than
a. Alley, Boston.
belligerents
tliev
that the Cincinnati Convention had nominated
are made by the
Brilliant, Johnson,
“TO
according to the con- Matanzas 12days; schs
treaty
¥’
ICO
MIDDLE
STREET.
Horace Greeley for President, was to
Jas Warren, Drisko, Cardelauglr in- struction put upon it by Great Britain herself
10 days; Martha, Nichols, St
mr8ss mwf
deed, the news was received everywhere as if it Tlie mere fact that the indirect claims still
George; N Berry.
stand
bad been the latest joke of sonie well-known
Pendleton, and Fred Hall. Harding, Portland- Anteas a part of our case does not
injure her in the
cedent, Pendleton, Machias; Oregon, Miller, Rockhumorist. The imellect of the Ciuciunati ConTHE HAPPIEST MAN.
least, for she lias an assurance taht neither now
and; Trade Wind, Ingraham, Providence: Abbie E
vention went for nothing. The earnest memnor hereafter will advantage be
taken of tlie
Willard, Weeks, Elixabethport lor Salem.
sure, is not the happiest man
fe,
Iters of it were exercised, were
For
at
our
claim.
Ar 3d, barane Jehu, Hardy, Madeira; schs Kate
part we abandon no position
overpowered
Who for himself alone doth plan;
once by that force which has
Wentworth, Meade, Galveston; Jessie, Sawver Ad- 3 Jut he who for the people tolls
already done so we have assumed. We only claimed the right lison:
much harm in the world, and up]tears destined
Machias.
Is sure to win the choicest spoils;
Sinaloa,
to state to the arbitrators that we
regarded the
Ar 4th, barque Leila M Long, Lewis,
3 feeling how many he has blest,
to do a great deal.more—the force represented
Shanghae.
injury done us by the rebel cruisers as greater
Cld 3d, brig C S Packard, Packard,
He can lie down and sweetly rest;
take
who
Georgetown;
as
a
up
politics
trade
merethau
persons
was
measured
tlie
by
actual amount of
chs Hortensia, Norton. Demarara; Geo Washington,
by
Lnd when the night has passed away,
ly for the sake of what they can make out of property destroyed. We ask nothing,more than 1 iherlock, Baracoa; Ruth H Baker, Lorlng.Cardeuas:
With pleasure nail the new-born day.
«
it, and without the slightest regard for the wel- is clearly Our due. We should probably not
dary B Harris, Crowley, Salem.
ris thus George Fenno life enjoys,
Passed do 3d, schs Scud, from Hoboken for Boston;
fare of the people at large. It is easy to laugh
have pressed the indirect claims at all; we will
Because he ‘“Clothes" bo many Boys
Velliugton, do lor do; Jed Frye, and Loretta Fish
3 n Coat, Pant, VeBt, Hal and Shoes complete
over such a failure as the Convention lias been.
promise not to do so if it shall be understood
lofordo; American Chief, ltondout tor do; Storm
Comer of Beach and Washington Street,
It has placed itself in a contemptible position
tor the future that only direct claims are to be
etrel, New York for Dorchester.
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Trust Companies, and for the Investment of

Funds, and to the most careful investors, and
a small

remaining.

arnouut

particulars

furnished

application

on

In person

Barrett, Bankers,

0
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GENERAL AGENTS,
mavLM&wlin

-AT-

Hosiery, Dress Trimmings, Corsets, &r.
At astonishingly low price.
ON

J.

Burleigh & Co.’s,

89

as we

larger assortment than heretofore,
have always done to the system of

We will open

of Desirable
April 29.

Plan, now presented

to tbe

©

and

S. H.

H’s
Gold

Northern Pacific, Geld,

PORTLAND,

I’m

_ap2sntf__PORTLAND.

FOR__SALE.

A

First-Class Residence at the
West End.
No. 33 Carlton St., Near Pine.
The southerly half of a new three story Brick and
swelled front mastic block; built by the day, In the
best manner; 13rooms, including bath room; hot and
cold water. Frescoed in oil by Schumacher; cellar
cemented, lathed ami lastered. Lot over 5000 feet.
This property Is situated in a
growing part of the
city, and will he sold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to 6 p. m, Mondays and Srturday exoepted.
Apr 27-sntf

J- B. BROWN &

SONS,

D. W.

cor.

A

*•

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

mavGdlw

A

CO..

No. 3.J

lgl Middle at.

Exchange Street,

For Sale at Cost,

PORTLAND,

/'■'ION TENTS and Fixtures of a Provision and GroA/ eery store, situated at Knightville, Cape Elizabeth, about one mile from Portland, on a leading
thoroughfare; well fitted up, a good cellar, with a
large Fairbanks hay scale, together with a large run
of regular and transient
business; rent reasonable:
making it one of the best stands in the State of Maine
for a general Flour, Groin, Provision and Grocery
business. Reason lor selling, ill health. For further
particulars call at the store or address WM. H.
HARFORD & SONS, Knightville, or J. H. & V. H
HARFORD, Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth, Me.
May C-dtf

•

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Couj*ons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILI S drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight hafts on Paris, Berlin and other

How to

I European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.

Ogdensburg

AND

HIULIHAI*, HKLLRX

monthly.
CERTIFICATES TF DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in

I.N

Full Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

GOOD WORK.

erest credited

New York.

C L A R K,

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
10 Ibe. a day, from May 15th to Oct. 15th.
$5
*«
15
7 oo
41
20
*1
9 00
Ice will be delivered earlier than 15th May and later
than 15tl» Oct., at the tame rate per month' as during
the season.
mch27
apl5

F. anti

iuy6t4w

Also three plain Hair Sewers.

MAINE.

Brown St.

OK.VI.Klt

Good iUilitn Sewers!

terest at the rate of Four per cent,
per annum allowon all Daily Balances.
Accounts rendered and In-

On

office,

Coveil & Valpey,)

ap27dtf

concerning Patents, MUNN
Branch

JOH\ L. RUNS ELL.
to

Congress, Cer.

WANT K D !

THIS HOUSE la established for the transaction oi
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

or

or

<& Co. 37 Park ltow; N. Y.
7th Sts. Washington, D. C.

B A. N K E3 R a.

Boston

(Successors

we war-

COMPANY.

&

H. A. LOVELL,

RE.

Paper ! Try It! !

taining Patents.
Address for Paper,

and two button—every i»olr of which

COYELL

The Mcieuti Ac Americau is the cheapest and
beat illustrated weekly paper published. Every numl»er contains from 10 to 15 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering
works, Architecture, improved FarmImplements, and
every new dJacovery in ChemlftiT. A year’s numbers contain 832 pages and several hundred
ugravings, Thousands of volumes are preserved for bfndlngand reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times the subscription price.
Terms, $3
a
year by mail. Specimens sent free. May be had oi
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and Sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are published in the ScientistAmerican the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws aiul full directions for ob-

33 EXCHANGE ST.,-

one

rant.

wl9

The Best

BY

H. n. PAVNO V,

(

d&wlt

my6

7-30’s

In

NIcAlpine, Afg’t,

»>■

our new

“BOURDON” KID 0LOVES,

Before you deckle upon the plan ui»on which you will
insure your life. You will bnd this form far
superior
to any short term Endownment or Tontine plan.
Insurance is also effected by this company on all
usual methods, at much less than the rates charged
by other mutual companies.

gi,
R>a
yi,
ya

Portland dr Rochester R. R.
Leeds & Farmington R. R,
Central Railraad, Iowa, Oold,

SALE

Woukl call Hfceia! attention to

•V HARTFORD, ( #y.y.

Bangor
Chicago

FOR

Cloakings.

H
©

*

«>.

Fc,

Shawls and

? 5

BONDS!

Atchison, Topeka

ft
©
^
!2j

^
X
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E. T. F.LDEN.
D. C. COLDER.

& Haute

all the new and desirable shade*, neleeted
the Bouton anil New York market*.
an
Also,
eltvgant variety of

Comprbitng
from

Goods,

sn

splendid assortment of

a

DRESS FABRICS,

public by tbe

Hew Rooms, with a New Stock
at New Prices, on Monday,

our

shall open

’72

SPUING A 8UJHJVEK

Deposit Insurance!

Having enlarged, remodeled and thoroughly repaired our store throughout, It Is our intention to
much

23 Nassau St., New York.

Investigate the Merits of the

ON FIFTH FLOOR
manufacture for our retail trade, Linen
Bosoms, Linen Sets, and Ladies* Undeiwear, Ac.

keep a

We

ST.

May t-tX

We shall

adhere

MIDDLE

wl8

Monday, .April 29,

FOURTH FLOOR

manufacture the most of our suits. Kach
one we shall warrant according to price asked.
We
ehall also make to order Ladies’ and Children's suits.

We shall

REMOV AL!

HEATH

DREW,

&

INSURANCE AGENTS,
Haw removed to Pf«. 44 I -4 Exchange al.
next door south of the “Transcript” Office.
umy2deod3t

Croasdale Snper Phosphate

Speculate Successfully,
BY

ME.

A
FOR

SALE

BY

MEMBER OF THEN. Y. STOCK EXCHANGE.
Randal H. Foote’s Financial Pamphlet

Conant & Rand,

Contain* some sensible advice on the subject, as It is
based upon common sense principles, which an
experience of many years as a member of the Gold Board
New York Stock Exchange has fully corroborated.
*n?
Sent free on application, by letter or
otherwise, of
RANDAL H. FOOTE & CO.
70 Broadway and 15 New Street, New York.

R R

MAW

Marriage.

133

Manhood restored.
early
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriage
removed. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
mchl6dsn3m

Quality

SIMOY A. DYER,
Manufacturer of

STREET,

JKkxL,

*»d

price lower then any othtr
api71slm

ICE!

Cam, Coaming Henr, OBce nad Ship
Furniture. Repairing promptly and neatly done.

re.

ICE!

SEASON 1872.

No. 88 Federal Street.

Leavitt,

Burnham &

Having secured their stock

Exposition

Orders left at our Dye and Clrnwaing W.rk.
We. 44 UNION NT., will receive prompt atten-

»•

liable Super Phosphate.

Fir., rlasa Furniture, Book Cam, Show

We cleanse Carpets perfectly on noth skies, (after
removing the (lust,) with our

COMMERCIAL

IVhoUmle Agenttfor Maine.

_wismv

Hies from the effects
®JBPP7 Kalief for Tosog
or errors and abuses in
life.

PURE
Are

Universal.

Co.,

of

ICE!

prepared to furnish

Families, Hotels, Stores, and Vessels any quantity wanted

OFFICK 315 Congress St.
sn
ap2*2m

DAILY OR TOR THE SEASON.
AT LOWEST RATES.

DBE88MAKINO.

exhibit this day.faiui every day alter,
LARGE and well selected stock of
We shall

Having secured the services of a
First-Class Dressmaker, we shall
open Monday, May 6, with all the
latest styles, and we feel confident
we can give perfect satisfaction to

Ladies’

DAVIS

arising
youth or the Indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This Is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only oue on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth
Price only f 1. Sent by mall post-paid on receipt of

May

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bullincli Street. Boston. Mass., or Dr.
price.

&

Comities and Cities hi Missouri and
R>NI>S
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kauof

semi-annual Coupons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from
nas, with

well

BLOCK,

Congress

4-d2w

Having an extensive acqutatance in the West, as
as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
hsme in Portland, I am making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued.
Investigating them very carefully and buying and
offering for sale only those that I consider among the
safest for investment. They are Issued in 3100, 3500
and 31000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
iate, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
;&rel\tl investors.
They are daily becoming mors
[Hipular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety and profitable returns for their
nvestments.
Particulars furnished on application,

CO.,
St.

u

CEMENT

mai-35-dly

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

J. W.

superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perreliable and instantaneous: no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor's Hair Bye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y

PIPE

STOCKWELL & CO.,

HAS

1Y

HUNDRED TONS Not Coal,
very serviceable seasonable Coal
lor this time of the year,—and
reasonable enough at
per
ton delivered by
JOS. H. POOR dc BRO.
Apr! 9-sntf
a

U

W

18-1°

20 *" l'n'1 '* inth

J. W.
98

For Sale.

‘iles> being

STOCKWELL

and

163

..

CARRYING

May 1-eod-n

370 Con-

DANIEL JONES.

&

Danlorth

HATS, CAPS, BONNETS,
FANCY & MILLINERY GOODS,
Just received from Boston and New York by

CO.,

Saturday,

Street,

MRS. CUSHMAN, Cor. Congress & Oak
Streets, Portland.
dfBurinl Shrouds on hand and made to order
ap27—3w

myaiwsn_LJYSTROUT.
Rooms

to

the upper
apl3dlm

Mato"

H. & A.

!,^

For

Sight

.tree*
(ll8c'"uUn,llc<1' substantially
pe,U,0n “*

i

Also

May 4,

ALLANTNo.

i^FaViME*!1*

No. 3 India
orf land, Dec. 3-tf

Junction of Emery and West

Slieet.

___.

To Lei.
situated on
FINE dwelling House
A State Street. Possession given May 5th.
V hltitlLL,
4DJ Exchange
Enquire of DEANE &
*
eod-is tf
Itreet. April 20, 1*72.

pleasantly

4

adjudge

Samuel S. Rich.
Henry C. Nkwhali.,
.John F. Randall,
Committee on Laying out New Streets.
dtd
1872.

(ac-

Steerage Passage inward aud outward, and lor
on England fcratmi!

Drafts

as

convenience requires that any jmrt of said
weet Commercial street, west of
Emery street, ahull
►e altered, discontinued or laid out
anew subntauiiuly M above, and if they bliall do a«ljudge, will then
inn there discontinue, alter or
out the name anew
lay
Lnd fix the damages aa required
by law.
Brnj. Kinosrury, Jr.,
Marquis F. Kino,
Charles McCarthy, Jr.,

Let,

WITH Board, at 36 Free street.
building In the rear.

'art of the

Passage to Londonderry an«l Liverpool, Cabin
070 ••
cording to accommodations).
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
to
or
For Freight
Cabin Passage, apply
1 India St.

the eleventh day of
on,^ut'irtwj»yl,ant*,atsLf°ur:>
C*0CK **• and to bear all parties
utereated
and then determine
whether

CURTAINS!~ i

large new sett of blue and gilt window
and fixtures, suitable for a store.
Apply to
a

of the

followed ou the 11th of May from Quebec,
Steamship
HCANDANAVIAN, Uapt. Bnllnnllue,

San
Sacity^s XT*,0
W ill
! mblic

4lh.

of the Train

To be
>y the

petition

meet at the

on

Hay

Immediately after the arrival
previous day from Montreal.

PORTLAND, ME.

howTbv the*

leave this port for Liverpool

Will

1 aw-lin

imorystree

Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

CORINTHIAN, CnpC. ftentt,

used

is hereby given that the
Joint Stalling
t ommlltec on Laying out New
Street., to whom
referred
the
of the Boston and
!«"
iallrond Company, praying that West
itreet west of
he
a n
ling the present strict or a partchanged
thereof 'and laving
rnt a new street as imrt of
West Commercial

NOTICE

THE

► granted at

9

City of Portland.

j

New Styles

urtalns

favorable

Passengers booked to London
derry and Llver}>ool.
Return Tickets

,Vgk

A Ailk.

< n ac-

leaving

STORE

most

Canadian and United Stales Hails.

iy See Engineer’s offielal report for 1871 and 1872.

PROVISION store—one of the best locutions In
A small saleable stock. Sold
A Portland.
count of
the state.

For Sale

the

ill out real Ocean Steamship C’o.

The undersigned are prepared to furnish Pipes for
sewers, In almost any quantity If the orders are received early in the season.
The City of Portland lias in nse more than
ten
loon sand feet of this pipe, over four
thousand feet of

__

Joncs’iMarket,

on

ALLANJJNE!

been used by us for the last three* years for
Drains and Sewers.
We have found It entirely satisfactory and have no hesitation in recommending it for thosejmrposes.
THE PORTLAND ROLLING MILLS,
By GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Treasurer.
Portland, April 29,1872.

TWO

For particulars enquire at
gress st.
my4dlw*tfls

Bonds converted

CHARLEN HI. HARKEN,
uch22 dtf
‘48 Exchange at., Portland

MADE BY

This

D<SfcW

Municipal Bonds.

government
arms.

The
all

as

fectly harmless,

SN

Street,

PORTLAND. TIAINF

—

lO CLAPPS

edition,

Jyll

No. 14 Cross

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.

PhysicalorDebility,Hypochondria,
Imiwtency,
Seminal Weakness, and all other
Spermatorrhoea
diseases
from the errors of

sn

SOLICITED.

mrttdhtf

FANCY GOODS.

and

W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B.
author may be consulted on the above as well
diseases requiring skili, and EXPkRlKKCB.

Office,

Furhishing
AND

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline In Man, Nervous

fiT" OHDKR8

a

Or#. €. PROCTER. 93 Exchange »t.,

all who may favor as. Children’s
Suite a specialty.
Mrs. AHVEDSON, 343 Congress St.
sn
2w
may!

n!Xsi^mBtai
CoraNaehfcofflnfCahUs'T*'’

York.

Million In the last lew

One

PORTLAND.

price*.

Full assortment of

HIVUU

I>a'r„IST0N-Cld

gold in New

over

Megan*. Swan A

■

COM

61 Exchange Ml.

the

on

by mail, to

or

ITa

«

$1,000

—OB—

A. FOSTER A NON,

A

for

W. B MI ITTK’k A Co., Banker*

tions.

CLEARED.

Steamship Corinthian, (Br) Scott, Liverpool _H
& A Allan.

at very law

Tailet and ather §h awl* much under price
Nottingham Vdirrs and Carta i—,

NEW AND SPACIOUS STOKE OF

Sch Flcetwlng, Stone, Monhegan
Sch C E MorriB, West, Monhegan.

Bon.

Paisley Shawls,

which essentially improves the colors.

DEYENS

are

—AT—

PAPERS,

AT THE

in

COLLARS

SUPERIOR CLEANSING COMPOUND,

ROOM PAPERS !

weeks to

ELMWOOD

CARPET RENOVATING.

345 Congress St.

payment of the

any fature finucial event.

Mortgage and

Flint

are a

being payable

Full

Lace Points and Jackets,

as

first of April and October, both principal and inti rest

have but

FLOOR,

certain

the Anal

of 7 per cent. per annum, payable

the rate

Trust

All the New Styles of Ladies’ Suits,

Ribbons,
New Standard

ARRIVED.

THIRD

unusu-

4

Prices.

Bonds of the Portland &
8
Jn3
#

Matirdny, Mmj 4.

Steamer
Porteous.

ON

as

each, have forty years to run, and bear hiterei t at

89 middle St.

APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents for the sale of the

Piques,

T

Box,

White Goods,
IB Variety,

Popular

are as

Tlie bonds

a

a sum

attended with the uncertain-

not

of the Interest, and

We have sold

Fancy Goods,

At

small

so

seldom In the market.

are

They ore

ante.

ment

Burleigh & Co. s,

Men’R and Boys’ Wear,

For

Portland,

Hosiery,

vited to at tend.
In Gorham, May 3, Mr. Ebenezer
Files, aged 88
years 10 months 26 days.
[Funeral services this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clk.l
In New Gloucester, May 3, at the residence of her
son-in-law, Chas. Megguire, Esq., Mrs. Rhody Proctor
aged 87 years.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

J.

Every Description.

Woolens,

a

One Price

While railroad bond* may be plen-

ties of projected enterprises, and the prompt pay-

AT

Mourning Goods,
Of

mile,

principal,

Fifteen Cents

Dress Goods,

NEW GOODS !

Only.

bonds.

all Its

ally

AT

LOW PRICED

PORTLAND,

TVTWT-k

MARINE

FLOOR,

SECOND
RICH AND

all operat-

after

paid, much

are

More than the Entire Interest
on

ELMWOOD
COLLARS

ed

One Price

mortgage debt In $18,500 to the

Wc do not^hesitate to recommend them

_

without mercury,

chronic rheumatism without colchicum, fever and
ague without quinine! Impossible P* But the most
obstinate incredulity must yield iu the end to practical demonstration. From that time to the present
dyspepsia, biliousness, intermittent fevers, muscular
diseases, nervous complaints and constipation have
vanished under the oi>eratIon of the great specific, in
at least ninety per cent, of the cases in which it has
been used as a remedy for those ailments, while as a
preventive of all maladies generated by change of
climate, sudden revulsions of temperature, epidemic
poison in the atmosphere, and unwholesome Vater,
its beneficial effects have been so obvions and uniform as to secure the most perfect confidence in its
properties as an antidote, safeguard and cure.

The road ie

to the

Lowest Market Prices.

Hath

violent

already earning,

ST.

MIDDLE

full line of

T1IK-

fidnt,
heads.

ita

utile.

Goods,

Portland Maniclpal
Portland aid P d H

NEW GOODS,

89

by way of EvanavlUe aud Nuhvllle wltb

the entire South,

ing expense*

Housekeeping

a new medical dispensation, very
different from that under which w many of our forefathers died. The sick are no longer bled till they

1, Chas. N. Briggs
and Miss Mary
*

miniature Alumnae.may 6,
Sun rises.4.48 | Moon rises.4.30 AM
Sun sets.7.0S | High water.10.30 AM

a

Burleigh & Co.’s,

J.

30th.

FLOOR

and

-AT

False Tkeeriet Overthrown.

gorged with mercury, nor prostrated with
cathartics, nor blistered on their shaven

»“*■ W|d

ty, those upon paying links and for

345 Congress Street.

Tn this city, May 4, Nellie
MeLellan, wile of H. S.
Melcher, aged 28 years.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon, at 11 o’clock,
at No. 4 Locust street. Relatives and friends arc in-

FIRST

We live under

MABBIF,D.
Iu Bridgton, May 1, Alphonzo Hilton and Mary A.
Warren, both of Denmark.
In Lewiston, April 27, Augustus J. Clough and

APRIL

MONDAY,

ap26dtf

“cure liver

Box,

a

ROOMS,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

nor

Indiana, connecting Chicago by the hbortent
the celebrated Block Coal fickle of Indi-

rout* with

—AT—

One Price and IV* Variation.

from

exclaimed,

Fifteen Cents

MANUFACTURING

SPOKEN.

shop.

toil

—AT—

barque LT Stocker, Bibber, Matanzas; brig
Jacinto, Miller, Cienftiegos; schs AddleF Whitney,
Long, Alexandria; Senator Grimes, Pliilbrook, Port
Johnson.
Cld 4ih. brig A H Curtis, Merriman, St John, NB;

In port Mch 24,
Norway,Woodbury, from Guanape for
oarque Susan A Blaisdell, Sawyer, for United Kingdom.
Ar at Asplnwall 8th ult, brig Maria W Norwood,

Run* through one of the richest
portion, of lit look

AND

Belfast.
Ar 4th,

Vin-

Railroad

cennes

COLLARS

THEIR NEW SALES

Ar 3d, sch Ocean Belle, Coflln, from Baltimore for
Pembroke.
BOSTON—Cld 3d, barque Burnside, Pendergtace,
Melbourne; brig J M Wlswell, Leckie, Fernandina;
schs Jason, Wiley, Machias; Abby Gale, Rvan, for

Newport,

STATE

THK

” Uhicago, Danville &

ELMWOOD

ship
Hamburg;

Troy

MISCELLANEOUS.

,j

Iqulque.

“When I shall rest calmly with a shawl,
With a whopping widow by my side.”

failed,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
L
-S#
EX

for Boston.

The weather In Sau Francisco is unusually
hot for the season.
schs W Baker, Hopkins, do; Zina, Bradbury, for
A Newark boy deliberately held his arm in I Machias.
Sid 4th, barque Ada Carter.
<
front of a horse car wheel and allowed it to be
SALEM—Ar 2d, schs Clara Smith, Keene, PhiladelNettle
G'ocsackie.
Cushing.
Pressey,
phia:
crushed, in order to avoid going to school.
Cld 2d, sch Clara Smith, Keene, Rockland.
The Tribune very naturally comes to the deNEWBURYPOET—Sid 5th, schs Sea Lark, Miller,
*
NS; M L Varney, Dunham, Bangor.
fense of the corrupt Tammany judges, by ad- Windsor,
BANGOR—Ar 1st, brig Senorlta, Young, Portland,
not
to
exthe
an
to load for Rio Janeiro.
legislature
“impeach
vising
judge, referring to Cardozo who has resigned.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Gen. Hancock forbids mining expeditions inAr at Newcastle NSW March 3, ship Horatio Harto the region of the Black Hills, for the reasons
ris, Newell, San Francisco; 4th, barque Nehemiah
Gibson, Melbourne.
that, firstly, the gold there belongs to the InSid March 12, barque Etta Loring, Loring, Yokodians, and secondly, there isn’t any gold there hama.
AtNewcastle, NSW, Mch 12, ship Gaspec, Drumat all.
mond, from Melbourne, ar Feb 24, for San Francisco.
Ar at Melbourne Mch 9, ship Formosa, Allen, New
John Cavanaugh’s children, at Soutliwick,
York.
Mass., picked up an old plugged-np gun barrel
Ar at Honolulu Mch 30, ship Kearsarge, Field, San
tlie other day, and as an experiment put one
Francisco.
Shi ftn Callao 4th ult, ships Argosy, Tinkham, and
end of it in the stove. The difference between
Sami Watts, Hewes, Guanape; Detroit, Newton, do;
old iron awl a new stove came out of John’s
9tli, Ventus, Vesper, do.
In port 13th, ships Chandos, Emery, and Uncle
pocket.
Tobey, Drinkwatcr, for Guanape, to load for Europe;
An old bachelor, who had become melancholy
and others.
Iu port 14th ult, ships Washington Libby, Cousins;
and poetical, wrote some verses for the village
S C Blanchard, Meady; Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton ; Ne Plus Ultra, Kirby, and Loretta Fish, Carney,
paper, in winch he expressed the hope that the
chartered: barques Honry A Litchfield, Spaulding,
time would come when he should—
and Robt Porter, Killman, seeking.
-“rest calmly with a shroud.
At GuAnape March 30, ships St Mark, Grindle; InWith a weeping willow by my side,”
dustry, Russell; John Bryce, Morse; Geo M Adams,
Manson, and Leonora, Griffin, all for Europe.
but to his inexpressible horror it came out in
Sid ftn Valparaiso Mch 16, ship Premier, Merrithew,

man

might repent.

Passed through Hell Gate 2d, oh* Ann Elizabeth*
from Elizabeth port for Portland; J|s Gareefon, Norton. do tor do: T Benedict, Crockett. Woodtaridge for
Jo; Abide E Willard, weeks, Elizabethport lor Salem; Julia Elizabeth,do for do; Alaska, Clark, do

the whole of onr governj recognised. This is of
a comureHRse, and we
ment's suggestion
hope it will prove to be acceptabWbotli to the
British government and to the |ieople of lioth

Hau'portfoSd

The New York Post in referring to the action
of Mr. Greeley’s friends in overslaughing his
opponents who were there as delegates, says:
“The scheming Ncw-York politicians who
have gone to Cincinnati seem to have carried
with them the tricks and violences which
they
are fond of using in our Ward meetings.
We
refer, of course, to the Greeley protectionists
(we hope their chief is not responsible for
them) who were not originally comprised by
the call for the
meeting, which was confined
to the friends of revenue and other
but
who were allowed to come
totorms,
inton
of Penitenee and
ed than thev
tlle-v re0?,v:
Tnur
damor for the control
of
the Whole
a,
th™8t
a
pie-minded philanthr™
a
varl°us
.h'8
scraps of so-called
reasonable estimation, ar« thL Y,nch> "! iuost
of monopoly and centralizations ** ind, fr°nt
''"’" the throats
of others at every hazard
xy
they actually insist that the
York

amendment1* Tt„?onfe*s'on
affair5 1°

before the world. This sad farce should prodace one good result. It should lead the present leaders of the Republican party to consider
tlicir responsibilities to the people, to study the
demands of the hour, and to make their proceedings at Philadelphia worthy of the present

STONEJDAM.
1

*u'by

ubvturin, Co.,Tor buililUiif
>wcr fall, at
Saccaraj.pa, Me.
L

a

Wettbrook Mon
data on the

.tone

.pociflcbtlons may be seen at th» offee o
Saccarrapna.
JAMES HASKELL, Acint
felSIstf
Saccarappa, Feb IS. 1872.

Plan, and
t lie Compony in

*111

Portland Horae Railroad.
A meeting of the Directors of the above corporation was held Saturday afternoon iu the
Aldermen’s lioorn, President Norton in the
chair. A vote was taken as to the salary of the
Treasurer for the current year. It was voted

THE PRESS.
MONDAY MORNING, MAY «, 187*.

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

Ad vcrtiscmeutw

that the salary be $1300, the vote standing
Col. Merrill
three in favor to one against.
stated that he would furnish a capable Treasurer for a salary of $1000 per annum—with a
sufficient bond. Mr. McCobb added that he
would furuish a Superintendent for $800 per

To-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Building—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fair and Festival—Second Parish.

aunuui, but he should prefer, and it would be
better for the Company, to have Mr. Teach at

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
False Theories Overthrown.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Elmwood Collars 15c—J. Burleigh & Co.
Insurance—S. H. Me Alpine.
The Best Paper—Muun & Co.
Furniture, &c—Simon A. Dyer.
How to Spaculatc—Randall H. Foote & Co.
Wanted—Hillman, Mellen & Co.

$1500.
The President reported that he bad carefully
examined the ticket account and found it correct, and had made a record of the number.
That all the tickets passed through his hands
on delivery to the
Treasurer, and were accounted for when sold. Also, that the Treasurer’s
accounts

For Sale at Cost—W. H. Harford & Sons.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Travelers’ Insurance Co.
New Spring Hats at Welch’s, 79 Middle street.

Republican

Caucus.
The Republican Voters of Portland are requested
to meet in Caucus,

on

Monday Evening, May 6,

o’clock,

at 8

for the purpose of electing four delegates from each
ward to the Convention to be held at Biddeford, on

Thursday, May 9th, “for the purpose of choosing
Delegates to the Republican National Convention at
Philadelphia.” Wards 1,2, 3, 4 and 6, will meet in
their respective Ward Rooms; Ward 5 will meet in
Msuhigonne Engine House, Congress st. Ward 7
will meet in the School House on Vaugliau street.
The delegates elected will please meet in convention at the Reception Room,
City Building, Tuesday
afternoon at 5 o’clock, to elect two delegates at large.
The ward lines as fixed by the late vote of the
city
will be observed in the ward caucuses.
Per Order of City Committee.
Portland, May 1st, 1872.

ITuitcd States Circuit Cuurt.
SatPkday.—Elmira H. Nowell va. Calvin Varney.
The plaintiff was once the third wife of Mark Noweiif irom wuoin sue was aivorceu, ana having been
decreed by tbe Court granting the divorce an allowance, she attempted to collect the amount thereof by
a

levy

certain

real estate in

Berwick, formerly
owned by him, and which the defendant ckdms
by a
conveyance from Nowell. The theory of defendant
was, that the conveyance to Varney was made to detraud creditors, and more
particularly to prevent a
former wife from recovery of anything out of his estate, in anticipation of a divorce and claim for alimoon

ny, and

was

fraudulent agaiust his third wife also.

Verdict for plaintiff.
Drew—N. Hobbs.

Copeland—A. A. Strout—Webb.
Jeremiah Watson, petitioner in bankruptcy. The
was
the creditor at w hose request the firm
petitioner
of Chadbourn & Nowell was
put into bankruptcy,
and he asks that he may be allowed counsel fees out
of the estate of the
bankrupts, alleging that all the
creditors were benefi^od thereby. The petition was
denied by Judge Fox, and the petitioner appealed.
Judge Shepley gave an opinion that the law permitted such an allowance at the discretion of the
Court;
an l a*! the
Judge of the District Court had not conaid.: ui tic quo;>Li,u of discretion the case was remanded by order of Judge Shepley.
United States vs. Joseph W. Mansfield. Six Indictments for receiving, concealing and buying smuggled goods. Defendant pleaded nolo contendere, and
was fined $50 and costs 6n each indictment.
Howard & Cleavec.
Webb, U. S. Dist Att’y.
Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BARROWS.

Saturday.—Casco Preserving Company vs. Portland & Rochester Railroad Company. This was an
action to recover for the destruction of
plaintiff’s fruit
preserving house and stock, in the town of Gorham,
which was destroyed by fire on the 21st of July, 1870;
ad damnum $12,000. It is alleged that fire was communicated by a spark froih one of defendant’s locomotives, the track of the railroad company being
near the plaintiff's
property. Plaintiff alleged that
shortly before the fire an engine passed down the

track,

and

the

wind, being in

the proper direction,
oj»en window and set fire to the
shavings which filled the space between the Inner
and outer walls of the building. Defendants
pleaded
blew

sparks into

an

the general issue and introduced evidence to show
that the wind was in a different direction from that
alleged; also that there being a down grade at that
*-nne

no

nui

acu,

sparks from the engine.

mere

The

contested,
on

Inch by inch, several
each side. The Jury returned

were

vigorously
experts being called
case was

a

verdict for

defend-

ants.
John A. Waterman.
Bradbury & Bradbury.
James Houghton et als. vs. John B. Nash. Action
ef replevin for goods Bold to defendant. Withdrawn
from

Jury

and carried up on report.
T. B. Reed.
Butler <Ss Fessendens—J. C. Cobb.
Emma F. Green, libellant, vs. George A. Green.
Divorce decreed; custody of child committed to li-

bellant.
Haskell.
Cordelia A. Seavey, libellant, vs. Geo. W. Seavey.
Divorce decreed; custody of child committed to libellant.
Goddard.
Letty V. Wallace,
Divorce decreed.

libellant,

vs.

James R.

Carleton.
Court

adjourned

Wallace.
Brown.

to

Monday at

II)

a. m.

.ilnaieipal Cean.
DEPOSE JUDGE

MOERIS.

Saturday.—State vs. Neil McCafferty; search and
seizure. Pleaded not guilty. Trial decision guilty.
Fined $30 and costs. Paid.
Putnam.
State vs. Delia Carbery; single sale. Pleaded guilty. Fined $30 and costs. Paid.
Howard & Cleaves.
State vt. William Tigbc; obstructing sidewalk.
Pleaded not guilty. Trial decision guilty. Fined S3
and costs. Execution of sentence suspended on payment of costs.
There
on

Brief Jottings.
Greeley guns fired in Portland

were no

Saturday.

The members of the G. A. R. are requested
to meet at their headqifarters this evening for
drill. It is understood that this is preparatory
to the services of Memorial day.
It is rumored that a brilliant wedding will
take

place

in

Congress Square

church

next

Thursday.
Mr. H. P. Wood, the well known broker,will
leave to-day next to reside in San Francis*
We wish him success.
co.
Post Bosworth expended during the month of
April the sum of $109.47 for the relief of families of deceased and sick soldiers.
The

early-closing

movement

inauguratSaturday.

was

ed by the wholesale merchants on
The Boston and Maine Railroad are progressing rapidly on their track over the Rolling
Mills grounds. They are grading and have a
temporary track laid and working night and
day. They will begin the bridge over Fore
River this week. By Tuesday the French Canadians are expected from Canada and Nova
Scotia to work on the extension in this city.
Messrs. F. O. Bailey & Co. sold at auction
on Saturday, to St. John Smith, Esq., a lot of
land on Cross street, known as the “Thaxter
2880 feet, Jor 61 cents per
square foot; also a farm of 74 acres near Mount
Zircon, Milton Plantation, to Reuel Small, for
$330; also the building known as Mission Hall,
recently damaged by fire, at the north end of

lot”, containing

Deering Bridge,

to

Stiles &

Hicrlihy

for $175.

Hoiucepatmc Hospital drew tne elegant
exhibited at the Portland table at
the late fair.
The old time daily stage between Portland
and Bridgton has been put on again.
The East Deering omnibus line that started
last year with one carriage now runs three.
At the annual meeting of the Congress
Square Universalist Sunday School held on
Friday evening Mr. George Trefethen was
me

writing-desk

olected superintendent.
The report that steamship Clotilde was seized
by the U. S. Marshal just as she was leaving
Bostoiywitli a cargo for Liverpool, on the suit
of salvors, iserroneons. After proceedingdown
the harbor she returned in consequence of a disarrangement of her machinery, which was
quickly readjusted and she proceeded to sea on

Friday.
The Masons will gather in force to-morrow.

Bridget Doherty, yesterday, attempted
get
sympathy and scrip by the woful tale that she
to

had a dead balie in the house and had not a
A benevocent to buy it a coffin and shroud.
lent citizen, anxious to relieve suffering when it
appears, insisted upon going with Bridget to
her house. After leading him a tortuous walk,
she was made to confess that she had no
dead child and wanted the money to spend upShe was handed over to the police
on herself.
and will go to the workhouse, where she has
spent a good deal of time in the past ten years.

kept

in an explicit aud careful
manner, and that he had examinad them and
found them correct. It was moved and seconded
that the bond of the Treasurer be
accepted and
placed in the hands of the President for safe
were

keeping.

It was voted that the proposition of
Mr. Baxter to purchase the Westbrook branch
be laid over until a
meeting of the full Board.
It was proposed by the
that

Superintendent

be run on the Westbrook branch after the
1st of June in the afternoon every half hour
from 12 M. to 7 P. M., and one or two half hour

cars

trips

iu the morning. Heferred to a committee
3ouiiK>sed of the President, Mr. Wheeler and
\1

“Across the Continent.”—Forty years ago
Dr. Lardner proved to his own satisfaction, by
scientific data, that it was impossible for a
steam vessel to cross the Atlantic; yet the impossible became possible almost before the ink
his sheet was'dry. The doctor has had a
feeble imitator lately, who assured the public
that it was impossible to send a piece of baggage from St. John, N. It., to San Francisco
without an attendant, and he printed half a
column of reasons iu the Boston Traveller to
prove his assertion, the chief of which were
that there were two impassible gulfs—at Boston and at Omaha.
But Mr. H. T. Clark, general baggage agent of the E. & N. A. R. R„
found a way to do it, and the Press, with other
on

newspapers, recorded his success a few days
days ago, and proved that “Reversible Check’’
of the Traveller has hail a lesson in railroading

taught him by a person who “did not understand the first principles of the baggage system
of the country,” and showed that one could

The Cibccs To-morrow.—The first Circus
this year comes
to-morrow, anil with it the best
troupe of performers knowu to fame—MU’e
Roland, Mr. Chas. W. Fish, Win. Dutton auil
the great John
Henry Cooke, all bareback
riders of remarkable skill, grace and daring,
the Levantine Brothers aud the Novello Fami-

ly, surprising gymnasts and acrobats, the wonderful Jee Brothers, who perform with harmonious rocks, and a host of other unexcelled
artists, are with the New York Circus; and
their extraodiuary feats will confirm the promise that the present troupe is the best one Mr.
Lent has ever organized. Families are reminded in the bills that the afternoon entertainment
is usually less crowded than that given at night,
and consequently presents better opportunities
for ladies and children to witness the performances.

Harry Bloodoood.—This excellent comedian, with his troupe of humorists, will be at
Music Hall to-night ready and anxious to dissipate the blues from thirty thousand persons.

They

The Board of Directors of the Portland Sothe Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
will meet at the Mayer’s office this evening at
7.45 o’clock sharp. It is urgently desired that
every member of the Board be present

Ferry Tillage.
Since the Cincinnati Convention this village
is not without its mourners. Last Saturday

evening few of the prominent Democrats assembled at the house of one of their disconsolates on Stanford street to compare notes aud
make arrangements for the obsequies of the
a

Democratic party, and the execution of its
would-be assassin, H. G. At 8 o’clock, amid
the murky darkness of the evening aud the
mental darknesrwithin (Lot a * was visible save
one) the last remnant of the once defiant party in
Cape Elizabeth hail assembled together in solemn counsel.
Not many words were audibly
spoken, but grief seemed depicted on their
countenances.
First, on a chair in the comer
T— sat,
His brixht ambition Hell.
Aim all liiB cl reamh ot joy were

forward and read the following requiem
to the Eastern Argus, and as near as your cor
respondent can remember these are the words:
came

So It stands on the record there,
(He read the words with a vacant stare)
Strange that my eyes are cold and
That I make no moan, I heave no sign;
Only with doubting voice I Bay,
It is true it was but yesterday.

dry,

to

Just

But it has

7.00 A. M. on the 22d, arriving at St
John at 7.15 P. M. on the 30th. It will be seen
that the time occupied iu going West was ten
days, twelve hours and fifty minutes; and the
time coming east eight days, twelve hours and
fifteen minutes; a total, including the ten and

day of starting and delivered them in San
Fraueisoo, and brought back newspapers of

the

that city, with way-bills and other documents
from all along the line, attesting its progressThomas’ Reversible Check has proved its value,
and this operation proves that it is possible for
railroad companies, by acting in concert, to
transmit baggage from the Atlantic to the Pacific without the trouble of recheckiug and the

consequent annoyance

and

travellers.
brated.
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inconvenience
has become

to

cele-

Picture.— Messrs.

Schumacher

Bros, put on exmoition at their
gallery on Congress street on Saturday, a picture by Prof.
Schwindt of Pesth. It is the first figure piece
of any magnitude that has been put on public
view here since the exhibition of Mrs. Lily

False Mbod. This
represents a young girl seated in a bower ol
roses, half-prepared for the hath. She is in deep
meditation, with one hand supported by her
knee, the forefinger of the other hand resting
upon the wrist, while the water below half conceals one of her dimpled feet. The mid-day
sun

and

Truth

Unveiling

through the interstices of the leaves
produces wonderful effects of light and

streams

shade, while the

roses

that

are

so

plentifully

distributed about the figure, glow with summer
heat. Quite a number of citizens were gratified with a private view on Saturday afternoon,
and as it will be on exhibition for several days,
we hope the connoisseurs and lovers of fine
arts will embrace the opportunity to see it.
Masonic.—Portland

Commandery of K. T.,
Saturday evening, voted to vis-

at

a meeting on
it St. John, N. B., on the 24th of June (St.
John’s Day) and appointed a committee to
make the necessary arrangements.
It is ex-

pected

that the Commandery will turn out
about eighty uniforms, and be accompanied by
the Portland Band.
Wm. Ross, Jr., having transferred his resi-

dence from Portland to Philadelphia, the members of Ancient Landmark Lodge have prepared for presentation to him,a Past Master’s jewel
of rare beauty, valued at 875.
It bears tho inscription: “Presented to Past Master William

Ross, Jr., by Ancient Landmark Lodge, No. 17,
Portland, Me. It will be forwarded to Mr. K.,
and

will be a genuine surprise to him.
Mr.
Ross has been peculiarly active in his work for
the good of the order, and his worth as a Mason
has been

frequently recognized.

Memorial Day.—We understand that the
arrangements for Memorial Day will probably
be similar to those in former years. In the
morning the different cemeteries in the city and

suburbs, with the exception of Evergreen, will
be visited and the graves decorated, and in the
afternoon a procession formed with the differmilitary companies

ent

proceed

to

as

escort, which will

Evergreen Cemetery,

where the
The
graves will .receive proper attention.
Chaplain of the Post will then offer prayer,
followed by innsic from the Portland Band, after which President Chamberlain of Bowdoin
College will deliver the oration, and at its conclusion the benediction will be pronounced. In
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by prominent speakers, interspersed with quartette singing and music
made at

our

souls

such

woe.
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VICINITY.

The Summer Term of the schools in District
No. 4, Biddeford, commenced to-day.
“Fort Warren” Improvement.—The proposals for building the new jail, will be opened
at the meeting of the County Commissioners at
Alfred to-morrow.
The

dangerous

habit of

drinking

between
drinks, caused the appearance of John Leavitt
of Saco, before his Honor, Judge Jelleson, Saturday morning. His ticket cost him 83 and
C08tS.
Traverse Jurymen.—The following, names
were drawn in Biddeford Saturday afternoon,
as traverse jurymen for the
May term of the
Supreme Judictal Court, at Alfred. Edward
H. Staples, Thomas J. Chick, William Veri-ill
George L. Evans.
At the Republican cancus in Saco, Saturday
afternoon, the following delegates were chosen
the District Convention to he held at Biddeford, May Uth, to select delegates to attend the
to

Hall

National Convention :
Cornelius Sweetser, James Andrews, Tracy
Hewes, Johnson Lunt, Moses Lowell, IvoryLord, Alfred C. Tuxbury, Joseph F. Decriug,
F. Warren Rice, John Gaines.
Steam Fire Engine Contest.—Tlie contest of the steamers drew a large crowd in
Saco Saturday morning, and resulted in favor
of the Gov. Fail-held. The playing was as follows: Ebeu Simpson 199 feet 3 inches; Gov.
Fairheld 213 feet 1J inches, a distance of 13
feet 31 inches, in favor of the Governor, which
while in the same position, though out of the

prescribed time, played 236 feet.
Found
*> V

Dead.—A

wjo.

Kennebunkport

corres-

viu

vuin

u umto

n

uxtvii

estimable and Christian man, having
town,
been absent Saturday from home much longer
time thau he usually required to draw his lobster pots, some neighboring boate were sent
in search, which soon found his boat, and near
by his dead body, a short distance from the
shore. In a thick fog he probably got into the
breakers and was washed out of the boat;
though certain appearances indicate he may
have died from natural causes and was capsized
from the boat after death. He leaves a wife
and a large family of grown up children.
an

IIIRCELLANEOIIR NOTICES.
All these in search of ladies’ furnishing
goods would do well to call at A. M. Peabody’s,
345 Congress street, where a full assortment
may always be found.
my4-2w
Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congress, corner of Oak street.
Fashionable Millinery at Mrs. C. C. Welch's.
Horace Greeley has been insured in the
“Travelers of Hartford” from the start for
810,000. The loss will be promptly paid. We
advise all men every where to insure and keep
insured in the Travelers.
We have secured at great expense the celebrated life-size painting, “Love Among the
Roses,” by Prof. Schwinds, of the Royal Academy at Pesth (Hungary). It is without doubt
the most beautiful figure painting ever exhibited in this city, and this is the first exhibition of
it. Admissiou fee of 15 cents will be eharged
in order to defray expenses.
The gallery will
be open for exhibition at 0 o’clock p. m., Saturui.

a-- ---t»_

may4-;it

from the baud.

C. W. Gii.kbv & Co., corner of Congress and
Preble streets, are drawing Dr. Irish’s Ottawa
beer—a delightful summer drink.
m3-eodlw

Additions to the Churches.—Yesterday
there were added to State Street Church, sixteen by profession and five by letter; to High
Street Church five by profession; to the Second
Parish Church six by profession and one by letter.
At Plymouth Church there were no services in consequence of repairs being made on
the building.
It was an interesting scene at State Street
Church. The sixteen admitted by profession
were all members of the Sabbath School.
The
altar-table which these young professors surrounded were decorated with a beautiful cross
worked in flowers, and baskets of flowers were

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The schooner B. F. Waite of Calais struck
Homer Shoal, near New York, causing her to
leak badly.
Gov. Weston of New Hampshire, has appointed G. T. Sawyer of Nashua, Attorney
General.
The Chapin Hall House of Milwaukee and
several other buildings in Hudson, Wis., were
burned Friday. Loss $120,000; small insurOne man was burned to death.
ance.
The revolutionists have withdrawn from the
proposed seige upon Matamoras.
The Liberal National Cummittee was organized by the choice of Ethan Allen of New
York, Chairman. J. S. Lyford is the Maine

placed on the pulpit posts and on the posts supporting the baptismal fant, beautiful emblems
of these young people who thus early devote
themselves to the

cause

of their Master.

Baptism.—Rev. A. A. Smith, of the Casco
street Church, administered the ordinance of

to six young persons yesterday mornthe foot of Franklin street and in the
afternoon admitted eleven to the communion
Thomas McMain, employed in the Grand I of the church by the hand of fellowship. This
Trunk yard, had his arm badly jammed on Sat- ! Society has enjoyed frequent accessions during
Mr. Smith’s labors with them, and is now, as it
urday while shackling cars.
has been for several years, a vigorous and
Rev. G. W. Bosworth has recently presented
Bosworth Post, G. A. R., of this city, with a healthy organization.
large photograph of his son, Fred W. Bosworth,
Washingtonian Mbkti.no.—The Washingfor whom the post is named, and who was mortonian Society held a meeting in Arcana Hall
at
wounded
Heights,
Wapping
July
23d,
tally
last evening. The hall was crowded and scores
at the early age of 20 years.
were obliged to leave for want of room.
The
of
the
term
Superior
The May (criminal)
meeting was addressed effectively by Messrs.
Court will begin in this city to-morrow.
Dow, Smith, Shaw, Ambler, Kimball and Scribner.
At the close of the meeting seventeen
AcftBEKTS.—A Me. Beesly, driver of a scav- came forward and
signed the pledge.
oi
the
out
upsetting
thrown
by
was
enger cart
and
over
run
pretty
the vehicle Saturday night,
Burglary and Attempted Arson.—Some
time during Friday night, the house of Elias
badly hurt.
A man named Whittier, from Falmouth,
Norton, on Douglass Street, was entered bj
while driving over the bridge near the Marine
burglars, who secured about #3 in money, li
from
Hospital, Saturday evening, was thrown
the bouse is a small salesroom, and under tin
the carriage and the horse ran into the city and
Mr. Norton wai
counter a fire was kindled,
was caught
by the police. No injury was done
awakened by the smoke, and discovered thi
to driver or team.
fire before it had made much progress.
The friends of Rev. Dr. Bolles
ought to turn
Let every Republican remember the Wan
out to-morrow
evening and give him a handto-night. The clerks of the several or
caucuses
some reception. Those
who attended his course
tin
of lectures in the winter will be
ganizations will confer a favor by returning
sure to obtain
tickets.
names to the Press office lor publication.

baptism

ing

at

agent of the Spragues here, haa received

no

such orders.

WASHINGTON.
CouMultntioo.

Washington, May 4.—There was a consultation to-day at the State Department between
the President, Secretary of State, and members
of the House and the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations. The fact created earnest
comment in news circles.
Nothing have been
developed in relation to the object or result of
the conference.
The Washington Press.
The Chronicle on Cincinnati says: They may
appeal to the sole few thousand mure of Republicans than those who assisted in the Convention, but the great mass of the party will see
with unerving instinct the real meaning of the
action of liberals and refusing to be seduced refuse to aid the destruction of the grand Republican party.
The Republican says: The Cincinnati Convention had a chance to give trouble to the Republican party in the coming campaign, but it
threw it away.
The Status of the Alabama Question.
There has been no change in the Alabama
question since the recent semi-official public
action in which it was said that the claims for
indirect damages liave not been withdrawn.—
This government has not in its statement or
counter statement asked the tribunal of arbitrators to draw any distinction between the two
clauses of claims for direct or indirect damages,
but both have been submitted
together in the
hope that the tribunal will exercise the power
conferred upon it to award a sum in gross to be
paid by Great Britain to the United States.—
a.uv
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bunul for any uionied considerations for indirect damages provided Great Britain would not
claim compensation for similar injuries under
like circumstances, was discussed by prominent
gentlemen of both countries before an intimation was made to Great Britain that we Would
accept it as a satisfactory solution of the present difficulties; but it appears from conversation in prominent circles that Great Britain
does not deem it necessary to officially make
the declaration or to enter into such stipulation
for the reason that she never admitted tlie principle of claims for indirect damages as between
natious and adheres tp her positiou on the question as heretofore expressed.

matter.

BIDDEFORD, SACO
AND

Denial.
Augusta, May 4.—The statement published
by a Maiue paper and extensively copied by the
newspapers that the Sprague Manufacturing
Co. had given orders to discharge their employees in Augusta is
untrue. Col. Dewitt, the
A

damages

Republican

New

Spencer’s

caused

MATTERS IN MAINE.

The Alabama Qaetlln.
New York, May 4.—It is stated that at the
Cabinet meeting yesterday a reply from England to our note relative to the negative principles of international law was received. It is
so unsatisfactory that that the
position of President Grant on the question of consequential
is one for tlie Geneva Tribunal to settle will be insisted
upon.
The President is said to be dissatisfied with
the course of Secretary Kish and has invited
the Foreign Committees of Congress to meet
him this (Saturday) morning to consider the
situation and advise upon a future course in the

When fhith it broke our love it fled;
We write it now among our dead.
The rolling years
may bring their balm,
Blessing our souls With Lethe’s calm;
So now with thankful voice we say,
The Argus died but yesterday.

a

cago by Parmelee’s Transfer, and at Boston, in
spite of the assurance of the Traveller’s correspondent, it was dispatched across without the
least delay. The bag took St. John papers of

day since its spirit fled

I knw the printed types lie not,
Yet lu my heart's drear depths a spot
For years I’ve kept with mournful care,
Hanging griefs pale immortelles there;
Down in those depths its form we’ve laid
With tears and groans its grave is made.

return at

River, New York and New Haven, Boston &
Maine, P. S. & P., Maine Central and E. & N.
A. R. R. The transfer at Omaha was effected
by the “Omaha Bridge Transfer Co.,” at Chi-

one

BY TELEGRAPH.

NEW YORK.

Though we have mourned it long as dead,
Just one day since life's curtain fell,
Shifting the scene from Heaven to Hell.
By it we worshipped long ago;

hibition. It is not much soijed by its adventures. It left St. John at 7.40 A, M. on the 11th
of April and arrived at San Francisco at 8.30
P. M. on the 21st, and left San Francisco on its

European & North American, Maine Central,
Grand Trunk, Great Western, Michigan Central, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, Union
Pacific and Central Pacific roads, returning via
the Western, Central and Union Pacific, Chicaga and Northwestern, Lake Shore and Michigan Southern, New York Central, Hudson

Mead.

mingled with the
Mournfully he puffed, and as the- smoke arose
he viewed it as a type of his sad fate, whose
hopes so bright served but to be abased like
smoke in air, dispersed, annihilated. Mr. C.

going through

half hours that the satchel laid at San Francisco, of nineteen days, eleven hours and thirtyfive minutes. Its western route was over the

the worst cases ever knowu.

ciety for

the Pacific from the Provinces without
Boston. Mr. Clark’s little leather satchel, which went this
long journey alone,
is now in our possession and will be placed in
the Merchants’ Exchange this morning for ex-

get

cure

can

member.

A Hague despatch says that the Dutch cabinet has resigned on account of an adverse vote
on the question of income tax.
The St. Louis Republican (Democratic) says
the Democratic voters want a rest during the
present election and to be allowed the privilege
of voting as they choose and don’t want to vote
for a Democrat. It favors Greeley & Brown.
Gov. Reed of Florida, has been acquitted by
the impeachment court and has resumed the
functions of Governor. Lt. Gov. Day is presiding over the Senate and all is quiet.
The south-east part of Marshaltown, Iowa,
was burned Saturday.
Five elevators, a woolen
mill, two hotels, four lumber yards, a depot,
four stores and three dwellings were destroyed.
Loss $300,000.

August Belmont, Chairman of the Democratic National Committee, advises Democrats
to say or do nothing at present; but thinks if
the Democrats make good nominations the lib-

eral ticket will be withdrawn in September.
A serious riot took place in Kharkof, South
Russia, last week between the police, military
and populace. Many citizens were killed and
wounded by tlie military.
There is quite a religious awakening in
Lowell, Mass. Sunday twenty converts were
admitted into the Free Baptist church, and
forty-two into the First Congregational church.
The conservative papers of South Carolina,
endorse the Cincinnati nominations.
Tho President and Treasurer of the International Society have been arrested in Copenhagen.
The St. Lmis Times, the State Register,(111.)
the Westlyelie Post,Carl Seliurz’s organ,Brooklyn Eagle aud State Righter, (111.) endorse
Greeley and Brown.
A gang of counterfeiters has been arrested
on the borders of
Virginia and North Carolina.
A fire m Delphos, Ohio,
Friday destroyed
fifty buildings, including the liest part of the
The loss is estimated at a
town.
quarter of a
million.

*■■ Bowie* Pays fail Reaperti to Fade
Horace and his “Vultures.”
Nkw York, May 5.—A special dispatch gives
the following communication from Samuel
Bowles to the Cincinnati Commercial:
Cincinnati, May 4.
To the Kditur of the Commeivial :
Sir—I find the following in your New York
despatches of to-day:—“At this point Mr.
Greeley stated that he would lie glad to see the
lies that Sam Bowles had been
circulating to
the prejudice of Senator Fentou corrected.
Bowles had been sedulously sowiug the impression that Senator Fenton had gone to Cincinnati with himself as the first choice and
Judge
Davis. This was totally false. Senator Fenton had not expressed a desire for the nomination at all, but desired the nomination of the
strongest man.” If that was Adams, well and
good; but J mlge Davis was about the last in
the race. Early last night he had
telegraphed
to the New York
delegation to press the name
of Greeley as the
strongest candidate. Greeley’s
unexpected nomination seems to have turned
his usually level head. Ho
certainly strikes
quite wiki here. That Gov. Fentou came to
Cincinnati in the Davis intrigue is too plain to
those who know the history of this week’s contest for the Cincinnati nomination to admit of
a
doubt; that he fled back to Washington when
he found that it was discovered aud broken
up,
and that he must confront the
question of earnsupporting Mr. Greeley’s nomination or
c5“y
ot
selling him out lies upon the surface of the
week s history. All this I believed and telegraphed. I did not believe and did not telegraph that he dreamed of becoming a candidate himself and had
arranged to have his
name presented after he had
gotten out of the
way. Gov. Fenton’s weaknesses do not lie in
such extreme folly as
that, but it is true that
Mr. Greeley’s friends suffered from
two annoy•“'First, tliat Gov. Fenton came here at
all; aud second, that he went away so suddenly
and
secretly, and the motives of his flight were
the occasion of grave suspicion
among even the
New York delegation. Mr.
Greeley owes very
little of his successes to Gov. Fenton.
He
owes it first to those who
boldly threw themluto **le areua an,l smashed the Davis
n 6v
w
ilat l,a|l been so industriously put up at
Washington and in New Y’ork, Pennsylvania
and Illinois, and
deep in which were some of
those who professed to be Mr.
Greeley’s earnest
mends and advocates: and second, lie owes it
U> the appearance of Frank P. Blair and
Gratz
Brown upon the ground, and on the last day,

The New York

Post on the Cincinnati
“Fiasco.”
The Post’s editorial under the head of “The
Fiasco at Cincinnati,” says:
“The action of the Convention at Cincinnati
was at once amusing aud
melancholy—amusing
in the particular result at which it arrived and
melancholy in its several processes. It was
geuerally supposed by those who were familiar
with the causes in which the movement originated (a deep disatisfaction with the present
management of the Bepublican party and a
general desire to bring about certain specific
reforms,) that the proceedings would be not
only dignified and earnest, but courageous,
prompt and effective. The hope was encouraged by the character of many of the men who
lent distinction and influence to it by their
names, aud Schurz’s speech so fnll of h'igh and
aims, strengthed those anticipations,
ut alas for the vanity of human
hopes, the
Convention so big with promise aud so auspihas
the
of
ushered,
mauv a
ciously
gone
way
similar assemblages. It has surrendered stock
and fluke to the wire pullers. It has struck the
flag of its lofty principles—it has sunk into

generous

common-place chicanery, intrigue, bargaining

and compromise.
The Convention for the
declaration of political faith has concocted a
which,
creed,
though admirable in several respects, and blind aud halt in its most essential
points in regard to the most important and
fundamental reform of all reforms—our false
complicated and oppressive revenue system has
no clear utterance, but a muddled
hesitating,
time-serving incoherence and of which a good
many more than half of those who voted for
it when they come to reflect will be ashamed;
and who has the Convention set up to be the
standard-bearer of the mighty reforms, it was
summoned to inaugurate the stern and unyielding protest against the abuses of the government which it was bound to utter?
Greeley
whose whole public career lias been one long,
stubborn end persistent championship of the
worst devices of partial legislation, of
oppressive monopoly aud over-weening centralism.—
The deplorable part of this mischance is that
it endangers the republican party. If Mr. Adams or Tntmball had teen
nominated they
would have secured votes enough from the
thoughtful men of both parties to be elected
and their election would have won the acquiesence even of Gen. Grant’s adherents.—
Greeley can have > o hope of an election and if
lie runs at all, will only divide the Republican
vote, leaving the field clear to the Democrats,
who should they have sense enough as many of
them already urge, to put up sucli a ticket as
Adams aud Groesbeck, will bid fair to sweep
the field.
The Post in another article gives the following reasons why the nomination of Greeley is
unworthy of support: He lacks the courage,
firmness and consistency required in a chief
of the nation. His whole career
magistrate
the war was irresolute and cowardly,
during
aud his counsels impolitic and uuwise to the
last degree.
Mr. Greeley’s political associations and intimacies are so bad that we cannot expect nothing from him in case to his own misfortune
and ours he should be elected, but a corrupt administiation of affairs.
The Post then amathematizes Fenton as the
most corrupt, dishonest politician in the
land,
and says it was probably through Fenton’s intrigues that Greeley succeeded in obtaining the
nomination.
If Greelev should be elected it is
very likely Fenton would be the principal member of his cabinet and that the other heads of
departments would be hut little better. As for
the subordinate offices, they would probably be
filled by the men whom he makes his companions, such as John V. Gridley,Waldo Hutchins,
Benj. Wood, Juo Morrissey, and Ilank Smith,
the lesser lights of Greeley's social firmament.
It says Greeley has no settled political principles save one; he is a thorough, bigoted protectionist, aud as last objection it says, Greeley is
gross in his habits, and often bearish and brutal, aud concludes as follows: With such a
head as is on his shoulders, the affairs of the
nation could not under his direction be
wisely
administered. With such manners as his they
could not be administered with common decorum.
With such associates as he has taken to
his bosom they could not bejadminiglered with
common

brcakillO- intll
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reformers and canying off a portion of
to the great hero and advocate of protecHe added, of course, to his own high perqualities and popularity aud the deep
lie has upon the or hearts of the
people of the South aud West But with his
usual perversity of temper and openness to
flattery, Mr. Greeley will probably continue to
give his faith aud attribute his success to those
who fawn upon him and who use and abuse
those braver and truer friends who dare to expose them to him and the world and tell him
the truth that ho needs to hear, even if he does
not like it
(Signed)
Samuel Bowleh.
The New Orleans Press.
New Orleans, May 4.—The Times
eulogizes
the attainments of Greeiey and expresses the
belief that he will defeat Grant.
The Republican thinks tlie choice a good one
and will undoubtedly command the confidence
and support of a large majority of the people.
The Bee thinks the nomination of Greeley
had and has no idea that the Democratic party
will endorse It.
On the contrary it insures
straight out the nomination by the Democratic
Convention.
The Picayune believes the nomination of
Adams would have been preferable but says
that
many accept Greeley on the ground that
he is at least honest. It does not think the
nomination of the Democratic ticket is within
range of possibility.
The National Republic says the deed is done
and the Schurzites and Trumbullites undone.
It does not think Greeley can command the
support of the Democratic party.
the

on

Candidates.

Nashville, Tenu., May 4.—The Union &
American, Democratic newspaper, editorially

expresses the opinion that the Cincinnati ticket
would have been stronger with Brown for Psesident, but speaks kindly of Greeley. I* says
the ticket can and will sweep the Northwest if
seconded by the National Democracy.
The Banuer says:—“The ticket cannot fail to
command the respect of the American people,
and it ought to possess irresistible strength aud
satisfythe liberal sentiment of the whole country. The ticket is a strong one, notwithstanding the fact that it was effected through agencies
not

altogfcher

common

tions and smacking
cal intrigue.
What
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little too much of

politi-

German Democrat says of GreeleyBrown.
St. Louis, Mo., May 4.—The Auzeiger, a
German Democratic paper, which was a strong
supporter Of the liberal movemeut, emphatically declares against Greeley and Brown and
takes the ground that their nominations by the
Convention are untrue to the ideas which called
the liberal movement into existence as to selecting two men for the highest positions in the
country whose erratic and whimsical characters
make them unfit and in reality the most unsafe
persons in the United States for the executive
department of the nation.
a

Pirate af the Frem-The Greeley

The

Ticket.

Philadelphia, Pa., May 4.—The libel case
against Dana of tlie New ^ork Sun, came up in
the quarter sessionto-day. The defendant fatl,ed to appear and his recognizance forfeited and
bench warrant has been issued for bis arrest.
The Evening Bulletin styles the nomination
of the Cincinnati Convention as radiculous.—
“Let us laugh."
The Evening
Telegraph says the Democratic
rejection of Ofeeley, wnfch seems inevitable,
would cause a complete Republican reunion.
Even if endorsed by the Democrats it would be
with little heartiness and have the effect of
a

wic
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candidate.
IHauachniietn Items.
4.—Gov. Washburn lias appointed G. W. Brooks member of Congress for
the Seventh District, Judge of Probate, vice D.
W-. Richardson resigned.
F. T. Wright & Son’s stone and earthem ware
manufactory, in Taunton, was burned this
morning. Loss 812000.
A. J. Low’s barn, in Wenham, was struck
by
lighting and burned to-day. Loss 82500.

Boston, May

The Delaware Democracy.
Wilmington, May 4.—The Commercial says
the Democrats will repudiate Greeley, whose
appearance in the field is simply a thread of
injury to the Republican candidate, giving new
hopes to the Democracy.
The Gazette, a Democratic organ, says that
the Democrats will vote for a Democratic candidate, and in so doing will vote for the next
President.
The Delawariau (Saulsbury's organ) says that
the nomination relieves the Democratic party
of any alliance with the Liberal Republicans.

FOREIGN.
Spanish

Affairs.

Madrid, May 4—Evening.—The latest information from the province of Navrre is, that
hostilities commenced between the insurrectionists, commanded by Don Carlos, and the troops
led by Marshal Serrano.
Gen. Rivera is harrassing the rear of the insurgent forces who, it
is said are surrounded by royal troops. A band
of Carlists under Rotanda has been completely
defeated.
Don Carloa’ Movements.
Paris, May 5.—The following is the latest
news of Don
Carlos’ movements and of the
state of affairs in Spain. Don Carlos arrived
in
Vera,
Navarre, forty miles north of Pam|«elura, on Thursday. He immediately issued two
one of which
begins: “Spanproclamations, the
watchword is, God and couniards, soldiers,
The
to
honor on God’s
King
appeals
your
try.
altar to annihilate the foreigner. He promises
peace, abundance and liberty.
A Carlist Defeat.
Madrid, May 5—Evening.—A despatch from
this
Sauzebastian
afternoon says: The division
under Marianas to-day completely defeated the
Carlists concentrated iu Navarre, after a conflict of nine hours. The troops carried the village of Carosa at the point of the bayonet. The
whole Carlists' centre is captured. It is said
Don Carlos is a prisoner.
Defeat of the Carlists.
9 P. M.—Don Carlos, with only 200 adherents
has passed through Unsea flying into France.
The battle in which he received his complete
defeat was fought at Oronquiueta yesterday.
Of the Carlist forces engaged, 38 were killed
and 747 taken prisoners. The insurrection is at

SENATE.
4.—Tlie bill prohibiting
distinction on account of race and color in the
schools
of
Georgetown and Washington,
public
was take up and Mr. Bayard
argued against it
as unwise, unjust aud predicted that if
passed
it would re-act upon tlie party which forced it
the
upon
people.
At the conclusion of Mr. Bayard's remarks,
the bill went over and the Senate resumed the
consideration of the Post Office appropriation
bill.
The question was on the amendment offered
cy Mr. Windom on behalf of the committee
increasing the subsidy for mail service with
Brazil, and providing for semi-monthly mails
between New Ifork and Rio Jauerio, which
was discussed without action until the Senate

adjourned,

HOUSE.
The House met in Committee of the Whole,
about forty members being present. Several
tariff speeches were read or nled for publication.
California on the Cincinnati Result.
San Fkancisco, May 4.—The Call (Deni.)
says that the nomination of Greeley produces
the greatest dismay among among the federal
office holders; all now depends on the action of
the Democracy.
The Alta, Cal., says: “To deny that the Cincinnati ticket has strength before the people is
idle, but the|Democraoy will (probably nominate a ticket of their own and drive. Greeley’s
friends to the support of Grant.
The Chronicle says: “The Cincinnati platform is unexceptionable, but the nomination of
Greeley is such a surprise that we can form no
idea at present as to the effects upon a mercantile people.

an

nntl

nodes! Request to Rea. Gram.
5.—The Times urges General
Grant to send to the Geneva Tribunal an arbitration communication which shall supersede
the original Americau case containing claims
for consequential damages.
A

Lonbon, May

The

Washington Treaty in

the

Dominion

Assembly.
Ottawa, May 4.—Last night Sir John McDonald, Premier of the Dominion government,
and one of the High Joint Commissioners,
introduced a bill to give effect to the clauses of
the treaty of WasFiington. He said that he had
originally intended merely to suspend the fishing laws which preveut Americans from fishing in our waters during the coming season.—
As, however, the American government had
acted on all the claims. The Canadian government had desired to follow the same course.
The first clause of the bill was to suspend the
fishery laws which prohibited Americans from
fishing in Canadian waters.
The id clause provides that during the existence of the treaty fish and fish oil with the exception of such products of inland lakes shall
lie admitted ifrom the United States free of

Dem-

ocracy.

Terre Haute, Ind., May 5.—The following
telegram has been received here:
Washington, May 4.—Editor of the Terre
Haute Journal,—The Democracy will meet as
usual in the National Convention, and through
its authorized delegates nominate its candidates
and declare its policy. Until then no man has
the right to commit the party as to its future
action. Its organization and principles should
tie maintained at all hazard.
D. W. Voorhees.

duty.

The 3d clause provides the continuance of the
bonding svstem during the operation of the

Indiun Murder.
Omaha, May 4.—A party of Indians, supposed to be Cherokees, attacked a mail escort at
Laponti Creek, 20 miles west of Fort Laramie,
Wednesday, killing tlie sergeant in command.
The party returned to Fort Laramie, bringing
tlie bo<Iy. The party left again yesterday for
Fort Fetterman, reinforced.

treaty.
The fourth clause provides that the right of
transhipment contained in the thirteenth clause
of the treaty shall be insured to citizens of the
United States

during

the existence of

BYNorSIS OF weather refouts for the fast
twenty-four hours.
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Cleveland.30.12 60

Indianapolis_30.18
Key West, Fla..30.13
Mt. Washington.29.74

65
75
16
New London... .30.00 44
New Orleans ..30.23 58
New York ....29.09 51
Norfolk.30.23 52
Omaha.29.80 69
Pittsburg.30.15 50
Portland.29.62 48
Savannah.30.30 64
Washington.. .30.17 53
Wilmington.30.31 58
Montreal..
..30.90 47
Barometer corrected for
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Clear
Cloudy
Clear
Fair
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Fair

SE
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Fair
Clear

W

Cloudy
Clear
Clear

Cloudy

temperature and elevation.
the
the

H’d Q’rs Grand Arm v on the
Republic, 1
New York, April .'to, 1672. j
,,
General Orders, No. 20—In accordance with the

rules and regulations, the 30th
day of May next will
be observed as Decoration Day
by all [wets of the
Grand Army of the Republic, and the
cuBtomary
honors will be paid to the memory of our dead com-

rades.
Posts are recommended to invite the unanimous cooperation of-comrades not members of tbo Grand
Army, and all citizens who wish to join in these memorial services.
In addition to the custom of
strewing the graves
with flowers. It Is suggested that
they be planted with
flowers and shrubs, so that when we are
gone the
seasons in their ceaseless round
may. In our stead,
adorn the

comrades.

Burnside, Commander-in-Chief.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Foreign Exports.
KRPOOL. Steamship Corinthian—23 500 t ush
d° PC*8*10,812 B'8 bacon’ 17
I'kgs mer-

chandise3’000

HALIFAXNS. Steamer Carlotta—1380 bbls flour,

350
peas, 30 do beaus, 292 do seed,
SgafS?1'
8310 tts batter, 2900bush,
do lard, 5990 do bacon, 1 lot
mer-

molasses to E

Receipts by Railroads

and Mlcainbouts.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk, 900 bbls
49
cars
lumber, 2 do shingles, 2 do bark, 1 do
“Our,
com, 1 do pulp, 3 do headings, 1 do old iron, 1 do
car

duikuivo.

ijuwa

*■

sundries, 1 do bags.

Boston Block JLim.

[Sales at auction.]
Manufacturing Company.109$
Pepperell Manufacturing Co. .740
Laconia Manufacturing Co
..490
Franklin Company, Lewiston.1154
Portland City Sixes, 1887
96$
Bates

New York Block and Money Market.
New York, May 4—Morning.—Gold 113.
Money
6 i>er cent. Sterling Exchange 109$ @ 110$.
Stocks
very weak. State Stocks steady.
The following are the forenoon quotations of Southern securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new. 68
Virginia 6’s, new. 53
Missouri 6’s. 952
North Carolina 6’s, new.
20$

South Carolina 6’s, new. 37$
The following were the opening quotations of Government securities:
United States 5*s. new.111$
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.118
United States 5-20's 1862.112$
United States 5-20’s 1864.1122
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 112
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.114
United States 5-20’s 1867.115$
United States 5-20’s If 68.115
United States 10-40’s., coupon.110

Currency 6’s.116$
The following were the owning quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 77$
Pacific Mail. 74$
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated... .$98$
N. Y. Central and'Hudson River consolidated sep 92$
Erie. 67
Erie preferred. 83

Harlem.124
Michigan Central.115
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 96$
Illinois Central.133
Chicago & North Western. 79$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 94
Chicago & Rock Island.115
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 95
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.112$
Union Pacific do. 92$
Union Pacific stock. 40
Union Pacific land grants.81$
Union Pacific income bonds. 87

Domestic Market*.
New York, May 4—Evening.—Cotton quiet auti
without material change; Middling uplands 23fc.
Flour a shade firmer; sales 9600 bbls; superfine Western and State 6 60 @ 6 90; good to extra do 7 10 @
7 50; good to choice do 7 35 ^ 8 35; common to choice
White Wheat Western
40 M 9 60; Ohio 7 50 @
9 35; St Louis 8 00 @ 12 25, market closing firm;
Southern Flour very firm; sales 550 bbls; common to
fair extra 8 00 @ 9 80; good to choice 9 85 @ 12 50;
Rye Flour firm with very fair demand; sales 850 bbls
at 4 45 @ 5 50. Wheat about lc better good Middling
with moderate export demand; No 2 Spring in store
1 63 @ 1 67; No 1 do do 1 68 @ 1 70; Winter Red Western 1 83 @ 1 85; Amber Westeru 1 88 @ 1 92; White
Western 1 90 @ 2 05; sales 102 bush No 1 Spring In
storeat 1 70; Winter Red Western 1 83$ @ 1 86; wiite
do 1 98 @ 2 00.
quiet and nominal at 94 for Western in store. Barley dull and without decided change.
Corn less active and easier, with scarcely any
export
inquiry aud borne trade limited; Western Mixed
afloat 75@76c, closing at inside price; Yellow
White Southern 7»c. Oats steady with moderate demand ; sales 49.000 bush; Western in store and afloat
52$ @ 54$c; Ohio 54$ @ 57c. Wool is quiet and unchanged; ex Ohio quoted at 80 @ 83c; superfine pulled 75 @ 78c. Coffee qui$t and
Sugar In
fair lequest; refining quoted at 8$ (a) 8$;; sales 120
hbds Cuba at 8$ @9
Molasses steady; sales 120
lihds Cuba at 35 @ 38c. Rice dull at 8$ @ 9$c. Petroleum firm; crude 13 @ 13$c; refined 23c. Pork is
quiet and steady: sales 500 bblsat 13 90 for new mess
11 00 & 11 25 for prime; prime mess 13 25.
Beef more
active and unchanged; sales 655 bbls; plain mess 7 50
Beef hams firm:
@ 9 50; extra do 10 00 @ 12 00.
Lard quiet and
prime at 23 @ 26c; mess 16 @ 18c.
without decided change; sales 600 tes; No 1 to prime
steam 8} {g 94c; kettle rendered 94c. Whiskey dull;
buyers at 88c; sellers at 89c. Butter tinner; new at
29 @ 32c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine tirm at
568; Rosin weak; stained 3 70 @ 3 75. Tallow firm;
sales 45,500 lbs at 8| (g 94c. Freights to Liverpool are
quiet and unchanged

extrajs

Rye

76$c;

unchanged.

Barley ouiet and unchanged. Whiskey steady at 83c.
Pork dull and a shade lower at 12 55 & 12 70.
Lard
quiet and unchanged. Bulk meats dufi and lower at
for
clear
rib
sides
Bacon
is
shoulders;
4fc
6} (g 6fc.
quiet aud unchanged. Hams in pickle at 84 (g 94c.
Corn
to
Buffalo
8c.
Freights steady;
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 130,000
bush corn, 25,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 3,000 bush
Shipments—4,000 bbls flour, 18,000 hush wheat, 65,000 bush corn, 7,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 12,000

barley.
Toledo, May 4.—Flour

bush

in fair demand and £rm.
Wheat opened firm aud closed dull; Amber Michigan
1 85 (g 1 85}; No 2 red 1 84. Corn active at 514 @ 52c
for high Mixed and 514c for low do; White 574 % 58c.
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 7000 bush wheat, 35,000
bush com, 13,000 bush oats.
Shipments—13,000 bush wheat, 3000 hush com.

Detroit, May 4.—Flour unchanged.

Wheat active

and

higher at 2 00 for extra, 1 94 @ 1 96 for No 1
White aud 1 82 for Amber Michigan. Cora steady at
54 (g 55c. Oats in good demand at 44 @ 45e.

flour,

4000 bush wheat.

Shipmeut8—6000 bbls flour, 1000 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, Mav 4.—Pork very quiet at 13 00 for
regular. Lard unchanged; summer made 94c: Winter steem at 8}c; kettle 9c.
Bulk meats steady and
quiet; shoulders at 44c; sides 61 @ 64c. Bacon quiet
and unchanged at 54c for shoulders and 74 @ 7$c for
sideH. Live Hogs dull and drooping at 4 25; receipts

Whiskey dull and drooping at 83c.
Savannah, May4.—Cotton quiet; Middling

1000 head.

up-

lands 22fc.
Charleston,May 4.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 224c.
Mobile, May 4.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
New Orleans, May. 4—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 23*c.

Europcnu Mnrkcta.
London. May 4—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 93 for

money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 3-20’s 1862,
old, 91*; do 1867, 93*; U. S. 10-40s, 89}.

904; do 1865.

Paris, May 4—11.30 A. M.—Rentes 54f. 25c.
Liverpool, May 4—11.00 A. M.—Cotton quiet;

mid-

dling uplands 11 @ ll*d; do Orleans 11* @ llid: sales
10.000 bales.
London, May 4—1.30 P.M.—Consols closed at 93
for money and accuunt.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,
old, 91|: do 1867, 93*; U. S. 10-40*8, 89|.

On

90;

do 1865

Havana and Matanzos 430.000 boxes and 26,500 bbds;
receipts for the week 79,000 boxes and 7100 hhds;
exported the past week from Havaua and Matanzas
77.000 boxes and 5800 hhds to the United States.
The market was active ami unchanged. Freights to
to the United States, Ip box Sugar $1 25 @ 81 50; 4*
bhd do $5 50 <g f7 00; 4* hhhd Molasses $1 00 @) 5 00;
to Fairoout and orders 47s 6d @ 32s 6d.

Freights and .Tlarkefn.
[Per Steamship Morro Castle.l
By Telegraph to Merchant*’ Exchange.
Havana, April 27.—Freights have improved on
account of a demand for tonnage to carry Sugar to
Europe and the United States, and higher rates are
still looked for. From Sagua to New York bark Enrique loads Sugar at $6 @ 6 50; Matanzas. Sugar
Cuba

$6 50; Cardenas, Sugar $6 50; Molasses at $5. Caibarien to N of Hatteras Sugar at $6 75.
Box Shooks are scarce ana firm at 9} @ 10
rs; some
holders ask higher. A few sales of hhd Shooks at 18
@ 20 reals for Sugar and 20 @ 21 rs for Molasses
Hoops are abundant; the last sales of long shav’od
were at *48.
No sales of White Pine
except
tract; prices nominal at *36® 38.

—
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BURNETT’S COCOAINE,
Universally acknowledged
The Best and
Cheapest Hair DrrHMing
Promoter of the Growth aud Beauty af the
Hair in the World.
WO

OTHER

©YE DAY ONLY'

Tuesday

aud

HALL,

Wednesday Evenings,

May 7th and 8th.
These will be followed, at dates not yet determiued
on. by a Musical and dramatic
entertainment, the
chief feature of which will be Dickens’ celebrated
trial scene,

Bardwell

Pickwick,

vs.

It should be

and a Lecture on Pompeii,
El well, Esq., editor of the Portland

by Edward H.
Transcript.
Tickets for the course §1.; evening tickts 35 cents:
on sale at Hale’s, Robinson’s, Hawes &
Cragin’s, ana
Stockbridge’s. Children of the public schools, ad-

mitted to Mr. Bolles’ lectures jor 20 cents each

ing-

even-

my4td

lishment is
The

The Spring Show of
Portland Horticultural

Only

estab-

this

First C lass Circus

in America {>ermanently established in a large city,
conducted in Metropolitan style, and which naa ac-

quired a metropolitan reputation.

Prominent among the

Plants and Flowers of the

Society, will be held at the
Reception Hall, City Building on WEDNESDAY 8th

gress and Chestnut stseets.
Jiy’It is desirable that all samples ottered for premium should be in their places by one o’clock P. M.,
on the day of exliibiton.
Per order,
S. B. BECKETT, Secretary.
may3-td

ARTISTS

RENOWNED

attached to the NEW
the names of

inst., commencing at 2 o’clock P. M. Liberal premiums are ottered, lists of which may be obtained of
the Treasurer, Samuel Rolfe,
Esq., corner of Con-

Fair

distinctly understood that

WORLD

YORK CIRCUS, will be found

FISH,

CHARLES W.
without

exception the beat bareback, somersault, and
plronette rider who has ever lived: who has achieved
the most triumphant success in his CHALLENGE
SOMERSAULT ACTON A BARE-BACK HORSE.

and_Festival.

Tli« ladies of the Second
their Vestry on

Wednesday

Parish will hold

a

Fair at

and Thursday After-

and Evenings,

noons

Nay 8 and 9.
A variety of Fancy Articles for Sale; plants and
flowers. Also Ice Cream and Refreshments of all
Admission 10 cents.
may3td

kinds.

AUCTION SALES.
Furniture, Ac.,

we

an

Parlor, Chamber, Dining Room
niture, Crockery and^iilass Ware.
Al..o

Kitchen Fur-

and

octave

one seven

Piano, round corners, &c.
F^ O. BAILEY & Co., Auctrs

my4dtd

ON

in one of the best locations and neighborhoods and
will be sold on easy terms.
W. H. SOULE, Adm’tr.
CF*Tlie above sale was postponed ,on account of
storm to Tuesday, May 7th, at 3 p. m.
F. O. BAILSY & CO., Auctioners.
wy4-td

Building

ut Auction.

ON

at 12

M,

we shall sell
comer of High

the
ami

Bam on the Blanchard lot,
Pleasant sts, to l»e removed.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO.,

Aactieneen.

By J. 8. BAILE1 Sc CO.,

Auctioneer*.

my6td

Assignee’s Sale

COMPOUND

peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
codly_no29 sn

APPLES & BUTTER.
received 50 Tab» of New Vermont

Balter. lOO Bbl* Harnett Apple*.
JUST
8. P. BARBOUR, No. 10 Market st.

beyond all question the most daring and accomplished lady rider living, who has been everywhere received with the wildest enthusiasm In her wondrous
flights from a Bakeuack Steed.
WILLIAM DUTTON,

Administrator's Sale ol'Heal Estate
on Whiter Scat Auction.
Thursday, May 2d at \2\ o’clock P. M., I shall
sell the 2$ story house No 9 Winter Street.
Said house contains 9 rooms, good closets
large attic,
gas throughuut,Sebago water, good cellar and cistern
all in
Lot con tains 3200 feet.
repair.
good
This is a
very conveniently aranged house, situated

Thursday, May Dth,

HOLLAND,

Mll'e CAROLINE

at Auction.

shall
TUESDAY, May 7th, at ten A. M.,
sell at salesroom 18 Exchange st.
ON
assortment
of

whose graceful horsemanship has won the highest
honors ever awarded to any equestrian, from the
most critical audiences of all nations, and who stands
absolutely unrivaled In his famous act with his

Charming Infant Man,

Le

Petite

Franklin,

BEAUTIFUL BABY HURDLE RIDER,

THE

On his

Fairy Barohack Ponies.

The Great JOHN HENRY COOKE,
The Champion Horseman, who is justly distinguished as the embodiment of skill, intrepidity, and manly

grace, whether in his marvelous Joggling feats
single horse, or in his magnificent act upon
BAREBACK HORSES, thus presenting the

on

a

SIX

of Real Estate.

subscriber

will sell at public auction
25th day of May, 1872, at 3 o’clock, P M.,
THE
the Real Estate

on the
on the
included In the Assignment of Luther J. Hill, for the benefit ot credUors,
made Mar. 25, 1872, vis: lot of land measuring about
1U0 feet by 40 feet, with a dwelling house and stable
thereon, being No. 19 Alder Street, Portland.
The property will be sold subject to a mortgage oi
$1824 and accrued interest, the rjght of dower of the
wife of said Hill in the equity of redemption, and
taxes for 1871 and 1872.
April 25, 1872.

premises,

HENRY C. PEABODY. Assignee.

ap25td

Administrator's Sale.
Btoek,

Furniture at Auctiun.
license from the Hon. J. A.
Waterman, Judge of Probate, within and for the
County of Cumberland, 1 shall sell at public auction
on FRIDAY.
3, 1872, at half-i>ast ten o’clock in
the forenoon, at the late residence of Abial A. Cutter,
in Saccarappa, the following i»ersonal
property to
wit: 2 horses, 3 cows and calf, 26 hens, double and
single harness, 1 and 2-horse wagons and sleds, Mowing machine, hay racks and rake, cultivators, harrows, farming tool1;, and also 16 barrels potatoes, 126
flour barrels, together with the entire household turTsois and
to

PURSUANT

a

May

FIVE
in

BEST

.TEE BROTHERS,
Who

by Auction.

NT to license from the Judge of Probate
for tl.< county I shall on THURSDAY, the
9th of
iustant, at 2 o’clock. P. M., at the Homestead of the late Chandler Rackleff, of
Dcering, sell
at public auction the following personal
property belonging to said Estate, to wit: All of the Farmiug
Tools, also 1 cow, 1 horse and 2 hogs.

PURSL

May,

GEORGE RACKLEFF, Adm’r.

Deering, May 1, 1872.

BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.

F. O.

may2-dtd

HOYT, WHEELER

produce Delicious

Music

from

ROUGH SLABS OF STONE.

Api26-dtd

_

AMERICA!

derful

Dated at Saccarappa April 2lst, 1872.
N. P. ROBERTS, Administrator.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Sale

IN

RIDERS

Company, a combination which cannot be
equaled in any equestrian troupe iu the world. Also
included in this Metropolitan Troupe are the wonone

niture.

The I .ev anti nr Brother*, Gymra&ts of Unapproachable skill.
Kir hard River*. The Sceuic Equestrian.
The Pruwnian Brother*, Surprising Acrobats.
Julian Kent, The Great American Clown.
Gee. Dunbar, The Famous Grotesque.
Was. Henry Jee, The Great Trick Clown.
Chus. M<-eley, The Champion Tumbler.
Jue. Batchelor, The Equilibrist.
Burt Porr*t Sc Kit Carson, Cham piou Loapers
Messrs. Orfan Melville. Morris, aud a full
and efficient Corps of Auxiliaries.
A great feature of the New York Circus consists In the
L4RGEMT AND HVVDNOMKNT

& BRADLEY

AUCTIONEERS,
No. 70 VEDKRAL NTBERT, BOSTON.
Hold Regular Auction Sales every farad., if
O'T Good., Woolen., Clothing, Carpet.,
Fancy Good., Straw Good. & Hat..
Alao, every Thursday, tale of Boot, and Shorn,
including New York City Hade Geed. for the
retail
MW&S
trade,_ap&4eod3m

J. S. BAILEY & CO.,

Commission Merchants,
—AND—

AUCTIONEERS

!
Stud of Circus Horses and Ponies

EXCHANGE STREET.

NO. it

kelow Merchants’ Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
_aplltf_QEO. W. PARKEB.
Next

It. X. HUNT,

Commission Merchant and

Auctioned
a large

316 Congress St., will sell every evening
NO
assortment of Stanle and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be

sold during the day in lots to soil
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on I)
ascription of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February II. 1868.

on

this

none oi which are ever used for
pur]>o»e than the exercises of the arena.
innovation will be made in the termination
Circus Performances, by substituting

Continent,

other
any
A novel
of

the

GORGEOUS SCENIC PANTOMIMES!
In place of the ordinary final acts.

Sale.

Administrator's

to a licence of the Probate Court for
the County of Cumberland, to me granted on
the third Tuesday of
A. D., 1872, to make
sale of the estate of Dennis McCarty, late of Portin
said
land,
county, deceased, consisting of a < ertuin
parcel of land situated in said Portland, on the northside
of Ceutre street, and bounded as foleasterly
lows, to wit: Beginning at the southerly corner <-f a
lot of land now, or formerly owned by one Mary
Evans, thence running south-easterly on said Centre
street twenty-seven feet to a stake, thence
running
northeasterly on a parallel line with said Evans land
sixty-nine feet and six inches to land now or formerly owned by heirs of the late Man. Hall, thence running bv said Hall’s land northwesterly to said K\ans
land, thence by said Evans land southwesterly to the
first bound, and subject to a
mortgage to John Stedworthy, for the sum of two hundred dollars, dated
24th, A. D., 1S69. I will sell the said real estate
of the said McCarty, at public auction, on the
premises in said Portland, on the
twenty-seventh dav of
June, A. D., 1872, at ten o’clock A. M., for the purpose* in the license set forth.
The premises will be sold subject to the
mortgage
before mentioned.
H. B. CLEAVES,
Adm’r of estate of Dennia McCarty deceased.
Portland, April 23, A. D., 1872.
ap29-lawM

PURSUANT

February,

July

Mri. TX. R.
.'lOT

C. S.

Uv

conclude

THE AFTERNOON entertainments will
with the highly sensational and renowned

LEGENDARY SPECTACLE OF

Smvlia»ers

Jack, the Giant Killer
Which will bo truthfully illustrated by a correct representation of the varied and exciting incidents pertaining to his famous and romantic legend, which
holds an enduring position among the poetic fictions
of the past and has ever been a favorite theme of delight for the Juvenile world.
THE EVENING performance* will conclude with
mirthful PANTOMIMIC EXTRAVAGANZA of

Lhe Miser of

Bagdad!

Au extremely amusing travesty and humorous
picture of Oriental Life richly embellished with splendid and appropriate costumes, and made highly enjoyable by Sceues of Uproarious Fun, and the Interest ami merrimeut enhanced by numerous

Grotesque Tricks & Magie Changes
Introduced in the

BRILLIANT HARLEQUINADE
of this diverting medley of romance and pageantry,
frolic and jollity.
These Pantomimes will be performed by artists of
accredited talents, who have been engaged with a
view to a faithful rendering of tneir varied
characteristic*, and will he richly mounted with gorand interspersed with fantastic
geous costumes,
feats and comical events of graphic interest and
amusing effect*

special

PUTMAIR,

LUUDUIICU

dl

GURNEY’S, 57 Brackett Street,

few days only, where she will treat all discaused by humors, with her celebrated INDIAN MEDICINE.
Consultation at all hours.
Many wonderful cures performed in this city.
tr-H er medicines may be had at any time of S. C.
Gurney, who is an authorized agent.
May 3-d3t*

for

a
eases

Miss Ada B.
Having taken
NO.

!I8

Worth,

rooms at

HI<4II

8TKKKT,

For the purpose of cutting and fitting dresses would
respectfully invite ladles to call from 9 a. in. to 6 p.
m., and see the late style patterns she lias Just recefrWiil also sell

patterns to those who may wish to

purchase of her.

Bom worth

myl*lm

Post,

«, O. A. B

No.

there will Is) a
Army Hall, on
Monday Evening, May 6, at 8o’clock. A full attendance is desired. Bv command of
WM H GREEN. Post Commander.
my4d2t
C. Houghton. Post Adjutant.

comrades
notified that
ALT.meeting
for Drill, at Grand
are

Henry

Graphite Axle Grease !

lubricator known for Carriage Axles
of all kinds. It will not run out in the hottest
weather. Try it and “know how it is yoursclve.’.
PERFECT LUBRICATOR,”
Is the best

For Machinery of all kinds, and for Railroad Axles.
Perfect cure for hot journals.
O. L. BAILEY, Agent for Maine,

acMNntf

4s
_

SKIN

Exchange

st.

DISEASES.

PERRY’S IMPROVED

possesses the

my2tf

,

TFESBAY, nny 7th,

Amusement!

CITY

London, May 4—1.30 P. M.—Russian Tallow 53s.
Havana, May 4.—Sugar—stock in warehouses at

the

Tlie last clause provides that the act shall go
into effect on the issue bv the Government of
an order in council.
This bill brought all the
subjects of the treaty which the Canadian Parliament had power to act upon before the House.
The treaty had been largely discussed in the
press and his position with reference to
public
it had been a
subject of comment. No matter
what might be the consequence this parliament
had the right to object the clauses of treaty affecting Canada if they pleased. If such a right
did not exist they would have no right to sign
the treaty as plenipotentiary.
Sir John
spoke
for over five hours, and his speech reviewed the
whole proceeding of the commission andstrongly urged the House to assent to the bilL

AT

barley.

bbls

LOT

fUMlIK'eH-1WUOD1S

Steamer Chesapeake, from New York.—79
bales rags, 19 do wool, 5 do duck, 18 do
burlaps, 750
bdls paper, 220 pkgs household goods, 14 Jihds tobaico, 1 do sugar, 118 bbls cement, 62 uo paint. 100 do
flour, 50 do glassware, 20 do saltpetre, 50 casks prunes,
57 bdls car springs, 22 do empty bags, 450 hr chests
tea, 143 kegB spikes, 120 white lead, 5 do b c soda, 100
boxes window glass, 33 do cheese, 25 do raisins, 50 do
starch, 100 do tobacco, 25 do hardware, 30 do drugs, 20
do soap, 50 bags shot, 43 do iK>tasb, 8 blocks marble, 5
bales broom corn, 1 chaise, 1 iron dog, 220 pkgs sundries.

Receipts—7000

DEERix O

BII.L !

Microscope aud Polarise ope,

do to J D Lord: 12
brandy to James M Churchill.

1

NKW

Will deliver two of his brilliant and
entertaining
lectures, illustrated by the

.„M*T*rNZAf

Bli$ Y»idora Riouda—112 hhds, 39
tes, 13 bbls molasses, 46 hhds melado, to Geo S Hunt;
1 bbl molasses to master.
CARDENAS. Sch Margaret Lyons—159 hhds, 63
tes molasses to Geo S Hunt.

flour,

ON

Prices as usual.
Commence at 8 o’clock.

Foreign Imports.

tc"

PORTLAND,
m

Floral £xhibition !

Boswell Miller, Assist. Adjoant General.

24
rw,?intUe/P0“r^5?,1!hd8’
Churchill & Co; 123 lilids, 10 tes

AT

Rev. Bp. E. C. Bolles,

Fair

chandise.

A

IN

_aj.lij—6t
Instruction and

Clear

NE
Calm
S
W

our

tBKT, .DIRECTOR.

Embracing all the Star Artists.

Fair
Threat’ne
Clear
Clear

W
S

Burnside, Commander-in-Chief of
Army of the Republic, has issued
following order relative to Decoration Day:

(,mrw,uuv

BLOODCiOOD’S

Minstrel & Burlesque Combination

Clear

NE
NW

of

B

RETURS FOR OA R SIGHT MORE.

3

NW

By order of

From the Hlppotheatron Iron Building, 14th St
oppoelte the Academy of Music, New York.

■

Gen.
Grand

L1Y

He’s Hot to Come Back NEW YORK
CIRCUS

HARRY

Boston.29.92 44

I2NTE RT AI X>I R XTf**.

—

:

Charleston,S.C.. 30.29 87
Cheyenne. W. T.29.90 jo
Chicago..,..30.10 66

A. E.

ENTERT a I x M ENTS.

Monday Eve’g, May 6,

3

g.

sleeping places

I

^

25

%
a

treaty.

METEOROLOGICAL.

3

Chicago, May 4.—Flour firm and scarce at 6 00 (g
8 00 for extra Spring. Wheat active and higher at
1 401 @ 1 40 j for Spring No 2. Corn active and higher
at 44 (g 44Jc for No 2 Mixed; reflected 414c; Yellow
454c. Oats advanced and in fair demand at 36J (g 364
for No 2.
Rye quiet and unchanged at 76 @ 78c.—

Fighting Reported.

Washington, May

3

r

observation.

cases

Teaaeaec

S

f

A,

them
tion.
soual
hold

XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

War Det’t, Office Chief Signal)
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
}
May 5 (1.00 A. M.)I
Clear and pleasant weather, a rising temperture and south-easterly to south-westerly winds
will prevail over the Southern and Middle States
and New England very generally. The barometer will continne falling over the lake region
with increased cloudiness and brisk and possible high southerly winds.

<li<T .lino

Pia«

revenue

integrity.”

Cnngrcssman Voorhees Advises the

011/1

Weather Report, Way 5, 19 P. Ml.
War Department, Signal Service. IT. S. Army. Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of
Commerce.

COMEDONF. and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to euro Flesh WoitMs,
Pimples, Eruptions
and Blotched disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st., New York.
Var .Hath Patches, Freckles,
and TAN, nse PERRY'S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. PreC. Perry, Dermatologist, 49
pared only by Dr. B. Sold
by Druggist everwhere.
BondSt.. New York.
sn&w-fim
w!2
MWSS
mchlfi

One of the

great feature* of the New York Circus *1

Prot. ( has. Boswold's

Brass

and

Reed

Band.

This Band is THREE TIMES AS LARGE as
containany Band ever attached to any other Circus,

ing

TWENTY-FIVE JIEJIIIKRN,

And will iMinnie the principal streets about 10 a. ni..
In the largest, most massive, and elaborately carved
aud decorated

GOLDEN
Ever

CHARIOT

constructed, and drawn by

the

Handsomest

Team of

TWENTY-FOUR HORSES.
That the world can produce.
The Golden Chariot will be tollowed b>
<Bfe

Team of Twelve Fairy

a

Ponies,

Prettiest in the world.
The Smallest
in gorgeous beyond descripThe uniform of this Band of
sum
the
tion and costing
tion,
EIGHT THOUSAND DOLLARS.
The AVtr Tort Circni Tent la t he largest and best
constructed Circus Tent, with more and better seating capacity than any other Circus Tent In America,
and will be Brilliantly

Illuminated with Gas.
Admission 30 cents; Children under 10. 2S cents. No
Standing Room, Seats for all. Doors open at 2 aud
7. Grand Entree at 21 and 8.
Tickets can be secured In advance at llawea &
Cragtn'a Music Store.
tyThe Htw yorl- Cimit will exhibit at Lewiston
Monday, Mav 6th.
..
C. W. FULLER, Agent.
...

Sonnet.
H.

EMILY

BY

WANTS, LOST, FOUND. ;

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY.

Bakers Wanted.
tllWO good Bakers, (none other need apply),
X Brooks’ Bakery, No. 79 Brackett at.

KING WILLIAM.

MOOBK.

my4dlw

i
BecauM 1

steadfast heed
of dusty strife,
Ai^L^?r.hJi5i rose through days
with
sweetness rife.
Love
And keepU from my
atomy Love's I'll r so at .lawn
and
toiling, Bing,
Ami hasten to my toil,
talent there may spring
That from my own i>oor
Something from my Love’s eyes to shine upon
And ho make good the empty years a gone.

e

A Good Cook
wanted
recommended,
Free St., by C. W. Goddard.
SUITABLY
is

match him for §500 or §1000 to boat the best imblic.
record of the best blooded and gamest trottiny stallion
in the world remains unaccepted to this day, ami
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced Ids
sire the best Stallion the world ever knew, facts show
that in 1800, twelve years ago, Hiram says in his
book he was the best stallion that had vet apno:iTed. Sinee then three stallions have lieaten Geo.
M. Patchen’s record', two of them, Geo. Wilkes and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hambleton who
stands first on the list of seventeen that have beat
2 ::h), while the Clays are fourth on the list with eleven
below 2:30, and to make it more binding Long Island
Bhick Hawk stands second,tifteen of his posterityhaving beaten 2:30. As King Wiliam is agreat grand-son
of Long Island Black Hawk, and Torn. Patchen a
gi eat grand-son of Henry Clay, 1 think intelligent
breeders will not need a slate and pencil to cypher
out the problem for themselves.
King William stands for §23 the season closing
Aug. 1st, §40 to warrant, at Maine Hotel, Auburn,
Me., in charge of Geo. W. Steward, who will take
pleasure in showing him to auy gentleman who may
call to see him.
mayld&wtf-W18

made jou

True FriendshipTHOBKAl'.

still underprop
Let suck pure hate
we may he
Oar love, that

Each other’s conscience,
And have our sympathy
Mainly from thence.
We’ll

another treat like gods,

one

And all the faith we have
In virtue and in truth bestow
On either, and suspicion leave
To gods below.

Silent Men.—Washington never made a
speech. In the zenith of his fame he once attempted it, failed, and gave it up, confused
and abashed. In framing the constitution of
the United States the labor was almost wholly performed in committee of the whole, of
which George Washington was day after day
chairman, and he made two speeches during
the convention, of a very few words each,
something like one of Grant’s speeches. The

a

by D.

largest

fni

& Douglass, a Wallet coutaiuing from $15* to
$20. The finder will be suitably rewarded by leavsaute
at
COGIA HASSAN’S.
ing
ap25lf

Boarders Wanted.
transient boarders accommodaand board. Two connected
rooms
board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
febl7lf
Cumberland Street, comer of Franklinted with good
IVERMANENT
witli

To

freight

Philadelphia

points east.

Coal from New York and
to Portland and other

WANTED

EEED

IMMEDIATELY.

FIRST Cates Tailor to go into the country. Ad
A dress C. L. KIMBALL, Bethel, Me.
ap25tf

New Work by John S. C. An
bott, suited to every family and all classes
The theme—the price—and style, renders it the best
book for canvassers ever published. The field is clear
with no competition. Address at once, B. B. RUSSELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.
ap25d&w4w-wl7

BOOK

willing

Book*, Folio*, Wrapper*. Also a fine
Violin*, Banjo*, DruuiM, Guitar*,
Cornet*, Concertinas, String*, Munic BoxFiauo Stool*.

All

obtained at

be

can

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,
MIDDLE
C3P**Music sent by mail.
77

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

dlw_

Oh,

applauded,

The Northwestern Wheat Crop.—The
Winona (Minn.) Republican, in speaking of
predictions of a short crop of wheat in that

a.

b.

regian, says:

c.

Would I Were

B.

J F* dj»

ru

and all
More than 15,-_Aa
failure yet.
The following are a few of the names of
ty those who have used this RemedyMrs. Jtft
Gov. Cony; Mrs. Hon. James W.
Anson P. Morrill, Ex-Governor; Mrs. Col.
tyibomas S. Lang; Hon. J. J. Eveieth. JH
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Torsey, of
Kent’s Hill; Rev. Dr. Ricker; Rev. E. E
ty Martin; Rev. C. F. Penney; Rev. G.
JtS
Qitinby; Rev. Wm. A. Drew; Rev. H. F.
M- Grew, Sec’v of State; Hon.
£ yJ.T. Woodard, State Librarian! Col. Geo.
W. Stanley, President First Nat.
Bank; s
Lane, Sec. Senate; Warren L. Alden,
C Fand 10,000 othersf too numerous to mention n *
Price 35 cents jier bottle. For Salo by all
Druggists and Medicine Dealers. Sample
ty bottle and Circulars free. F. W. KINS-JUJ
MAN. Proprietor, Augusta, Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO. W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.
a

remove

It

and
It

Evergreen

same

season.

Payment to be made to the City Treasurer In advance, and it is hoj*cd tliat all iiersoiis having an Interest will avail themselves of this privilege.
JAMES BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER.
C. E. JOSE,
Trustees.
mylood3w

0\E

copartnership heretofore existing between F.
C.
Isaiah Poiie, Oliver Poiie. Robert Pope
and Joseph Poiie under the firm name of F. C. POPE
& CO., is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The
affairs of the late firm will be settled by F. C. Pope
at their late place of bnsiness.
OLIVER POPE,
JOSEPH POPE,
ROBERT POPE,
F. C. POPE.

THE Pope,

Av.wil OC

1070

-1

«...

i*.

...

...

offer

a

large

eery

the first quality,
been

we are

Dye House does ofter to
Summer, to Dye all kinds of
(.rent s Garments and Ladies’ Goods
cheaper than
any other Dye House in this city, and in first class
Now is your time to fetch In
your goods to
this Dye House. T. F. DONAHUE,‘Office 80 Exchange st.; Dye House 17 Plum st.
my?eod

1 O

Wanted
Agents
excellent Home Journal

an

Literature and
General Intelligence, only $1,50 a year, published weekly. Five beautiful $2,00 Steel
Engravings
atuloneof Prang's prettiest $2,00 Chromos given to
Subscribers. Such inducements are too much for the
dullest times. Lady canvassers do
particularly well.
Send for sample copy of the paper and full
particulars, terms, &c., free. Address Riverside Echo,
I ortland, Me.
wl9
my 3d eod «£w4w

at

enabled to

BIAnONDt) of

stock of

prices lower than

h

re

W.

offered in tbis eity for some years.

of

P7 HASTINGS,

We offer these goods, in GOLD, at prices

and

price

from

three thousand dollars.

mostly nnset, enabling the
amine them
set at short

notice, in

any

They

style,

practical Diamond Setters in

keep

aud also

ou

Mountings ready
When you risit
call and

hand

for

a

can

as we

onr

he

EXCHANGE

hare

2 Winter

AH

or

Price lists sent by mail.

stock.

Will sell to be paid for in Installments.

St., Boston, Has s

McPhaiTs

that I forbid all persons
my wife

The

harbor-

States.

w47_2m

ami

‘TONE A DOWNER,

Miracle,

Q®

for sale at the Shooting Gallery,

DEALER8

change

To

01,1

Agents Wanted

Map
counties and states, best ever
publlsh«1. $1(K) to §200 a month ou
and our new
these,
Pictorial & Religious Charts & Pictures,
largest and
best assortmentin New
England. Apply for terms
atonoe to D. D. GUERNSEY,Pub. Con
Box .>827, Boston.
ai»3Ut4w

any other jmssiblo way. From *25 to *40 a week
insured. It is for every
Housekeeper, Farmer, Trade
anil profession. For^tlic sick and well.
A reliable
book of permanent value to every
wide-awake progressive person
It sells itself.' Extra terms. Address F. M. Recil, 139 Eighth st„ New York.
ais)0t4w

New Jail and House of Correction

STUFFS

aniwer«l.N

Fransiscs,
Buy

an30C'a'eod3m,On

—AT—

BECKETT’S,

budding

?Ii^or

Light

JUMP-SEAT
Light

same.

April 13, 1872.

DIMON ROBERTS,
County Commissioners for York Countv.
J
apl5d t my7
To

Innholders
the Oily

and Victualers in
of Portland.
■fcTOTICE Is hereby given that the
Licensing Board
of the city of
Portland, will meet at the Mayor’s
Room, on MONDAY, the Ctli day of May, at 7 1-2
© clock tor the purpose of
granting licenses to Innholders and \ ictualers, who may then and there ap*
ply therefor.
Given under our liancls this twenty-seventh dav of

April

A.

D.,

Bos-

1872.

BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jit.,
WM. A. WINSHIP,

W. H.
JOS. S.

JOSSELYN,
YORK,
MARQUIS F. KING,

express.

chas. McCarthy, jr.,
GEO. C. LITTLEFIELD,
EBEN COREY,
Licensing Board of the City of Portland.
H. W. IIERSEY, Treasurer.
II. I. ROBINSON,
City Clerk.
ap29td

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

forSmS™

W. C.
ap27-3w

hair

“,,d <•"

renewer.

BECKETT, Merchant Tailor.
isi

Is

Middle St., Portland, Me.
TO

rented)

WaterfImfr' P‘;rt‘

———,
••

j a

Jr

known to

GRAY

ORIGINAL

HAIR

YOUTHFUL

the Hair from falling

COLOR.

Rubber Ilose, &c.

out.

J-

SENT

FREE IIY

MAIL.

Nashua,
druggists.

N. H.

RV‘;»ALL'-v &allCO.

KAXPTELD.

reblg

pfip

eod&eow d

To

§y

eow w

(

Proprietors.

wS

2m

or

become detached If one car tins
lie detached while the train
about as cheap as ihe old

L

name

I

A

principle.
naa been

Patent

ford, of Portland,

a

over
nt

r„ii

r'ii un,i, wil1
fa

,anilcan

coupling,U!i .malsmtOe

applied for through
ap24dlm

""ut

w

11

uplSdlm

Cleansed.

C^XSssriiSSssri
ClotidnS/fo? sale°Ugh
Also Second-hand
All orders will reeelve

T*0f BWdefordtnnlnseiVtAd|by
J,Vhn N- Antholne.
will laid! Itaeif i'JIf C.nT, C®“pH"K

!^ni!!!^>Uonanhm?oa?eT^?!ie

lothin^

Street.

"otic6-

ner.

RAILROADS!

Latch, that

kinsman,
®«fcaagc

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

The morning stage will be discontinued after
this
H.

ever

Makes the Hair smooth and fffossy, and does not
stain the skin as others.

Thursday and Saturday afternoons fur Sw,Tiie*< ayi’
Lovell. Through tickets for sale at (1. T. Iv
!'J
Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern Depots In bSSuiiT.
A,:UVO'S-

ITS

It will prevent

0N&nMHfplrrfs^TOrvaft2moonh(8undSeWiU
iio?„,“yf
"***•_2m*

the best article

RESTORE

Waterford Sweden & Lovell
at 3:30, or on the arrival ot the
lan,I for Waterford and So.

GAS FIXTURES,
Gas and Water Pipe,

,ne

niif
CUf"

tl

prompted

mail“

faUhf.,1 alien-

WILLIAM BROWN,
„%fUUr

®4 Federal
st.,
the Park.

___Near
Portland Savings Bank.

made in this Bank, on or before Friday, May 3d, will commence interest on the
FRANK NOYES, Treas.
first of the month,
ap!5 t my3

DEPOSITS

Heavy.

CARRIAGES,
and

Heavy.

Three Spring Cnt-Under Beach
Top and No Top.

EXTENSION TOP
Fine

!

Wagons,

CABRIOLETS,

Family Carriage.

The pyblic are Invited to call and examine
the
above named Carriages which are all of our own
make; and as to style, beauty of finish and durability
we warrant are not
surpassed by any builder in
the State.
We also have a stock of
Carriages from Massachusetts, Connecticut and Philadelphia, which we sell at
prices to conform to the times.

ORDERED

WORK

A

SPECIALTY.

LOCKHART~& SLOAN,
Co.,
Succcesnors to E. K. Lewont &

MANUFACTURERS

DEALERS IN

AND

Every Style

of

Light Carriages

L

Sleighs,

No. 22 Preble Street,

aplMlm__PORTLAND,

ME.

$5000'
Town of Deering Bonds !
FOR SALE AT

SECOND NATIONAL
34

5

•!?P

§ Mail train,
t Express.
ttRuus Monday, Wednesday and Friday only.
$3P*The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maine
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A.
M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
\ ork by one or other of the routes from Boston.

Passengers ticketed through by either
iwxxa

yu

Infirmary.

FABRIC CO.

once, No. 95 Devonshire Street.
OF

Robber Belting,
Bobber Hear,
Robber Packing, A,
Railway Bella for Cotton Mills,

li. m..

with troin

No. T

Lungor 7

CLARK.'T^^^f^”1-

ARNE8H,
FOR SALE.

One of the Beal Team* in the
City.
For particulars call on
F. O. BAILEY & CO., 18 Eichaair SI.
ap26

ALE, ALE, ALE.
WILLIAM J. SMITH,

LINDAI.L
STREET, BOSTON.
Is prepared to supply to families and
others, the best
’’’
Ales- I’“t «1>in <l«art
snT,pint
mi
"J"1.Scoto11
and
in nua*tltles of
bottles, packed
one dozen
and upwards, and sent by
Express, c. O D. Also
American Ale in quarter and half barrels.
aplB-lm

Speak Once

More !

thanklug
good people of Portland,
for their kind patronage
WHILE
through the last
I would invite
and
the

any,

son,

<?*•

seo if I will not
as to price,
on hand a lot ot

reasonable

all

who

seahave anv

to
done, to call
are

and

give them the Best satisfaction both
stylo and promptness of work. I have also
excellent Hose, which I shall sell at
rate; old ones also neativ renaired
K. MCDONALD, 200 Fore
st.,

nptkllm

Fool, of Plum st.

Hr V

on

A

.-

St. John), leaves
Watervile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Bruns6 P*“■; (remaining at Brunswick

11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare 35.06. A good Uneof
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. ui
leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30
a. m
(ounectingat Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
lortiand and Boston.
Fare to Portland 35.00: to
Boston $6.50.

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
^
SfT? Dext»at 1100 aConneetingK with
Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
and st- John’ for 88-°°: and to HaliCu
for
LUNT, General Superintendent.

Feb.

14,1872.

PORTLAND

&

16tf

notice,

13th,

wiU

run as

attached**3

At East Baldwin for

Laymond

dailyBaldwin
BrowTdicld
At
At

Fryeburg

for Deumark and
for Lovell, daily.

ami

-L

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, lie:
iug the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address /or 25 cents. Address,

Dr. Jourdain's Consulting Office,
Cl llnncock Street, Beaten, Tin...
junMdlyr

We8t B“ton' Bonn" Ea«l8
,mdUm^gL“yf0r
Waterboro1 for

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

At Centre
somitield and

Limerick, Newleld, ParOseipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days,
Centre Waterboro' for
Limerick, Parsonsfleld,
daily
H; TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

$5.00 SAVED
By purchasing ticket,

Grand

Trunk

via

the

Railway

-FOR-

OALIFO RNIA,
Or
ATIV

Atlinr i.ninf

not be deceived
,..Do.
bestrogte»>

by “Old reliable office," or
advertised by other parties, but call at
Trunk Office under Lancaster
Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving In
time and distance. Baggage checked
and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland tothrough
Chic* go.
D. H. BLANCHARD'S,
oppo. Preble House,

Conflulna ourselves to practice and not
are
“
l*“' C8 " Want of Steam Boilers theory
to give us

ITJalf

TV’ T- BROWN &, CO., General
Agents,
_Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

ILLINOIS

•aw 1.#

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

WINTER

Principal

and Intercut paid at American
Exchange
Bank, Netc York, January and July, by State
'lYeasurer.
These bonds will bear the most critical examination, and they especially commend themselves to
Savings Banks auu Trustees as a safe and permanent iuvestmont.
They comprise the only debt in the State of Illinois provided for
by State taxation. Send for descriptive documents to

WM. E. WOOD, Agent,
•V
ap27

Exchange

Street.

I). C.

lw..Hsii4M«gBT,<)P
aI1!„afu>1 Monday, Oct. 30,
tgi nthif' will run as follows:

1871,

•Vl^^ a8B?J11eor

train at 7.30 A. M. for
and Intermediate stations.
Mull* *™ln
*r.i„
at
all stations) for Isluud
(Stopping
Poml, connecting with night mail train for Quebec
Vfneoec,
Montreal and the West, at 1 10 P M
■

fari".

p**,,1

»ufe”51S,tlpnM°rS0UthP!U,“
Passenger tralus
?JJutl1

.,

1jpmM'Iljntrenl,

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P.
I^SlcepIng Cars on all night trains.
Tbe Company are not responsible for baggage

M.

to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that iiersonal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate ol
oue passenger lor every $500 additional
value.

Manaff”ig Director.
C;
a
^ES’.
H. BAILEY,
Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.oc26ialw-ostf

STn

5

V

«j-1) !) !j ij

5

P. 0.

WELLS

&

FR™tnT ““iCo^tlohery Store for sale

at

a

bar-

stencil and Key Ch^k
M°oIuflt,raa'rJ!li,l.1-V
^atalogues, samples and full particu

lara
ars free
free.

M
M.

S.

Spencer, Brattle boro, Vt,

apl3f4

i.Mimr.

William Cram."

Appold."
"Blacks tone."

#

WiHiam Kennedy.*
“McClellan"

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
byJ
*
Sreainer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Vor/o/t to Prim burg and
I whm.mil, by river nr
rail; and by the Fa. <f Trnn
1111 P°lnts
Tennessee AlaI
,in troinio,
th® *«■*■« and A«a£ i a“ \ a“4<“ov®r
.VorfA
and
.four* Carolina
»
by tbe No/Y.
A Ohio R. R. to
and
°
Washington
places West.
Through rates given to South and West,
bine Passenger accommodations.
1 ,• ***2,Including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $12 50
*!»• time « hours.
I,0 Bal,'n"‘re
To Baltimore, «3 hours.
S
For further information
apply to

?“T°

ve.?r ft?1',?

E.

Patent Flang

Fog

Wheels

of the

flaine

both ends

on

Til f

NOVELTY
Rolls separate freely at elthet end.
THE NOVELTY
Has the Patent Curved
Clatnp.
THE NOVELTY
Is the easiest
Is the

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
r notlce'nm a"

Galt's Wharf Portland,
m2?IDAY ar.il THURS\ I’AY, at 4 P. M„ and leave Pier 38 E. H. New York

durable Wringer.

These with other advantages make it

ble than any other.

I

NO PRACTICAL HOUSEKEEPER
e*»r4 Is

kej a Wrienr uutilshe bn*
examined the NOVELTY.

it and

satisfy yourself that

It is

the

best.

THURSDAY, s'p. M.
n?H DAY.a5.'1
and Franconia
Dirigo
lit ted
T°r
making this the
r22X!*r*°V
and comfortable route for
travelers
at

me

are

Sold

Steafmm

MayO-titi AMES’A*r38'ER">iewYork'
For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Machine t’o.

•

WEEKLY LINE.
‘avonte Steamship CAR
., ....I?1.®
LOTTA wUl leavo Galt’s Wharl

every
.at 4

MENDED BY THE MOST f-1
EMINENT PHYSICIANS B3
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR M
THE LAST 4S YEAR8.

fja

SATURDAY

P

M.

for

Halifax direct

Glasgow and Pktou.

B£TTER."P3

Returning wUl leavo

Dominion Wharf, Halifax

ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State

CUTLER BROS. & CO.,.
Sold by

t
be-

mo#

^^USEDAN^ur^niTT^l

NOTHING

with tin*

York and Maine.
Passage in State Room hi. Meal, extra.
t0 and from
Montreal, Quebec
inS*'’
^r'TaTdwl
Halifax, St.
Joun. and all parts of Maine Shlnoers
are requested to send their
freight to the
u
P'
<Uy“ i'‘ey leav,‘ Portland.
For * relgnt or
to
Passage apply
W1>arf, Portland
t

ForIFrelvi.tVn’ P*the

102 Chambers Street, New York.
apl3t4w

j

ui»

j tween
convenient
New

desira-

more

ARRANGEMENT.

-Tifsb4. SL"
Leave

Strongest Wringer.
I

most

Co

HEMI-WEKKLY LINE

working Wringer-

THE NOVELTY

Try

Steamship

NEW

,

“■

33 Central Wharf. Bottom.

Rolls.

Is tho

SAMPSON, Agent.

Jnnektf

Has the

BOSTON.
the

Room.

ev-

«; M

applTt° L B1LLINGS

A«^tk’marrf,nof“n“,i0n
*»1»tf

Druggists!

JOHN POBTEOUS. Agent

i

IJiTERNATIONALSTEAJISHIP

ORE AT CHANCE FOB AGENTS
D(> You want an agency, local or
traveling,
with an opportunity to make $3 to *20 a
day
Helling our new 7|»traml White Wire Clothes
Lines? They last forever; sample free. Send
for circular. Address at once Hudson River
Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden Lane.
N. Y., or 34t> W Randoph »t., Chicago.

j

l'"lp®,,> C«l»ie
SPRING

after MONDAY, March
£** Steamer New England,
Capt. E. Field, and the Steamer
bNew brunMvick,
Capt S. H. Pike,
W
Ieave Bailroa*l Wharf, foot ot

'it-*** a*

.time

Wm 'eaVe St’ dohn and

davM^

PAINT !

p

-AND-

PHI LA BE

£rom k°“* Wharf. Botton, at

■of-

?'“•«»*
a. m.

hi 10

2^j|ff£^jLphU,
luaoranee one

laeTesSf*
,

!?' **>e West by

inZt-ly

107 State Street.

VO

Agents Wanted

halt the rate

d3wmayl

l.owa VVhurl, Bo-loa.

HOWlT

Patterns of Garments

Catarrh & Deafness Cured
Inza.

TUB

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engraving*. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who has
had greater success in the treatment of disease* which
are described in this work than
perhaps ever fell to
t he lot of mortal man.
It treat* on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs In both
sexes.
Sent FREE on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St,.

Boston, Mass.

N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personmchfl6d3m
ally or by mail.

St"\Y
Cears hii

^

20 cts.

DIVINITY SCHOOL

MS
mll<l
”nd

I

University!

TS.18..8^ I",°twn

Plants for Sale.

OFFER to the public at mv new Green House,
ou Spring street.
Also Flowers for lioral decorations, all times of the year, at a reasonable price.
WMob Gardening promptlv attended to.

VlCKEY,
119 Spring Street.

excel-

SALT RHEUM,

—

ray4d2m

an

Remedy

OF

ejvl"e

Diseases of the Skin.
Mr. WM. B. TR UFA NT, the discoverer ol
for the cult of
lent

aplOMw

,0 *" persons of all denomlnaaud the next term will
begin Sept. 26.
information in regard to adnilspecuniary aid, will be sent on application to
Oliver Stearns, D. D., or Pn,f. E. J.

WILDER

4

Middle Sf.. Up Stair*.

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

"I luul Catarrh 50 years; am 72
years old and Huatt’g
/«ra cured me. Mrs. M. A.
Kwinirol,” 167 Hh St
Wmsburg, N. Y.
"I had Catarrh, and was totally deaf
from it 15
years.
I have now ao Catarrh, and have
my hearing
the result of using a One Dollar Packet of
Dr.
Duo. Mis, Malvina Plerey,” 1W Division
A ..lain truthful statement that
Catabkh, In many
hundreds of Cara's, some existing over
forty
Vegetable

’PH*_173

!

by Hyatt’s

-dwMhIugreuusly. Send*!.00for

iPLL'MM R

\

*

JAMES

nil

ANDBUTTKB1CKS

of the times. This work meets a want felt bv all
classes of Evangelicul Christians.
Published by
Jakes R. Osoood & Co. Exclusive territory and
liberal terms offered. Apply to H. A. BROWN &
Oo., Managers, 144 Treiuont St., Boston, Mass.

10,000 Choice

ol

Sewing Machines

TO

Harvard

i.,a

the

ELU8

sample on receipt

3

Whan, Pl.llj.lel

Pena. R. R. and Soot)
J connecting hnee Ib.aarded Ireeot cou.ni ,.inn.
PASSAOK, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Puaeage
apply to
WIIITNKF A S t VPNOX, A*,»(.,

conduct the canvass for Rev. Dr. J. P. Thomson’s “HOME WORSHIP for every dav in the
Year.” Recommended bv and suited to all denomi- !
nations, and considered the best Subscription Book I

aplOdlin

Line.

Leaveeaoh port every WedD.gddvASaturcla

» A IO INDIA ST.

i»»n
Prok.
Young.

LPH1A

Steamship

B. FOLGER & WILLARD
GINN,

Test

th^o?™888’ Af'

Ut 23th

B O N TO IN

WHOLESALE PAINT DEALERS,

a

*

m

mch!3

Agent, in Boston,
C. E. FOIXm A CIO.,

IN/A,

the

1
to
Windsor
anti Hallfox and with the E.
A N A Rail?
Shediae aad intermediate stations.
r0CClT*d on day“ °f
until 4

having tested It fully the past year on our own
vessels, feel Justified In recommending It fully to all
who may wish to protect their vessels from
Barnacles,
Grass and Worms.
We Guarantee It Equal and
consider It Siqierior to any In tho
and
solicit
market,
orders from all who may wish a substitute for Metal,
und Invite the most rigid test In
comiwrison with any
other Marine Paints.

ll\ATT S

an

wi

and

laexeior i»r.

«••»**

with steamer QUEEN buand with N. Bi c Hall
Kal1'

and Calais,
Woodstock and Hnulton.

AiHKBICAN COPPEB PAINT CO.

tiass

«•» p

PRMSff^vL8*?°a" wlULth* Steamer EM
for
& ’} J‘nd Annapolis, thence bv rail

o’.foTk

f irsi

»nd

T,,,,",d‘,y’at

way for

The undersigned haviug taken the agency for the
sale of the above named Paint, manufactured
by the

apSdiw

O?
h>

Connecting at East|iort
st. Andrews

___apl3t4w

J.

ARRANGEMENT

r,

A Pare ChiurNr Tea.
-he Beet Tea Imported.
Warranted to suit all tastes. Put up
In our “trademark”
half pound
and ruin ml li<kplrntnm nnlv *10 nnrl
00 Pound Boxes.
For sale at wholesale only by
the Great Atlantlb ami Pacific
Tea Co., P. O. Box 5506. New

COPPER

CO.

At.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

THEA-NECTAR

AMERICAN

and

jeka, Rigby,
Wimlsor and Halifax.

api3t4w

I

with

Line sail from

of Central Wharf, Boston.
Semi-Weekly, 2.30 r. m. for NOR-

“George

■THE NOVELTY

free.

CO.,
1!l2Enlton Street, NetfrTorg.
For Sale.

_

end

of this

1,1,1 kali
<2BSB9!eHS
Steamships:-William Lawrence"

^ ^^•BEa,Lm^^tetofn:el^r.!

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time vou
out?
Renovate those you have with
JOUVEN’M IVOISOKOl’N Kilt GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make then, equal |» new with
-v
trouble. Bo careful to get the Genuine senrcely anv
Sold by I? nggists and Dealers in
Fancy
Goods
vicious.
J
Price 25 cents per bo*tie.

Line.

Steamships

“Tit

“"d 1"tu™t*llat‘>

will arrive as follows:
Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
Quebec, Uorliam and Bangor, at

Commercial »t,
tf

Steamship

,'<<2.--Irak -Pe

F«r Portland.

AEEANGEMENT.

US

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,

!r?i£’

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

Registered Coupon Bonds WHY
EIGHT AND TEN PER CENT.

HARRIS, ATWOOD A CO.,

n

!I

Me.

“OPMMtf_Bangor. Me.

*^0.

„TJ>e Steamer
HOUGH

Portland, April 16,1672.

r

Grand

8treet> Portland,
M- S<,’vrwii'SgSli*
PDOWERS, Eastern Agent,

Trip April

train for Boston.
Through tickets aoklat the office, of the Boston A
Maine and Eastern Railroads, and on board
Bosten
IPiats. Freight and passengers taken as low
as bv
I any other rovte. Inquireof

GET THE BEST.

In *».n

OR EAT WEST.

WRCKK.

n *on

uo9tf

Limington, daily.

OF

!

iV/wK

HOUSEKEEPERS!

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
^
1871.

Portland
-wW^'or Rochester and intermediate stations
A. M., anil 1.30 P. 51.,
7-13.
making
uirect connection at Rochester with trains for
Boston
over Boston A 5Iaiue and Eastern
Railroads Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay. and with
Portsmouth. Grdat
l-alls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Bochester for Portland and way stations at
L^c
i.JO
A. M., ami 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains
on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Fails
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock
train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M..via Boston A
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West
Gorham, Standish. and No

reproductive system,

before realized.

"—

STANDARD AMERICAN

Porter,

! -»-■

R

CHARLES
TON, AleaFanihain
Maater, will leave Atlantic
\
Wharf foot of India St„ Portland
at 8 o'clock A.
■^^^^^^"'every Wednesday,
'“"'haig at Boothbay and Round
p'I V
Pond.
Sal
at?
A.
M..
for
unlay
Dan, arisen! ta,
Every
touching at Boothbay and llodgsdon’s Mills
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Thursday
a: t> A. M., and Dainarlacotta everv
Monday at 9 A
l“terme<1|af<‘ landings, connecting
£!
with the Boeton
Boats at Portland, and with the
Boston AMaiue and Eastern Railroads,
arriving iu
Portland m season for passengers to take the after-

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

HAS

neve*.’

First

MERYr^--.

daUv.
Bridgton,
*

,,
Portland, November 8,

GO

trips i-kr

lal lIKStv

^ M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
1 ortlaud in seasou for
early afternoon train for Boston and passengers bv the 1 P. M.
from North Conw ay can take the Portland
steamers arriving
8 iu Boston early the next
morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
—,

|

k

The Steamer CITY OK HH TIUwt. C. Kilby, will lave
JfOM)
k
Railroad wharf, foot of State ,t
evry Monday, Wed..,..lay ami
Friday Evening*, at to oVI k
—-——.-—v
c. inmeiicing Monday, vgnd
Inst., for Bangor, (or si
for as the Ice will permit,)
touching at Rockland,
Camden, Lincolnville. Belfast, Searsport,
Sandv
1 oint, Bncksport, \V interport and
Mamislen
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
ednetslay and Friday Morning* at 6 o’clock, touchlug at the above named landings, arriving at Portland at 5 o’clock P. M.
For further particulars inquire of Roes &
Sturdivant, 179 Commercial St., or Cyrnu Sturdivant. U. uer:»l Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7

Cure disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, Dysmr4fdtu
pepsia, Ac. Sold everywhere at 25 cents,

Sebago and Bridgton, dally.

Naples, daily.
Cornl!*. Kezar Falls

n

L i

YValdoboro. and Damarigcotta !

Bailey Washing & Wringing

for

General Agent.
apl.ltf

3NT

three

feha6-3in_

VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco.
and

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

While doing average work, coupled with a
good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew SO
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any holler of the same heating surface in the
niurket, and will continue to <lo so, as long as It Is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is
greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come In contact with the Intensely heated
surfaces
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment
We would especially call the attentlon'of
Railroad
men to the following facts
that while
this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks arerunning
neutralized
and none have ever left the smoke stack or
chimney’
^ & m08t Vttluable
advantage,

MTl'RDIVANT,

s i u i :

.A

B

Cantina.

everywhere,

8TAOFS.
VIA 7.40 A. M.

Ross «Jfc Sturdi-

—TO—

Don’t he deceived by worthless Imitations.
Uet
only Wells’s Cakbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN y. KELLOGG. IS Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cenls a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Portland, Me.

and

8,1 er Monday,
•WWMmMtsia.off?181111
December, 18,
f--i=ii!.V=,ijU«1-87L passenger trains lcave

The smoke and heated gases
pass first
the
tubes in the upper compartment, then through
descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass
through the tubes
In the third
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in eong,atlually decreasing temperatures of

I-if

steer-

€elds and IIonrsenrsM.

THE NOVELTY

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00
P. M. from
freight traln8 wlth P"8*^ ear

THE

a

r or

iilicti

CVeiS

Portland, April 15, 1872.

njlHESE

■■

:

Dr. R. J. JOI RDAIIV,

principle, namely,ikat of stopping the rerticai
circulation, accomplished by means or two horizontal diaphragms running
through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangemcnt there is maintained three temperatures of

For further particulars Inquire of
179 Commercial street, or

vant,

TABLETS present the Acid in combinatlon with other efficient remedies, in a
A
popular
rorm, for the Cure of all THROAT anil LUND Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are
constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’
standing.

Winter Arrangement.

new

Cengbs,

OUDENSBURG R. R.

°P, furtllor
;nd',rter Monday, Nov.
trains

apr20-eod&eow

con-

returning win leave MacniMport every Tuesday
m.>ruing, at ft o'clock, touching at the a!*ove nain.-d

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

Passengers

Augusta.

a

.’wtir

yiuit,

the ice will i>ermit.

itM

terms

passage, at »» State Stu ct, Boston.
JTAMEN A I,ICWNDKK, Agent.

age

1_

Night Express (from

p.m..

W.n
until

treated upon fully, and for the first time bv any physician or author.
Dr. A. H. HEATH, by request and permission of
ills jmtieuts, can present the evidence of those who
had sit tiered from a few months to 30 years; been
treated by as mauy as ‘AO professors and physicians;
paying front 9100 to 90,000, and pronounced incurable, who have enjoyed the best of health for one
to A3 years, since his treatment.
A personal interview is desirable, though we have
not seen one-tenth of our patients, of course
curing
them at their homes after receiving full statements
of tlieir past and present, condition.
Dr. A. H. HEATH has resided at No. 110 East
Twenty-fifth street. New York (near Madison and
Fourth avenues), since 1930, and receives patients
till A P. M. daily, and in the evening.

an

leave (until further notice) Railroad Wliarf, Portlaml, every Friday evening, at ten o’clock, for Rockland, Caatino. Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. Went Harlwr
(Ml. Desert,) Miilliridge, donespurt anti Maclilaaport,

Wharf, Jersey

Trains Doe at Portland.
No. I. Leaves Augusta at 5:46 a. in.. Bath 6:46.
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Ar^
rives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
*•; 3- Lcave8 Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
9:40, Watervilie 10:45, Augusta 11-46
Skowhegan
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, Keadiield 11 :ll), Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55
p. ni.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath
5, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. pi.

by Dr. HEAJ'H disclosed the
majority of those suffering with
NEKVOUS DEBILITY, Exhausted Vitality, Premature Old Age, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Piles, Kheumatism, Catarrh, "Consumption,
diseases of the Skin, Blood,Heart, Liver,
Kidneys,
Bladder, etc., were caused by Seminal Weakness,
and resisted alltill it was cured. This
with
discovery,
a
gifted tnitutlon to detect the fatal and latent complications affecling ids patients, is the reason of his
curing so many who have tried the advertised medicines and most eminent physicians in this country
and Eurojie. In his MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGICAL
WOKK, first published in 193A, these subjects are

above is

favorable

on

Cunard

at

Augusta 8:15 p. m.
No. IS. Leaves Portland at 8:06
p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

Practice

engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taining 1200 feet or heating surface, built upon

Return Tickets

embark

7:10 and

i»

waterWitl*

*’

Horse, Express Wagon

Let Me

.-

Oldtown and Mattawainkeag.
No. 4. Loaves Portland at 5:15
p.m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath

a

OFFICE

CAPT. DEERIN'O,

15.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow,
Queenstown or Derrv* to
Boston or New York, *34 CTJIilt
KNC Y
Passengers booked to all parts of tho United States
Drafts issued on Great Britain
and Ireland for Cl
and Upwards. For Freitht anil Cabin
passage apply

f>r

dec9d&wevery3dwly

PROPRIETOR OF

K W I 8 T O N

Pusaage Mouey,Including Iarcfrom Boston to N York,
Cabin, #80, $100, $130 gold—according to accomiuudaSteerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, #15

Knox and Lincoln railroad for
Damariscotta,
Rockland, &e.); Augusta 4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40

compartment.

found superior to any in the market.

a. m.

«

will

the

mrMdtt

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

10:30

Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:5u, Rcadheld
3:59, Kendall’s Mil!s5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50: (there connecting with

_

fact that

JAVA, Wed., May

Everything pertaining to Billiards at lowest prices.
Illustrated Catalogues sent by mall.
H. W. COl LENDER, NEW YORK.
Successor to Phelan & Collender,
73* Broadway.
apl314w

No. *.

BANK,

HoUE1'-_

la

SCoTIA, Wed. May 8.

No. lO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
Lewiston via Dunville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9:00, ((here connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Damarlscotta, Rockland, Ac.) Arrives at

Augnsta

Lute of the Gardiner Hotel,the Maine Hotel at Dam.
arlscotta, and Columbian House, Bath.
„<»"A good LI very BUble Is connected with the

H

BATAVIA,

Sat.

BILLIARD TABLES

AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass..
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

these

appointed to sail
NEW YORK.
May 4. ALGERIA. Sat. May 11.

11(011

tlcmua. Sold by Druggist,
•nd Dealers In PEItFl

at,

WEEK.

1

»l Bangor 7:30 a. m.
Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John uud Hal-

DR. J. c.

in

TRIP PER

Spring Arrangement.

Trains,

ilax.

Machias.

Steamers

Train* From Portland.

troublesome disorders.

Large
Specialties

to

RAILROAD.

of

TO

The favorite Steamer

Pascsnger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
«i, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Watervlllc 5:00. Arrives

PREPARED BY

A

$100 Gold, According
Stpera&e, $80
Cnrrency

__

MAINE CENTRAL

INDALL’S MILLS,
BV RANDALL
ANDREW!*,

RANDOLPH M.

Supt.

route.
F CHASE,
P. S. & P. R. R.

I,INK

Desert and

ONE

Central Railroad.

-AT-

be

at

sleeping car express train.
^Accommodation train.

HODSeT

FAIRFIELD

MANUFACTURERS

M-» returning

JI

•Pullman

_

BOSTON ELASTIC

Portland at t7JO A. M., 18.30 A.
M. *8.00P. M.

M., 13.00 P. M., 1 ttO.OO P.
tlJASP. ,Hr
PortIa,ld a* 8 00 A-

Portsmonth for Portland tlO.OO A. M.. 110.40 A.
ttt s.oo p m,*10.10 p. m

- ««•

ap25tf

__

kinds of garment,
Pleane call and »ee them.

other

Buggies,

Light and Heavy.

Proismls will likewise be received for tlie
niatesial
m tlie old
Jail, if suitable to be used ta the

The undersigned reserve to
themselves tlie right to
reject any and all proposals received under tins
noin their judgment the interest
of tho County
3

Buggies,

EXTENSION-TOP CARRYALLS

opining

tice, if

and

M->

of the skin are
the aimearance on the surface ofhumors that should
be expelled from the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla pxikjIs these humors from
the blood. When they are sone, the disorders they
product; disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and. Eruptive
lHseases of the Skin, St. Anthony’s Eire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Rinutcorm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhaa arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. Dropsy.
Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.

startling

Round & Square Corner Phaetons,

contafne,!

HALL’S

MIDDLE STREET,

Box

clerk

.'£re ,aily f.urtl,er

prompily

Packages received liy

Stylish.

’dav

jL.1

by

10

the“

Sxt,

United States Bonds.

*■»

Light

wl11 be received hv the unof Clerk of Courts in Al12 o’clock noon of
th
Tuesday,
of
for providing
material,
and comthe New Jail and House of
Correction at Aloi k County, Me.,
according to plans and snecmcations which may be son at the Office of
the
information mav be ob,.n the
tained until
day above named for the
of

SKI,I,

»»'l Halifax, ami
s..Tr","*oh,,iStocks
and Binds in
ami
‘-“’"’"i^iou
io,k- lt,<I«ir|e8
mail

and
ton

Platform Driving
Top aiul No Top.

in

untS

Top,

Brewster’s Style

Youman’s
canvassing
Dictionary of Every-Day Wants, containing 20,000
Receipts 111 every Deiiartment ol Human Effort tlian

ALFRED HULL
ALBERT W. HUSSEY,

terest.

Spring

and No

and

AGENTS EVERYWHERE !
can he made
by Agents in
llOl'O
™
C IflillPV
for

fred,

Heavy.

Mt.

T.IOLYMPUS, Tuck. May 28

Accomuodatiun.

For

Eruptions

OF

Side Spring Platform RoadWagons

TO

requires
Alfred,

Coupons.

European and Nor h American First Mortgage It. 1;.
Bonds, t; per cent in Gold, at 90 and in

THE NEW

w- c.

aud

aud

E. K. LEMONT & Co.

Soiiqol

the

ALSO, FOR SALE

AARON R. ALDRICH & CO.

PANTALOON

—

AOKNTM FOR TDK SALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota
First Mortgage R. R Bonds. 7 per cent In Gold.
Northern Pacific ii. It. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
aud tho U. S. Funded Loan.

8t*ndon&-

l¥o. 168 Commercial
Street,
(NEAR UNION,)
Where we shall with increased facilities, Veen ,1,,..
stock of Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans, DriSl
Apples, Peas, &c.
ap22snlw-oslw*

AND

City, State, County

7~"

IN

Foreign Specie

BUY

el-_

DIGESTION;

ifftat!onsmat

Street, Boston

American and

R E MOV AL.

187

State
—

Sy ^dlw*fen
W-

OUR

construction of the new.
The Architect will lie at. the office of the
Clerk of
Courts at Alfred, on
Wednesday the 24th Inst, to give
0n de8ired in
re®ar,it0 Plans and spec-

BANKERS,

!i‘2» Congress Hired
t0 f'ee
0pen d*y and Svc,,ine-

Wo 1.0

cod&wtf

dc20

Can befound at the old stand qf

Top and No Top.

or, My Jolly Friend’* Secret.
It is by odds the piost
taking anil salable book in tho
lield. 1 It is on a vitally important
subject. 2 It is
l»y America’s most popular writer on health. 3 It is
lor the price, the largest and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription.
Agents, the people are eager
tor such a book, and will urge you to
bring it to them,
''rite for terms, &c„ free. Geo
Maclean, Publisher,
3
st., Brstou. Mass.
ap30t4w

at the Office
dersigned?K?S?SAP'

in the United

“Nuisance Law,” so-called, will be enforced

against them when violations are detected.
B. N. PBBBV, Sheriff.
Portlau I, April 4,
apSdtf
J872.

v
(there is a
DIO LEWIS’ last and greatest work

■

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

—OR—

Hindoo

on

where IntoxicatSold

are

■ AMI UK

ARRANGEMENT.

Passenger trains leave Portland dalt ''-jimSaVi for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunt 'w-'
-Bw-^’lays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. tti.15 A.
“"M..J9.10 A. M., J3.30P. M., t3.45 P.
M., t tte.OO P. M.

are

tniiiK hiiultli oust unltln

to

Notice is also given

and

k

TannM

always

low Detection
violation of the law, without further notice.

that the

PORTLAND, SACO,

Commencing Holiday, April !Wd, lNI'i.

A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of complaints,which
are
afflicting and
too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,

Immediate Prosecution will Fol-

Buildings

ap22dtf

Is. BII.I.I\IM Age.t

ntc lido tf

jn2dly

SPRING

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

Iu Portland who have not been personally notified
by
myself or deputies, on account of our inability to find
their places, are hereby notified that

ing Liquors

Cabin, $80 &

Passengers

PORTSMOUTH E. R.

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

LIQUORS.

To Owners of

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

Freljh?*?^^^?

gp-TF.

Boston.

Gold, additional.

Boston.

353

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find
arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Tlieir action is specific and
-ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find! I invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country.-trlth full directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
nll865d&w No. 172Cumberland Street, Portland.

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating

of any

tralUi 1’ctweon Portland and Boston

^Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERRITT,
Superintendent,

_

Eclectic medical

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

7

for it)

n Fork
County, nt Alfred, Me.
Notice to Builders and Contractors.

Pianos,

leading instrument manufactured

Chinese Ropes and Rings,

exhibition,

Sheriffs Notice.

Side

Agents, Quick!«
lory,

lush

Ialso have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

CORDELIA A.. KNOX,
on my account, as I shall
pay no debts of her contracting after this date.
MARCELLUS KNOX.
Portla.d, April 27, 1872.
may2*lw

On

IuMrumenta War-

us a

notYce
THIS
ing

ST.

18ti».

large stock of

©od2wapr27

certify
trusting

jun30n

Top

ap30t4w

r

Let,

to

Side Spring, Business Box Buggies

Jrd^N. H.“r

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in

GUILD & DELANO,

is to

sales-

144 1-2

nse.

onr

^1

F„„

ranted.

examine

Furnished Boom

ITU or without board.
Aleo Ladv Boardere
warded. Apply corner Center and Free st, No

Light

Washington, D. C.
plicity of construction

Look ! Head

manufactory &
room,

employ,

Boston, please gire

A

six inch, is used by theGovernraent in the Patent Office,
Its simand tlie
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever iuvented.
Pamphlet hoe. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

M

„„_

P. R. R. station
be 1purchased

M.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Bouton
M- Fare #1.no.

JWAR.SMt., ,M»v 11. AMCPPO.gat. June I.
SAMARIA, Tnes. May 14. SIBERIA. Tuvs., June 8.
PALMYRA, Tun. May *1 'JAVA, Wed., June ir>4|
{^Passengers embark at the Canard Wharf. Ea»i

'Accommodation.
tFast Express.

forwarded immediately.
All correspondence
strictly confidential and will b«
returned If desired.
Address;
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

,..

n.ac

are

Merchants National Bank.

Concord Style Business Wagons,

our

customer to ex-

carefully.

more

They

U. S.

Quarters for Agents !
t0
New Agent this
A™£5»HE?Ti?ive"
month to sell
New and?very
Beautiful Map of U.
MELODEONS
\\ orld for 1812, also, New
England
colored

hundred to two

one

the

on

iylBtf

CONSISTING

.SVSfflSAJSi
throughout

use

Brick Store,

A A n n i a o r-r>
vn nmnul.o.

‘-Convent Life Unveiled” by Edith O’Gorman
Lsca[ied Nun. A brave, true book. One lady
made *35 in a week. Conn. Pub. Co.
Hartford, Ct.
ap30t4w

—AND—

We hare diamonds, iu pairs and singly,
in

«

r_N

OR

ORGANS

that defy competition.

ranging

_

ap30t4w

L

^

the Srbngo
THAT
JL the public tlds

arrangements with par

ties in Europe whereby

Uloot,,.

The most nopular medicine f»r nervous troubles
source of all other
ailments.) is
DODD’S NERVINE, and Invigorator.
* or sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

GREAT OFFER
_________

DIAMONDS.
We hare made

or

(the

CJrlno-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers In Medtcin
everywhere.
flo28
eodly

Dissolution.

Wliiilkom

ap

HEALTH

A Standard Preparation, endorsed
by the roost reliable Physicians, and its
astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
t rinary Organs
existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidney«or Bladder. Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment
Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuenceof Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

Ceme-

a

Ktilvn

Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach,
Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bullions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Cliating, and Skin Diseases of an
inflammatory nature.
W. W. WHIPPLE,
Agent,
ap30t4w
Portland, Me.

BUCHI

Commissioners have fixed upon the very low
THE
price of One Dollar
lot, for keeping the
In first rate condition
the

through

whole
part ot the block ot
THEPortland
Pier.
the
at

I

A.T 7 O’CLOCK P.

MTKA.1KKN

Steamers appointed to sail
HKCLA, Tuck., May

WHARF, Portland,

I>,UI,V, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

can

Passenger station In Boston, Haymarket Square,
freight station. Causeway street.

Leave Boston for

the age of thirty who

ATLANTIC

dihectTboW bov'Pm—

TO THE LADIES.
room,, Sebago
31 LINCOLN

tl
ST.auirt3
To be Let,

Apply

of

187!*.

Springfield line.

Tfcealwve trains leave P. S. &
foot of State street, where tickets
and baggage checked.

price.

Queenstown, Cork liar.

at

CIT Y,

Having commodious Cabin and State Roam accommodation., will run alternately, leavTng

LIISJ K

.11A11$

Simn^Vr6^00 ^ sl,r,1n^ld

fit.

Let,

water.

■

SPECIAL NOTICE!
To Owners of I.ots in
tery.

To

to let, containing?
TENEMENT
For particulars call at

matism, Croup,

EXTRACT

torn to pieces; the house was spread
apart so that the rafters fell through, and the
very beds in which the family were sleeping
were torn to pieces.

iront room on second floor. Also
ih rd floor with board. 49 Frankoc28tf

..

imimm

ers were

IF

circulation, giving vigor

iia a

AUC-

To Let

men

up!

CCNARD

iJUton a"3

or

half

cents,

1872.

PBfttad, Aprd 1,

FORES T

S AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

|?:?l“??*S?*||tiou,

troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for.
Ou examining
the urinanr deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small {(articles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color w ill be of a
thin, milkish hue, again
changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, iguoraut of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot
consult the
can
personally
do so bv writing, in a plain
manner, a description of
their diseases, and the
appropriate remedies will be

the proprietor wishes

Arraatruem, April ‘M,

JOHN BROOKS

OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Peaks' Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A. M.,
and 3.45 P.M.
{yPrivate ;unties can be accommodnb-d by ap-

is4t

Trains leave P. S. & P. H. K. StaPortlaud, lor Bouton, *6.15, *9.10
p-yrto'—M.,
3.30t, 3.45*, 6.U07 (express) P.M.
-Heturuinr *7.30, 18.30 A. M., *13.15,
*3.00, 6.007 (express) p. M
For Hoc heater, Alton Bay, *6.15, A«Jf.
Manchester and Concord, N. II., via C. & P. K. K.
Junction, 6.15*37. M., 3.45* P. M.
■Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence. 9.10* A. M.
LoweU,6.15* 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
Uuiou, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE. The 6.15* A. M. train arrives
In Boston in
«mc to connect with Shore Line
at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the est. 9.10* A M train eonM
Route and Sound
Steamers for New York au<l the South. .Taut P. M
ror Iiew Yurk

men

many

wl3

K X V IJ K S S,

to the Cantata on board.
plying
children
Pare down and back 25

SUPERIOR SEA-«OI\«
STEAMERS

-.^•T-iwTHE

CAPTAIN A. S.

u

—

day passes but

are

FOR BOSTON.

Calling

Mpring

Middle-Aged Men,

lass Houses to Let.

fr'irst-

and nourishing. Like nntrifood taken into the stomach, it assimilates and
^ through the

urmlii'il

as

*

KENSEDYtS HEHLOPK OIIVTMKNT.
Tlte
proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of tile Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to he

a

For Peaks’ Island.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

we are consulted by one *r
with the above disease, some oi
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by tlieir friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and iu a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

There

NO f sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
iu the new brick block of tour, on the corner ot
Ne*l and Pine acf, will be rented on favorabb* tti.ujs.
Tbe*e are ftrst class liousea in every respect, conainiDg 13 rooms, having all modem improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sep16

INTERNAL ABall obstructions of the

regulates the bowelg, quiets the nerves, acts di'.berestoring
qwi!
8e,0re.tlve organs, and, by its powerful
Ionic and
eflects, produces healthy5 and
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, IS Platt
Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
1 rice One Dollar per Bottle. Send
for Circular.
mcli30
\ Iw

eod-lw.jgj

oft*,

ap6d&w

EASTERN AND

young

Mtreet.

!:^“Reliable information cheerfully furnished at

By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit iu
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warHardly

Possession given immediately,
aplltfS. R. CLEMENT.

is

ifaltf*

an Lite Mine Will UCBUIU HI X'llUllC

V~»*

lin st.

■

There occurred recently, near Algona,
Iowa, a very strange freak of lightning. It
entered the house at the bottom, and made a
total wreck of everything in it
except the
family of six persons, who, strange to say, all
escaped without injury. Even the lamp-burn-

v“v

Office, 40 l«‘J Exchange

duly™'811*

To Let!

tion soon if not disposed
to change his business.

W. I>. LITTLE &. CO.

ranted.

rilHE pleasant Cottage House No. 11 Cedar St.
L rayleodtf
M. G. PALMER.

h‘

Traveler* for
CALIFORNIA
and the Weat, Month and Northweal, may obtaiu through Ticket*
by the beat and moat reliable
route from Portlaud or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the loweal rate*, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

All who have committed an excess of anv
kind,
whether t be the solitary vice of
youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
SEEK FOB SOME ANTIDOTE IN
SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

more

STEAMERS.

Passenger Ticket Agency!

and Compler.ion.
Many Thousand* Can Testify to This

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
jan 12-d&wtf

one room 01

IdiiENHi&L^lfsrBSTINES'urERINE
strengthening

^l,:.Vol'.F-

i

aplltf

Let.

House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for cither Farmer or FishThe laud is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good Ashing grounds which with several

{lnpeiPJt0PAS
r.’?('/tOpULA,
SiA”'1 wl11

w’

£ yAgents for Maine.

Apply to

rooms.

erman.

ls,Sr/r^re““1-vfor a11 •Hseas** of the BLOOD,
\>Jt,,r,ANISr>yJj:AkxEssi OLANDULOUS TU-

Bradbury;

There is a sharp controversy going on about
awarding Mass. State Prison contracts. The
Charlestown Advertiser hits hard in saying:
“If men in high positions are to be allowed to
bribe State officials, make oath of the fact,
and placard their conduct to blacken the
character of their alleged tool, and go unpun-

Hare t'onfldrure.

House to Let.

PLEASANT

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

Lungs, Asthma, Whooping Cough,

Missouri.

!

Materia Medica.

tydiseases of a like nature.
000 bottles sold and not

Again

Lung ami successfully used in Its native country, as a
Powerful Tonic, and Potent Purifier ol the
Blood, it
Is found even to exceed the
anticipations founded on
ils great reputation.
to the medical and
According
scientific periodicals of London and
Paris, it possesses
the Most Poweiwtl Tonic
properties known to

W U L REWARD is offered for a_A35
better REMEDY than
ADAMSON'S BOTANIC COUGH BALfor
the
cure
of Colds, Coughs, Sore jrn
tySAM,
Throat, Croup, Bronchitis. Soreness of

nessed at this season of the year. In former
years, there was but little attention paid in
this State to winter wheat, for the reason
that the climate and soil were
regarded as
being unfavorable to its culture; but latterly,
the experience of those farmers who have
•own winter wheat
pretty extensively has
demonstrated that, taking oue year with another, this grain is just as sure to yield as
well here, in favorable
locations, as in Illinois

Child

JURUBEBA!

DISCOVERY!

quantities is to the effect that the crop is in
excellent condition, and that a fairer promise
than is now presented has seldom been wit-

a

sighs the weary and exhausted one, as the languor
ami lassitude of spring comes upon him. Come
and
receive vigor and strength from the wonderful South
American Tonic

A OBEAT

portions

of Minnesota and Western Wisconsin where
winter wheat is produced in considerable

STORE

of

sonable business hours—to engage in a light and
profitable business,which will pay at the rate of #10,OuO per annum. The best of references giveu and required. Apply to or address
GEORGE WEBSTER.
34 School street, Room 14,
apr29
Boston, Mass.

lot of
en,

goood character—one who is
devote himself to business during rea-

inSUcases

treatment.
making
mU8° of tbat al|tiqnated and danger-

SI! J

$>5000.

\ Young toman
J. A

xi

'«*“"«7»to“

PARTNER WANTED.

excliauge.)

in

s

No. 157 Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d stonr. For terms apEDWARD FOX.
ply to
mch27

a

$>5000.

CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Music,

V

Agents for

88 Middle street.

their treatment

inexperienced general practitioner,
opportunity nor time to make himacquainted with their pathologv, commonly purof

"u™-„A“e

house of 10
YERY
_BltUNELL & CO., 150 Exchange st.

selecting

™

'T*
*’?1oompetent and successful in

ForReut.

convenient

but alw“y» injurious.

1'AKTICULAK in

a

n

markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market flsldug and lobster business.
Terms
moderate.
For particulars apply to

A

ORGANS!

(Old Instruments taken

e

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
from main land, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Bam, Sheds, and Fish

Wanted.

OF

mar28dtf

ite

E tta “
b
1Ia™0,ltable yet iucontrovertf
orbU^whh
y,,y|,llil lic liatieuts are male misiVmnl.ml^ i oonstltutfonsin by maltreatment
general practice;
fork is a.Ed I1 Rhyieitn*
*®n®raUyconceded by the best syt.liilttud management of these
uf tints shi'.nM1 tke 8tu“I
lb« whole time of tliose wlto
"

occupied by Hoyt,

to

t&

’nLln. cou,ltr2I
y
The uufortnni^ S
hlsnhSSSSf^fni? M.ho

AN miles

rilHKEE or four good carriage finishers. Good pay
A and steady employment. Apply to Cullerton &
Knowlton, atC. P. KIMBALL’S, Preble st. my3-6t

J.

Apply

experience In
bhvsieiim whose
idm for all
duties
must
la »ooded with poor nostrums
he the bestin the worltl.

regularly-edueated

l

MATTOCKS & FOX,

Island to

KJJIVAM,
179 Commercial st.

mar2Sthdtf

CELEBRATED

This agreed upon, the sleepy
up.
member was soon in the .land of dreams. It
so happened that a certain bill
upon theft
and perjury came up, and when it was fairly
under way tli* sleepy member was aroused.
He, rubbing his eyes, arose and addressed the
Speaker: “Mr Speaker, I wish to say a few
worus upon tins uiu, ior tne tact
is, the most
of the people up our way make their
living
by this trade.” It is needless to add, that
his remarks were appreciated and highly

luuuhfof a

For Kent.
and Breed.

use

STEAMERS.

Pank’. Island Mlrsnsbsal Company.
NTKAJIKH

OLD

all times.

effle^ established
e^mS!. °ilt,forweU-tested
by

their
the nanus ol
uio

or Grocery Business.
Gas,
all modecn conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
14G Commercial trcet.
jaulGtf

A Fogg

“f the

Person must know
thrtSLStafteS*?- 4blnki,“f
general
should have

No. 149 Commercial st., recently oc& Butler; suita-

Wanted.

<K bl L

BURDETT & WOOD’S

ished—and be rewarded—then we should
have at once a little fair play, and
swing wide
the gates of the Massachusetts State Prison
and let our criminals go free.

rooms

Wanted.

came

or

or

Vessels

±A.

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

fellow member to wake him when a certain
bill involving the interests of lumbermen

ofVl!ls hmo’.Vf
ahlnt

ni

now

all

afflicteil to the
fact
a,ld well-earned
reputation!
fUrn
sufflcient assurance of his skill
rumisliing
and suc-

Store,
BRICK
cupied by Messrs. Puriugton
ble for wholesale Flour

rilHE Store 92 Middle stieet,

Casks, whether of long
contracted, entirely removing
J makip‘a

St.n.i.o,IN
recently

thedbresm Of

Let!

To

Aj»ap2dtf

at No. 25 Winter st.

ply

X.

Musical Merchandise,

Waked up Too Early.—The Springfield
(HI.) Journal gives this:
Not long since, a sleepy member of the
lower branch of the Legislature requested a

1™? !? ,''?

2

ONE

Wanted Immediately,
CONVENIENT rent for a small family,

"V^ESTEUDAY, between F. F. Hale’s and Hayes

ap24eod3m

CONSISTING

or

™

Caution to the Public.

To Let.

Lost

otherwise promptly at-

or

tended to.

p!lvate diseases,
arising from
fmVo.Vs
vice of self-abuse.
SKS-*»“*!«» theto terrible
that particular branch ot
JLT®t51.? hj» entire time
°“' bB *>ol, warranted in Ouak-

Me.

story house, with stable attached; also for
sale, 1 pr. Ox wheels six inch rim with hay rac k,
1 hay rigging suitable for one horse. Apply to John
H. lteed, Woodford’s
Corner._apl8*lw th tf

A

liefrigerating Rooms for markets &c,. built to order. Refrigerators of all kindq repaired.
Manufactured by
JT. F. 9IERRILL,
Cottou Avenue, between Cross and Cotton Streets,
Portland. Me.
fiy All orders by mail

Portland,

with

suftoring under the
aftllJ-tlTi ai‘f ri1sse8 thif® wl10 ar<-'
whether

g<xxl order.

CASCO NATIONAL BANK,

April 17-dlm

Rooms,

...

FOR SALE !
Four (4) Kingsley Steam Hammers, in
For further information address

Medical

“tmost conildcnco by the afflicted at ill
i11
hours
dally and from 8 A.M. to il P. m7

Water and

iiiirrOmKincr

p

MAIN

Wanted.

Wanted.
A
GOOD Milliner; must also understand the sellJ. A ing of Milliuery goods. Wanted also an ex]K?rtem ed Saleswoman.
Apply at 335 Congress st.
May 1-dlw

AT THH

No. 17# Cumberland
Street,
NCTIEUEhe can he consulted privately, aud

ever

rooms

PROCURE TICKETS

FOUND AT HIS

UK

Private

with board in a private fondly, by
X a family of lliree persons. Adilress, ntuting
terms and location, W%, Portland P. O.
ap30*lw

TI1HREE

This Refrigerator is constructed on the most perfect scientific principles, and warranted to be the
For further particulars as to
best yet in trod uced.
its merits, sizes, style, prices, «&c., call and see or
aend for circular.
Ice Chests of all sizes constantly on hand very low.
AH in want of Refrigerators should call and see be-

it the best that could be united upon, the constitution would have been rejected by the people. Thomas Jefferson never made a speech.
He couldn’t do it. Napoleon, whose executive ability is almost without a parallel, said
that his greatest difficulty was in finding men
of deeds rather than words.
When asked
how he maintained his influence over his suin
and
periors
age
experience when commander-in-chief of an army in Italy, he said,
by reserve. The greatness of a man is not
measured by the length of his speeches and
their number.—Philadelphia Ledger.

to

UAN

LET.

First-Claim (Modern) Brick Building,
Far term at years—Bent law.
BUILDING 160x10 feet, 3 1-2 stories high.
Wing 70x10 feet, 3 1-2 stories high: Forge Room
120x32 feet, 1 story high.
There Is in the building a 100 horse, engine, main
lines of Bbufting, elevator, is piped for gas, water and
steam, and has a never-failing supply of puke water, is well located, being less than 1-8 mile from
wharves or Railroad depots, both east and west;
fronts three streets, and is,well arranged for manufacture of car-springs and axlea, cotton or woolen
goods or for a machine shop, foundry or paper mill.

Agents. No capital required. Canvassers will find
it for their interest to do all business through this office ; for reference please call or address “Portland
Hand Stamp Co., No. 11 and 12 Fluent Block, Portlaud Me.
apl5 lm

C. Saiford.

W.

few male and

DR. J. B. HUGHES

A

canvass

arctic,

Patented

ap26tf

female agents
IMMEDIATELY
for the National Linen Marker and Card
inducements
Printer. The
offered to

ICE CHESTS.
T Li l:

at No. 33

Wanted.

REFRIGERATORS!

convention, however, acknowledged the master-spirit, and historians affirm that had it
not been for his personal popularity and the
thirty words of his first speech, pronouncing

Our own information from those

BROOKS.

railroads!"

MEDICAL.

and Mechanics.

TO

Book-keeper—one who is familiar with
Double ami Single entry; good reference requirAdilress Mechanic,‘Portland P. O.
fmyldlw

B^uset

UY

at

LADY

A
1.

ever

Because I am my Love’B, I will not die—
Ah lovers might—to prove my fealty;
But I’ll so live that, in some distant time,
My Love shall say—“Bless God, who
mine.”

; Manufacturers

Bookkeeper Wanted.

thought’or deed;

«n

GEO. W. H.

TO LEI.

1

An.l other diaeaaca of the Skin, has ooudgnod t.i... a
quantity of hi. Compound and Ointment. The character of the manufacturer, and the abundant evidence
ftunlahed during the lnat twenty-live year,, „f t|re
of the remedy-, give Ull
safety and itefficacy
confidence
in offi-rhig tor the r:Lef of aunerera.
A freah aupply juat received and tor aale WhoWla
thla
in
U.
and EetaU
H. Hay, W V
city by
Phillip.* A. W. Cerkiu. and bj-H
.Mr, 111 CongreM .t. and by reapecfable I
everywhere. For caali by the dozen
,H,‘
count to the trade. Price*! with toll
”rW,""“
For further
’the
mchtid2tu
WM. B.
Bath. Me.

WmS

”,tuu

partlculm,^

X^.™1

artto“
TRUFaSt,

flood!
k»

..
u

q’uY.r1
street.
-In

Woodl

~l'P° f»r“'e kt No. 13 Lin
Abm
Dry Edging*
WM. HUSK.

.4

